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AGENDA 

Open to Public and Press 

  
 Part 1: Governance Items  

1.1 Apologies for Absence and Declarations of Interest 

At this point Members must declare whether they have a disclosable 
pecuniary interest, or other interest, in any of the items on the agenda, 
unless it is already entered in the register of members’ interests. 

 

1.2 Skills Committee Minutes - 7 November 2022 5 - 24 

1.3 Public Questions  
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Arrangements for asking a public question can be viewed here 

-  Public Questions - Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Combined 

Authority (cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk) 
 Part 2: Recommendations to Combined Authority Board  

2.1 The University of Peterborough Phase 3 Living Lab, Full Business 

Case 

25 - 130 

2.2 Wave Four Skills Bootcamps 131 - 134 

 Part 3: Delivery  

3.1 Adult Education Budget Annual Return 2021-22 135 - 148 

3.2 ESOL Local Planning Annual Report 149 - 176 

3.3 Mid-year Performance Review of Skills Funded Provision 2022-23 177 - 182 

3.4 Skills and Labour Market Insights Report 183 - 230 

3.5 Finance and Performance Report - Jan 2023 231 - 238 

3.6 Alignment of Procurement and Contracting 239 - 242 

3.7 Skills Committee Agenda Plan - January 2023 243 - 246 

 Part 4: Date of next meeting 

6 March 2023 

 

 

  

 

COVID-19  

The legal provision for virtual meetings no longer exists and meetings of the Combined 

Authority therefore take place physically and are open to the public.  Public access to 

meetings is managed in accordance with current COVID-19 regulations and therefore if you 

wish to attend a meeting of the Combined Authority, please contact the Committee Clerk 

who will be able to advise you further. 
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The Skills Committee comprises the following members:  

 
 
For more information about this meeting, including access arrangements and facilities for 

people with disabilities, please contact 

 

 

 

Councillor Lynne Ayres 

Councillor Sam Carling 

Councillor Lis Every 

Councillor Lucy Nethsingha 

Councillor Chris Seaton 

Councillor Sam Wakeford 

Cllr Natalie Warren-Green 

Clerk Name: Tamar Oviatt-Ham 

Clerk Telephone: 01223 715668 

Clerk Email: Tamar.Oviatt-Ham@cambridgeshire.gov.uk 
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Skills Committee  
 

Meeting: Monday 7 November 2022 
 
Venue: Civic Suite, Pathfinder House, St Mary’s Street, Huntingdon 
 
Time: 10.00 am - 12.20pm 
 
Present: 
 
Cllr Lucy Nethsingha - Chair and Member for Cambridgeshire County Council 
Cllr Lis Every - East Cambridgeshire District Council 
Cllr Lynne Ayres - Peterborough City Council 
Cllr Sam Carling - Cambridge City Council  
Cllr Tom Sanderson - Huntingdonshire District Council 
 
Apologies:  
 
Cllr Peter McDonald - South Cambridgeshire District Council 
Cllr Chris Seaton - Fenland District Council 
Cllr Sam Wakeford - Huntingdonshire District Council 
 

Part 1 - Governance Items  
 

88. Apologies for Absence and Declarations of Interest and Announcements 
 

Apologies received from Councillor Peter McDonald and Councillor Chris Seaton and 
Councillor Sam Wakeford substituted by Councillor Tom Sanderson.  No 
declarations of interest were made. 
 

89. Minutes of the Skills Committee meeting on 5 September 2022 and 
Actions 

 
The minutes of the meeting on 5 September 2022 were approved as an accurate 
record.   
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In reference to the minutes a member queried what progress had been made in 
relation to the establishment of an Education Committee.  The Interim Associate 
Skills Director stated that the development of the committee formed part of a wider 
governance review, and was work in progress.  She explained that the terms of 
reference had been drafted and officers had started to look at how the committee 
would link into the new proposals. 
 
The action log was noted. 
 

90. Public Questions 
 
Questions from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee were taken at the relevant 
items on the agenda. 

 

Part 2 – Delivery 
 
91. Careers Hub Operational Plan 
 

The Committee received a report that gave an update on the Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough Careers Hub and outlined the wider ambition of the Combined 

Authority in relation to Careers support within the region. Following the expansion of 

the Careers Hub in September 2022, the paper provided the committee with an 

update on performance and future planned activities.   

The Committee received a question from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 

this report. The written responses were read out and can be found at appendix 1 of 

the minutes.  

In particular, the presenting officers highlighted: 
 

• There was strong performance in 2021/22 and the Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough Careers Hub was one of the top performing hubs in the country. 
   

• A new operations manager had joined the combined authority in October 
2022 and had over 20 years’ experience working within careers education. 
His expertise would be used to drive the delivery of the Careers Hub plan.  

 

• A Steering Group had been set up and would meet quarterly. 
 

• Further funding of £19,600 had been secured via a competitive tender 
process with the Careers and Enterprise Company, which would fund CPD for 
subject teachers to understand career pathways and technical education 
options related to their subject areas. 

 

• The Operating Plan for 2022-22 was included as an appendix to the report. 
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Discussing the report Members: 

• Congratulated the skills team on the high performance of the careers hub. 

 

• Questioned why the operational plan did not have a timeline and asked what 

measure would be taken to evaluate the outcomes.  Officers explained that 

the plan covered more than one academic year and the impact would be 

dependent on the actions identified.  Officers explained that there would be 

core impact measures for the areas with funding streams.   

 

• Queried how the careers service would be integral to the Local Skills 

Improvement Plans (LSIP).  The Associate Skills Director stated that it was 

crucial that the careers hub had a voice in the LSIP and that the Strategic 

Careers Hub Lead had been seconded to work one day a week with the 

Chamber of Commerce on the LSIP to ensure that there was a joined-up 

approach as initial conversations had indicated that careers might not be 

within the LSIP.   

 

• Sought clarity on who would be on the steering group and when it would meet 
and if there would be cross county representation, and inclusion of a SEND 
representative.  Officers explained that the group had not met yet and that 
they could circulate further details on the steering group representation. 

Action Required 
 

• Questioned how schools had been involved in conversations regarding 
technical education.  Officers clarified that there had been discussions with 
schools to ensure that the right T Levels were in place and that support was 
given to schools in order that were able to move in to this space. 

 
The chair stated that at a recent Centre for Cities Conference in Cambridge the need 
for careers advice and training had been raised many times and there was a need 
for better join-up between different organisations working on careers, such as  
Cambridge Region of Learning, Form the Future the Sanger Institute, and 
Cambridge Ahead.  Officers stated that one of the pieces of work that was being 
undertaken by the Combined Authority was the Careers Upskilling Point ensuring 
that all schools were able to engage with business which was key.   Officers 
explained that in terms of the wider organisations, the Combined Authority work with 
all of these organisations closely.  Two enterprise co-ordinators were employed by 
Form the Future for example.   

 
The Interim Associate Skills Director stated that she had recently spoken to the 
Department for Education (DfE) and the outcome of the John Holman review of 
careers education was still awaited and that when this had been released but that 
the DfE had indicated that it would be the right time to start the conversations again 
with central government.  She explained that there were a number of Combined 
Authorities including Manchester who were looking to have careers funding and 
responsibility devolved to them 

 
It was resolved unanimously to: 
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Note the performance and future plans of the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough 
Careers Hub and to provide feedback to shape the provision of the Careers 
Hub. 

 

92.  Working Together with the Third Sector 
 

The Committee considered a report that sought to strengthen partnership and co-

production with local third sector organisations to deliver adult education and skills 

courses and requested approval for an allocation of £300,000 from the Adult 

Education Budget Innovation Fund and £100,000 from Multiply for the 2022/23 

academic year to pilot a different approach to commissioning of local third sector 

organisations who had a base within the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 

Combined Authority area.  

The Committee received a question from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 

this report. The written responses were read out and can be found at appendix 1 of 

the minutes.  

In particular, the presenting officers highlighted: 
 

• The report highlighted four potential models for piloting a different approach to 

Third Sector commissioning for learning and skills provision and that the 

proposal was to pursue models two and four outlined in the report. 

 
Discussing the report Members: 

• Questioned the information provided in table two of the report and why there 

was no overt connection with Fenland or East Cambridgeshire as they did not 

have any providers in their area.   

 

• Expressed concern regarding past underspends in the area and the top-

slicing of funding. Officers explained that they noted the concerns and would 

ensure that these concerns were addressed with the provider that they 

appointed.  

 

• Agree with the conversation with Councils for Voluntary Services (CVS).  

Officers highlighted that they would work with CVSs in order to come up with 

the best options.   

 

• Queried whether it would be just the lead provider that would be subject to 

OFSTED inspections.  Officers confirmed that this would be the case. 

 

• Highlighted that model two only had one lead organisation and queried 

whether there could be two as Peterborough had many charities and third 

sector organisations and the City College, for example, could be the lead 

organisation.  Officers explained that they would take this comment back to 
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the CVS representatives as an option. The  purpose of this exercise was co-

design and co-production with the Third Sector – this was a different approach 

to current arrangements with existing providers such as City College 

Peterborough. 

 

• Queried why CVSs preferred model two over model four.  Officers explained 

that the reason was in relation to historical ways of working and how providers 

sub contract. They pass-on Combined Authority and EFSA funding rules to 

the sub-contractors.  Officers stated as the new approach was a partnership 

approach, a bottom-up approach. The figure of up to 15% for a management 

fee was in line-with the Combined Authority’s funding rules and was less than 

the national. 

 
In bringing the debate to a close the chair thanked officers for the report and was a 

good example of how the AEB budget was being managed more flexibly under 

devolution.  She explained that she was supportive of the idea that officers moved 

forward with model two and model four as they did not conflict, in order to bring in as 

many voluntary sector organisations as possible and asked that the recommendation 

be changed to reflect this.  The Interim Associate Skills Director explained that it 

would be possible to consider both options.   

It was resolved unanimously to: 

 
a) Approve the allocation of £300,000 from the devolved Adult Education Budget 

(AEB) Local Innovation Fund and £100,000 from the Multiply budget for the 
2022/23 academic year, to pilot a new approach to commissioning local third 
sector organisations to deliver learning in the community. 

 
b) Delegate authority to the Interim Associate Director of Skills in conjunction with 

the Chief Finance Officer and the Monitoring Officer, to enter into and sign grant 
funding agreements for AEB Local Innovation Fund and Multiply with the 
nominated providers, once selected.  

 
c) To note the different models for commissioning the Third Sector and proposal 

to consider Model two and Model four subject to further scoping with providers 
and the sector. 

 
 
93. Review of Innovation Fund and Proposals for 2022-23 
 

The Committee received a report that outlined early findings from a rapid desk-top 

review of the Adult Education Budget (AEB) Innovation Fund projects which were 

approved in 2020/21 and the recommendations arising from the review.  

The Committee received a question from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 

this report. The written responses were read out and can be found at appendix 1 of 

the minutes.  
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In particular, the presenting officers highlighted: 
 

• The list of projects approved which included capital matched with the Local 
Growth Fund.. 

 

• In 2021-22 the fund was expanded to include two additional streams in 
relation to partnership development and capacity building. 

 

• The main finding had been that the Combined Authority had been able to, for 
a modest funding allocation, support 18 projects to support partnership 
working and capacity building and they were projects that would not have 
been supported through another route.  Positive feedback had been received 
from stakeholders and providers and, nationally, the Department for education 
were consulting on creating an innovation funding strand as part of funding 
reforms, which the Combined Authority had already implemented.    

 

• The report sets out the estimated budget for 2022/23 and there was work 
underway to finalise the budget with finance.  Proposed themes for the budget 
were set out in the report.   

 

• In the process of commissioning a three-year impact evaluation of AEB over 
the last three years since devolution and this would include innovation 
projects that the CA had supported. 

 
Discussing the report Members: 

• Commented as there were no FE providers and Infrastructure in East 

Cambridgeshire they were not in a good position to put forward any bids for 

the innovation projects.  A Member requested information on the numbers of 

people in East Cambridgeshire that had benefitted from the funding and how 

this could be offset in the future.  Officers noted the issues around FE cold-

spots and provision in East Cambridgeshire and commented that as the 

authority moved towards the delivery of the Employment and Skills Strategy, 

there would be an opportunity to articulate a local focus. There would be a 

rebranding of the innovation fund to more of a local focus. Looking at specific 

interventions is one of the things that will be taken into consideration to 

address systemic issues.  Officers explained that they would be looking at 

local impact as part of the specification to look at the local impact of all 

funding and the totality of investment through devolution. 

 

• Highlighted that it would be useful to have a directory of ESOL providers 

across the whole county and sought clarification on what was meant by a 

single point of contact.  Officers explained that the single point of contact was 

in order that the CA could capture the totality of the offer for ESOL given the 

concerns that DWP colleagues and local areas had highlighted around 

capacity.  The idea was to build on the national best practice model and was 

something that other authorities had in place including Manchester, Greater 

London and Bedford.  Officers explained that this would also include the wider 
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wrap around support for learners to access opportunities to look at where 

there were gaps and look at other wider funded programmes, using an 

umbrella based approach.   

 

• Questioned whether there would be a maximum amount that could be bid for 

tenders.  Officers explained that they needed to look at this in more detail 

when they knew the totality of the funding. 

 

• Queried the logic around not seeking an open call on projects this time 

around.  Officers stated that there had been open calls for projects over the 

last two years and that a different approach was being taken using 

opportunities to work better in partnership with organisations and taking a co-

productive approach.   

It was resolved unanimously to: 

 
a) Note the rapid review of the Adult Education Budget Innovation Fund 

programme for 2020/21, the current position with the 2021/22 and the next 
steps 

 
b) Note the Innovation Fund(s) budgets and approve the allocations to the Local 

Innovation Fund project themes proposed in this report for 2022/23 academic 
year.  

 
94. Health and Care Sector Work Academy 

The Committee considered a report that detailed the progress and performance of 

the Health and Care Sector Work Academy to date.  The report also gave a 

performance prediction for the remainder of the project including any mitigation that 

is being undertaken.    

The Committee received a question from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 

this report. The written responses were read out and can be found at appendix 1 of 

the minutes.  

In particular, the presenting officers highlighted: 
 

• The project was designed to be delivered by City College Peterborough 
(CCP) as the lead partner with other providers also delivering.  Pre-Covid 
subcontracts were given to other FE providers delivering within the CPCA 
area.  Unfortunately during this time none of the subcontractors were able to 
deliver against this project.  Post Covid CCP continued to kickstart the 
delivery and sought other providers to partner with.. 
 

• Post-Covid five subcontractors were successful in completing the 
procurement process and contracts for their delivery were issued in July 2022 
Due to the contracts starting during the summer recess the providers had only 
now been able to recruit learners to undertake this programme.  This was a 
slower start than anticipated however there was a pipeline starting to 
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materialise. Two of the larger providers stepped out of the space and they 
were now working with more niche providers.  There were risks in terms of the 
finances not being able to deliver to the full amount of £5.2m and c£2m 
underspend 

• A workshop was due to take place with the providers and DWP and the CA to 
work on engaging and recruiting individuals to the programme. 

 

• Feedback they had received was in relation to the challenge of pay in the 
sector and individuals could earn more in other sectors. 

 
Discussing the report Members: 

• Highlighted the changes of approach to engagement to engage hard to reach 

groups and asked officers to outline the changes that they had made that 

could be learnt from going forwards.  Officers explained that it was crucial to 

continually evolve and change and to go out to the individuals you wanted to 

attract, including taking the model to employers premises.  Officers explained 

that individuals valued the in-person training and want to get on and move 

very quickly.  It was crucial to remove as many barriers to learning as possible 

and to accept that life can sometimes get in the way of learning.  A member 

stated that the funding was initially set up as an infrastructure that supported 

the individual and not everyone needed that support so the funding was not 

used. Officers explained that initial the funding was set up to support for pay 

for childcare and transport and this was not accessed as much as had been 

expected as the training was being taken out to individuals at a time that 

suited them.  Officers stated that however it was invaluable to have access to 

childcare and transport funding for rural areas.  

 

• Sought clarity on the relationship with the DWP throughout the pilot.  Officers 

stated that they were a key partner as the funding came from them.  There 

had been varying levels of engagement throughout the pilot, during the roll out 

of universal credit engagement had been lower.  Officers explained that they 

had recently had a meeting with the Regional Director to review the pilot.  It 

was also how the providers interacted with the DWP.  Take up was less in 

terms of referrals however currently social media was the key to driving 

recruitment to the programme.  The Interim Associate Skills Director 

explained that at the meeting with the Regional Director there was a 

conversation around what the perception would be if the project did not spend 

the funds allocated and meet the targets set.  She explained that there were 

no concerns in relation to this, as the project was a pilot received through a 

Section 31 Grant Determination which may not be recovered. Officers were 

reviewing options for how the funding could be utilised in other sectors.  

 

• Queried the further marketing that had been carried out and what the impact 

of this had been.  Officers explained that social media had been a very 

successful tool for marketing throughout the pilot.  Officers stated that it had 

been apparent that sub-contractors had been marketing at different times and 
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in different ways. Officers were in the process of developing a co-ordinated 

marketing campaign across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough and looking to 

ensure that links through to key websites were more impactful.   

In bringing the debate to a close the Chair highlighted the importance of the pilot 

regardless of the outcome, as it was a sector where individuals with the right skills 

were desperately needed.  She highlighted the importance of continuing in the 

Health and Social Care field and look at how people were attracted  into the sector 

and trained and she was keen to retain  the funding in this area.  The Interim 

Associate Skills Director stated that they had just started to look at the options for 

how the funding could be utilised and this would be part of the review.   Officers 

highlighted that there were a number of success stories with individuals who had 

progressed to management positions and that this needed to be captured as part of 

the lessons learnt.   

It was resolved unanimously to: 
 

a) note and scrutinise the contents of the report which gives progress to date of 

the Health and Care Sector Work Academy. 

 

b) note the predicted performance for the remainder of the project. 

 

95. Growth Works Performance Review 
 

The Committee received a report that highlighted the programme performance data 

for Quarter 7 (Year two) covering the period July to September 2022. 

The Committee received a question from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 

this report. The written responses were read out and can be found at appendix 1 of 

the minutes.  

In particular, the presenting officers highlighted: 
 

• The overall jobs forecast performance outturn showed as being ahead of the 
curve but this masked a number of underlying challenges. 
 

• The Customer Satisfaction Survey that was undertaken quarterly showed that 
62% classed as excellent. 

 

• Growth Work with Skills service was behind on all of its leading indicators this 
quarter and a new approach to the service was being attempted and the team 
had started to build a different approach on the ground and different 
relationships, however engagement had been slow and performance of skills 
was juxtaposed with what the market was telling us, which there was a need 
to invigorate skills.   

 

• Growth coaching had achieved 1,000 jobs however the trend line was going 
downwards.  If it continued on the current trend line it would only deliver 59% 
of its original target to deliver. 
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• Inward investment service line was currently to 627 over achieving on all of its 
targets with a pipeline of 200 companies that needed servicing. 
 

• Grants and equity service line was predicted to deliver 69% of it total, the  
challenge was that there was a dwindling pot and it was late starting.   

 

• The report covered the findings of the programme review on overall 
performance to date, as undertaken by Gateley Economic Growth Service 
(GEG) and suggested recommendations proposed from the Programme 
review and consensus was sought from members on their implementation to 
address performance concerns and to sustain successful delivery of the 
Growth Works Programme. 

 
Discussing the report Members: 

• Requested a breakdown of the £500,000 and how it would be spent and 

where the jobs would be created and why it was being taken from the growth 

coaching and moved to inward investment and how this might impact.  

Officers explained that confidence was not high in terms of growth coaching 

with how it was currently set up and businesses were looking for other forms 

of support.  Inward Investment had achieved far more jobs than had been 

predicted.  By supporting this line and bringing businesses into the region 

would grow high value jobs.   

 

• Queried whether the constituent authorities and leaders were given the 

opportunity to feed in to the review and shape the required outcomes.  Officer 

explained that they would feed in when the review was taken to the board and 

the CA worked with the economic development teams in the districts and they 

were all aware of the performance levels.   

 

• Highlighted the fifth recommendation in relation to the performance of Growth 
Works with Skills and sought clarity on what the plan was to improve 
performance going forwards.  The Interim Associate Skills Director stated that 
she was very disappointed with the performance of Growth Works with Skills.  
She explained that there had been numerous workshops with the team and 
the CA over the summer with little  feedback being taken on board.  She 
explained that there were a number of options going forward including 
bringing the service in house, seeking another delivery partner and requiring 
them to change their senior leadership structure.   

 

• Questioned the response rates on the customer satisfaction surveys.  Officers 
explained that the independent surveyor was looking at ways to increase the 
response rates.   

 

• Welcomed the good performance of the inward investment service and 
queried what the other factors were in creating the jobs other than the 
monetary investment alone.  Officers explained that the inward investment 
service was about attracting companies to the area, many of which were 
overseas companies and companies located in other parts of the country.  
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The work behind getting companies to establish in the CA area could take up 
to 18 months of focussed hard work. Members requested further information 

on where the jobs have been created. Action Required Officers stated that 

they were working with the contractor to create a data pack by district that 
included this information.   

 
It was resolved unanimously to: 

 
a) Note the Growth Works Programme performance data for Q7 (01 July to 30 

September 2022). 
 

b) Note the outcomes and findings of the recent Programme review. 
 

c) Recommend the Combined Authority approves the implementation of 
proposed six recommendations from the Programme review as outlined in 
section 8 of this report.  

 
 

96. Employment and Skills Board Update 
 

The Committee received a report that provided an overview of the recent 

Employment and Skills Board held on 18 October 2022. 

Discussing the report: 

• The Chair commented that it would be beneficial for a member of the 

Committee to attend the Board meeting from time to time. Action required 

 
It was resolved unanimously to: 

 
a) Note the paper which provides an overview of the recent Employment and 

Skills Board held on 18 October 2022. 
 

97. Budget and Performance Report – November 2022 
 

The Committee considered a report that provided an update of the outturn position 

for 2022/23 and an analysis against the 2022/23 budgets, up to the period ending 

August 2022. 

In particular, the presenting officers highlighted: 
 

• The finance team would be reviewing the format of the finance and 
performance report with the skills team and a break down of the budget would 
be provided in future months. 
 

• The variances in budget detailed in section 3.3 of the report 
 

Discussing the report Members: 
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• Noted that the variances were in relation to the timings of payments and that 
the majority would be paid ahead of the next reporting cycle.  The Interim 
Associate Skills Director stated that they had finance support in the team for a 
number of months and that now there was support in place they would be 
reviewing how finance and performance was reported  

 
It was resolved unanimously to: 

 
note the year-to-date outturn position against budget.  

 
 

98. University of Peterborough, Delivery Update and Future CPCA Role 
 

The Committee received a report that gave an update on the delivery of the 

University of Peterborough and a review of the continued role of the combined 

authority in shaping the delivery of the university as part of a programme business 

case review process during 2023. 

In particular, the presenting officers highlighted: 
 

• A review of the original business case and associated KPI’s was required. 
The report outlined a strategy for reviewing the initial outputs of the University 
in line with the approval of the phase 3 full business case, which was due to 
be considered by the Combined Authority Skills Committee, Business Board 
and Combined Authority Board in January 2023.   
 

• The review would also consider what the Combined Authority’s role could be 
over the next 2 years and offered a proposed way forward in realising the 
opportunities available to ensure the success of the University and its 
Campus. 

 
Discussing the report Members: 

• Queried whether Metrodynamics were working with the CA and the University 

to review the metrics.  Officers explained that they were commissioned under 

phase three of the University to help deliver and rewrite the full Business 

Case to be taken to Skills Committee and CA Board in January 2023.   

 

• Congratulated officers on the number of students currently enrolled and the 
new intake that was due in January 2023.  Members requested a visit to the 

University in the new year. Action required. 
 
It was resolved unanimously to: 

 
a) Note the progress of the development of the University of Peterborough, the 

opening and operation of the phase 1 building to students by ARU 
Peterborough and its initial and potential performance against the original 
business plan objectives. 
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b) Note the future role of the Combined Authority in the next few months in the 

further evolution and development of the University through the following: 

 
i. Preparation and submission for approval of the Phase 3 full business 

case including a review of the University’s original quantitative 
objectives set at the Phase 1 full business case, with further 
recommendations about how to reset these for effective monitoring of 
the new University. 

 
ii. Update and preparation of the University Programme Business Case 

including partners strategy for delivery. 
 

iii. Supporting and managing the preparation and submission of an outline 
planning application for a scheme to articulate the vision to potentially 
expand the University campus beyond the phase 3. 

 
iv. To review the business plan and approach to lettings for the phase 2 

building to achieve the best outcome. 
 
  

99. Skills Committee Agenda Plan  
 
 It was resolved to note the agenda plan. 

 
100.  Exclusion of the Press and Public 
 
 It was resolved unanimously; 
 

to exclude the press and public from the meeting to discuss appendix 1 of 
item 2.8  ‘University of Peterborough, Delivery Update and Future CPCA Role’ 
which is exempt from publication under Paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 
12A of the Local Government Act 1972, as amended, in that it would not be in 
the public interest for this information to be disclosed - information relating to 
the financial or business affairs of any particular person, including the 
authority holding that information.  
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Agenda Item: 1.2 , Appendix 1 

Skills Committee Action Log 
 
Purpose: The action log records actions recorded in the minutes of Skills Committee meetings and provides an update on officer responses.    
 

Minutes of the meeting on 4 July 2022 
 

Minute Report title  
 

Lead officer Action Response  Status 

66.a   

 

Multiply Local 
Investment 
Plan 

Cllr 
Nethsingha/Fliss 
Miller 

The Chair stated that she 
would as Chair contact other 
Combined Authorities or other 
Council Networks to highlight 
to Government that this was 
not good governance. 

Letter being drafted In progress 
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Minutes of the meeting on 5 September 2022 
 

Minute Report title  
 

Lead officer Action Response  Status 

79.a Adult Education 
Budget: 
Contract 
Awards to 
Independent 
Training 
Providers and 
proposals for 
further 
commissioning 

Parminder Singh 
Garcha 

The geographical targeted 
mapping work of provision 
would be shared with the 
Committee when available 

On-boarding of the 17 new ITPs across AEB 
and Multiply is currently underway. Mapping of 
the geographic focus of each provider will be 
shared once the on-boarding process has 
concluded.  Some of the providers are 
establishing new premises and/or delivery sites 
across the sub-region. This information will be 
shared as it become available. 

In 
progress 

81.a Multiply - the 
approach to 
programme 
delivery 

Parminder Singh 
Garcha 

Requested that prisoners, 
those that had left care and the 
armed forces were included in 
the programme.  Officers 
explained that as they 
mobilised delivery partners, 
delivery plans would be 
developed and a high-level 
summary of interventions 
would be produced and 
reported to the Committee. 

On-boarding of the 14 Multiply providers (8 
ITPs and 6 Grant providers) across AEB and 
Multiply is currently underway.  A high-level 
summary of interventions at programme level is 
included in Table B to the paper.  These 
outputs are being allocated to the 14 providers 
as part of the project will be shared with 
Members, once collated. 

In 
progress 
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81.b Multiply - the 
approach to 
programme 
delivery 

Parminder Singh 
Garcha 

A Member commented that the 
Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough Region of 
Learning was not included in 
the list of Strategic 
Partnerships and this had been 
mentioned at the Combined 
Authority Board meeting.  He 
commented that in particular 
their Digital Badging provided 
a method for employers to look 
at how individuals had 
undertook learning. He 
requested that the ‘Region of 
Learning’ be invited to one of 
the informal Committee 
sessions. 

A meeting will be arranged with Region of 
Learning. 

In 
progress 
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Minutes of the meeting on 7 November 2022 
 

Minute Report title  
 

Lead officer Action Response  Status 

91. Careers Hub 
Operational 
Plan 

Laura Guymer Sought clarity on who would be 
on the steering group and 
when it would meet and if there 
would be cross county 
representation, and inclusion 
of a SEND representative.  
Officers explained that the 
group had not met yet and that 
they could circulate further 
details on the steering group 
representation.  

TBC  

95. Growth Works 
Performance 
Review 

Steve Clarke Welcomed the good 
performance of the inward 
investment service and queried 
what the other factors were in 
creating the jobs other than the 
monetary investment alone.  
Officers explained that the 
inward investment service was 
about attracting companies to 
the area, many of which were 
overseas companies and 
companies located in other 
parts of the country.  The work 
behind getting companies to 
establish in the CA area could 
take up to 18 months of 
focussed hard work. Members 
requested further information 
on where the jobs have been 
created. 

A list of successful company investments 
secured through the work of the Growth Works 
Inward Investment service line has been shared 
to Members in December.  

Closed 
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96. Employment 
and Skills 
Board Update 

Fliss Miller The Chair commented that it 
would be beneficial for a 
member of the Committee to 
attend the Board meeting from 
time to time. 

A list of meeting dates for the ESB has been 
circulated to Skills Committee Members for 
their information.  Dates for the 2023 meetings 
TBC 

Closed 

98. University of 
Peterborough, 
Delivery 
Update and 
Future CPCA 
Role 

Rachael Holliday  Congratulated officers on the 
number of students currently 
enrolled and the new intake 
that was due in January 2023. 
Members requested a visit to 
the University in the new year.  

Holding 9 February in the diary for a visit Closed 
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Agenda Item No: 2.1 

The University of Peterborough Phase 3 Living Lab, Full Business Case 
 
To:    Skills Committee 
 
Meeting Date:  9 January 2023 
 
 
Lead Member: Councillor Lucy Nethsingha, Lead Member for Skills 
 
From:  Rachael Holliday, SRO Higher Education 
 
Key decision:    No  
 
Forward Plan ref:  N/A 

 
Recommendations:  The Skills Committee is invited to recommend that the Combined 

Authority Board: 
 
1) approve the University of Peterborough Phase 3 Living Lab, Full 

Business Case. 
 

2) note the following next steps for the development of a University 
Programme Business Case: 

 

a) In consultation with the University partners and shareholders 
of PropCo1 and PropCo2, review governance arrangements 
with a view to developing a programme related governance 
structure. 
 

b) Preparation of the Campus Outline Planning Application for 
the potential future ambition.  

 

c) Further progress update against progress measures agreed 
with partners including outline for the University of 
Peterborough Programme Business Case.  

 
Voting arrangements: A simple majority of all Members present and voting 
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1. Purpose 

 
1.1  The purpose of this paper is to present to the Skills Committee the Full Business Case 

(FBC) for Phase 3 Living Lab, of the University of Peterborough project.  The Outline 
Business Case (OBC) was first presented and reviewed by the Skills Committee on 17th 
January 2022.  The FBC updates the OBC for Phase 3 to account for the progress made on 
clarifying the scope of Phase 3 throughout 2022.  The Skills Committee are invited to 
recommend the approval of the Full Business Case and to note the next steps in relation to 
the Programme Business Case, to the Combined Authority Board.  

 
1.2 Alongside the development of the Phase 3 FBC, further work has been undertaken by the 

University Partners to assess the progress measures to monitor the ongoing wider impact 
of the University, with these measures tied into broader strategic objectives for 
Peterborough and the CPCA region. It is proposed that there will need to be an ongoing 
review of these measures and governance arrangements to support a wider University of 
Peterborough Programme Business Case, including recommendations to review 
governance and reporting structures alongside and approval for the submission of a 
Campus Outline Planning Application 

 

2.  Background 
 
2.1 Key changes in the FBC 
 
2.1.1 Attached in Appendix 1 is the FBC for Phase 3 Living Lab, of the University of 

Peterborough project. The following table covers the key changes since January 2022: 
 

Section Key Change 

All • Edited the document for currency e.g. to include the outcomes of 
town planning discussions based on the development of the 
building on the Regional Pool Car Park, cost plan design work in 
line with the RIBA work stages1, inflation risks, removed outdated 
content e.g. detailed Covid-19 implications and discounted site 
information. 

Strategic • Updated strategic context for currency and relevance to Phase 3. 

• Inserted objectives specific to Phase 3. 

• Added additional detail regarding the Living Lab and how it will be 
used. 

• Refined the scope of the project to account for developments in 
2022 e.g. RIBA Stage 3 and special co-ordination, town planning 
submissions. 

Economic • Updated and remodelled the Economic Case to focus only on 
Phase 3, confirming that the preferred option set out in the OBC 
remained the preferred option. 

• Updated the Economic Appraisal and BCR to account for the 
following: 

• Wider national economic impacts, including using lower figures 
for the anticipated salary uplift for both undergraduates and 
postgraduates. 

 
1 Royal Institute of British Architects Plan of Work RIBA Plan of Work (architecture.com) 
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• The uncertainties inherent in forecasting student numbers by 
applying sensitivity testing assuming student numbers at 50% 
of the optimal level. 

• Extended the period of analysis for which benefits are being 
considered to 15 years, which is reasonable given the long-
term nature of the Phase 3 investment. 
 

The overall impact of these changes is a lower BCR compared to the 
OBC.  However, for the optimal student number the BCR is 3.32, and for 
the baseline student number (50% of the optimal value) the BCR is 2.02 – 
therefore in both cases the VfM is considered High.  
 

Commercial  • Updated setting out the proposed procurement route for the Main 
Contractor, Land, Information Technology/Audio Visual and 
Professional Team. 

• Updated the Budget estimates based on the RIBA Stage 3 cost 
plan.  

Financial • Confirmed that all funding Streams remain valid. 

• Reviewed project affordability and confirmed that the project is still 
affordable. 

Management • Confirmed governance arrangements. 

• Updated project plan, risk management, achievability etc 

• Developed new progress measures for the university’s wider 
impacts. 

 
2.1.2  It has been acknowledged that there is a need to establish a monitoring and review process 

to show the impact of the University.  This has been discussed with the University Partners 
and an indicative set of progress measures are included in Section 5.9 of the FBC.   This 
will be progressed with further engagement with the University Partners and Shareholders 
so that baselines and targets can be agreed and reported against.   

 
2.1.3   There will need to be an ongoing review of these measures, and agreement on how and 

where they are reported will be factored into a wider piece of work including a review of the 
governance arrangements as part of a University Programme Business Case. 

 
2.2 Look ahead and next steps for the Combined Authority 
 
2.2.1   As set out in the CPCA Employment & Skills Strategy the Combined Authority’s role is to 

provide system leadership across the education, skills and employment continuum.  The 
University of Peterborough requires co-production with public sector partners, business 
education institutes providers and communities.   

 
2.2.2   A key programme objective for the University of Peterborough is to create a sustainable 

operating model for the University such that, after initial start-up costs, it will operate on a 
self-sufficient basis. Until self-sufficiency is reached, project affordability is dependent upon 
securing public funds and matched investments from project partners/private investors for 
each phase of development. To date the programme is designed so that public funds ‘pump 
prime’ the programme, with the contribution of public funds tapering off over time and 
significantly increasing the role of the private sector in the latter two phases. To date each 
phase of the programme is individually funded and shown to be affordable, and the 
operational costs of the programme are embedded in the capital costs of delivery. 
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2.2.3   As previously stated earlier in this report in Section 2.1.3 work is underway to help identify 

an appropriate approach to the ongoing governance and monitoring arrangements of the 
University.  Alongside this a programme review and approach will be required to determine 
what can be done to identify investment through the partners and other potential private 
investors/companies.  Further capital and infrastructure investment should be sought 
through targeted approaches to investors including but not limited to government 
departments, institutional investors, pension schemes, equity-based crowd funding 
platforms, larger local and regional businesses, housing developers and Anglia Ruskin 
University.  This piece of strategic work will bring together the combined authority’s 
business and skills strategies and can only be achieved through the continued collaboration 
of the University Partners and Shareholders.   

 
2.2.4   As part of this role the combined authority is well placed to continue to work with the 

University Partners and Shareholders to develop and define a programme business case 
and improved governance and reporting model.  The combined authority has an existing 
role as a development manager to PropCo1 to deliver the Phase 3 building.  Work is 
underway with PropCo2 to establish the operational support required from to support the 
business model for the Peterborough Innovation & Research Centre (Phase 2).  One of the 
biggest challenges in taking a programme approach to the delivery of the University is the 
lack of capacity within the partners existing operating models, and the lack of a private 
sector business partner/lead.   

  
2.2.5   Proposed next steps for the development of a University Programme Business Case:  

  
a) In consultation with the University partners and shareholders of PropCo1 and 

PropCo2, review governance arrangements with a view to developing a 
programme related governance structure. 

b) Preparation of the Campus Outline Planning Application for the potential future 
ambition.  

c) Further progress update against progress measures agreed with partners 
including outline for the University of Peterborough Programme Business Case.  

 

Significant Implications 

 

3. Financial Implications 

 
3.1     The budget for phase 1-3 sits with and is managed by the special purpose vehicles 

(PropCo1 & PropCo2).  Combined Authority staff costs to support the Development 
Management Agreement included as part of the Shareholders Agreement are in place until 
December 2024.  A review of any additional or long-term resources and costs will be 
included as part of proposals relating to a Programme Business Case  

 

4. Legal Implications  
 
4.1     Governance arrangements are in place and are managed by the special purpose vehicle – 

Peterborough HE Property Company Ltd.  At the Combined Authority Board meeting on 26th 
January 2022, the Combined Authority Board approved the draft Full Business for the 
Phase 3 Living Lab including modifications to the Shareholders Agreement.  In addition, 
Delegated Authority was provided to the Chief Executive of the CPCA in consultation with 
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the Chief Legal Officer (Monitoring Officer), and the Deputy Chief Finance Officer (s73 
Officer) to agree changes to the Collaboration Agreement and Development Agreement.  
These agreements have been updated and will be signed and dated in accordance with the 
timescales set out in the Full Business Case. 

 
4.2 Further legal support and implications will be considered as part of the further update for 

committee in summer 2023.  
 

4.3      As per the Constitution, Chapter 4, clause 1.2 (m), Shareholder Agreement matters are 
reserved to the Combined Authority Board.  

 
4.4      Following an internal audit, a report was taken to the Audit and Governance Committee on 

30th September 2022 which includes recommendations to strengthen the governance of the 
Companies. Officers have proceeded to act in line with the recommendations in the report 
which can be found at clause 2.6 of the report Document.ashx (cmis.uk.com).  

 

5. Public Health implications 
 
5.1     ARU Peterborough and the Peterborough Innovation & Research Centre will, through local 

employment, training and education opportunities encourage healthy lifestyles and 
behaviours in all actions and activities while respecting people’s personal choices.  

 

6. Environmental and Climate Change Implications 
 
6.1      ARU Peterborough and the Peterborough Research & Innovation Centre will, through local 

employment, training and education opportunities will support local and environmentally 
sustainable choices regarding travel and transport.  The design of the teaching buildings will 
meet BREEAM Excellent standards, and all planning applications will meet national and 
local standards regarding the preservation and further advancement of biodiversity in the 
local area.  

 
6.2 As the University Campus develops over time there are further strategies in place to work 

with the University Partners and the tenants of the Research & Innovation Centre, for the 
site and buildings to have net carbon zero impact by 2030.   

 

7. Appendices 
 
7.1 Appendix 1 – ARU P Phase 3 Living Lab Full Business Case 
 
 

8.  Background Papers 
 
8.1 Skills Committee 17th January 2022 
 
8.2      CA Board 26th January 2022 
 
8.2     Skills Committee 7th November 2022 
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Executive summary 

Strategic Case 

Peterborough has been recognised for many years as a cold spot for Higher Education.  Project 

partners Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority (CPCA), Peterborough City Council 

(PCC) and Anglia Ruskin University (ARU) are committed to supporting the development of a new 

higher education provider for the City, on its journey to becoming the University of Peterborough, 

to: 

• Increase the skills levels of local people 

• Increase highly skilled employment opportunities. 

These two objectives will support local people to gain access to long-term employment 

opportunities and support local businesses to grow by making it easier to hire skilled employees, 

invest in innovation and attract new high value firms to the city and surrounding area. 

This Full Business Case (FBC) for Phase 3 of the Programme to Establish a University in Peterborough. 

Phase 3 is to deliver a Second Teaching Building with a Living Lab on the University campus on the 

Embankment site. 

The Full Business Case updates the Outline Business Case for Phase 3 to account for the progress 

made on clarifying the scope of Phase 3 throughout 2022. This includes detail on the building’s 
spatial coordination and build costs from the RIBA Work Stage 3 report, development of the 

University’s operating model, curriculum and expectations for student numbers, lessons learned 
from successful delivery of Phase 1, a procurement strategy for Phase 3 delivery (including selection 

of the Main Contractor), refined economic case options, and developments on planning decisions 

about the Embankment site and wider Peterborough city centre regeneration. 

The proposed Phase 3 building is a two-storey building of 2,516 sqm Gross Internal Area (GIA), sited 

on the current Regional Pool Car Park. It will contain a mixture of specialist and general teaching 

facilities, enabling the University to further expand its curriculum offerings, while exhibitions and 

facilities at the Living Lab will make the University’s output more accessible and relevant to the local 
community, engaging them in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) fields, including 

health sciences. 

The addition of the Phase 3 building will further help to create a ‘visible university’ linking to the city, 
with the Living Lab envisioned as a recognisable city landmark and the centrepiece to 

Peterborough’s expanding University Quarter, complementing other phases of the University 

programme. 

The vision for the University is that it will be a high-quality employment-focused University for the 

city and region. It will acquire an international reputation for innovative technological approaches to 

face-to-face learning and in applied technology and science. It will be characterised by outstanding 

student satisfaction and response to local needs. The curriculum will be led by student and employer 

demand as well as developing opportunities in the technological, scientific and business areas. Its 

buildings will be architecturally leading, flexible and environmentally friendly. The curriculum, 

academic community and buildings will reflect a desire to be the greenest university possible. 
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The Programme to establish a University in Peterborough is being delivered in phases. This Full 

Business Case is specifically focused on Phase 3 of the University programme. 

The phases for development include: 

• Phase 1: Establish the university campus (operational from September 2022) 

• Phase 2: Peterborough Innovation and Research Centre (CAT A construction complete in 

December 2022) 

• Phase 3: Second Teaching Building with Living Lab 

• Phase 4: Inward Investing Research Institute and R&D Programme 

• Phase 5: Third Teaching Building and Sports Science Facility 

The case for change 

In Peterborough, low skills levels have historically limited wages, progression and quality of life. 

Qualification levels in Peterborough are below national averages, which contributes to limiting 

wages, progression and quality of life for residents. Before the completion of Phase 1, Peterborough 

was one of the largest cities in the UK without a university.1 This meant higher education felt 

inaccessible and irrelevant to many people, and low aspirations entrenched poor outcomes. 

To take part in and continue to support Peterborough’s knowledge intensive growth, residents need 
local education pathways to access high quality jobs. If those pathways are not available, then 

residents will miss out on the benefits of growth. Meeting this demand for skilled workers in 

Peterborough means establishing a university at a pace and scale which generates impact as quickly 

as possible, while recognising the substantial difficulties faced in doing so. 

Phase 3 of the University project will deliver significant social value through the provision of a 

dedicated community cultural and learning space in a core area of the City Centre. It will help raise 

aspirations and awareness amongst local people of the new university offer and so will help attract 

local residents to study at the university. By enabling local higher education provision, it will ensure 

that more highly skilled young people in Peterborough remain in the city. 

A new University will, therefore, offer much more to the people of Peterborough and the region. It 

will give Peterborough and surrounding areas an opportunity to reinvent its economy as the city 

continues to grow in population, creating a virtuous circle for continued growth of the economy and 

the new University, raising aspirations locally and supporting business needs for skills. 

Objectives 

The top-line objectives for the University programme are to: 

• Improve access to better quality jobs and improve access to better quality employment, 

helping to reverse decades of relative economic decline, and increasing opportunities, 

aspiration, wages and social mobility for residents. 

• Make a nationally significant contribution to Government objectives for levelling up, 

increase regional innovation, and accelerate the UK’s net zero transformation. 

 

1 The University Centre Peterborough is active in Peterborough, which is a joint venture partnership between Peterborough Regional 

College and Anglia Ruskin University. UCP currently has around 700 students on more than 30 degree-level programmes. Courses are 

validated by The Open University. 
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• Accelerate the renaissance of Peterborough as a knowledge-intensive university city, 

increasing civic pride and satisfaction within Peterborough as a place offering a good quality 

of life with improved public facilities, and providing a tangible example of levelling up. 

• Translate the resulting increase in individual opportunity, prosperity and social mobility into 

outcomes across wellbeing, health and healthy life expectancy from the programme, and on 

into people living happier, healthier lives. 

Objectives specific to Phase 3, which relate to the top-line University programme objectives above, 

are to: 

• Grow the University via a second teaching building supporting up to a potential additional 

1,700 students from 2024/25 to 2027/28 studying a mixture of undergraduate, 

postgraduate, degree apprenticeship, work programme and short courses. (Undergraduate 

courses expected to make up large majority of student headcount). 

• Provide specialised teaching space, enabling ARU Peterborough to broaden its curriculum, 

including into STEM fields linked into local economic strengths in Peterborough and The 

Fens. The portfolio of courses on offer is being co-created with employers to ensure 

students graduate with both the industry-specific and transferable skills in demand, 

regionally and nationally. 

• Embed the University into the community via the Living Lab as a public-facing, high-quality 

interactive science centre for Peterborough with spaces for participatory research, 

exhibitions and events. 

• Regenerate the site area to create an attractive University of Peterborough campus with a 

high-quality landscape, helping to create a ‘visible university’ linking to the city and 

expanding Peterborough’s University Quarter, completing other Phases of development. 

Scope 

Phase 3 is to develop a second teaching building for occupation by ARU Peterborough with a Living 

Lab at its heart. This Phase enables the university’s growth up to a potential overall timetabled 

capacity of 4,700 students by 2027 and sets the university up for significant growth in future. 

Full spatial design and coordination of the building has been developed to RIBA Work Stage 3. 

The principal requirements of the Phase 3 building are summarised below.  

• Accommodation for specialist learning, teaching, public engagement and support space  

• High quality public realm and landscape  

• Associated cycle storage and limited parking  

• Good environmental and sustainability credentials (BREEAM excellent)  

• A Gross Internal Area of approximately 2,500m2. 

The accommodation within the proposed building will support the academic course design being 

developed by ARU Peterborough and to support the current specialisms of:  

• Business and Innovation  

• Creative Digital Art and Science  

• Health Sciences, Education and Social Care  
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• Engineering and the Environment. 

Benefits 

The main Benefits of the project stem from establishing Phase 3 of the University Campus in 

Peterborough with a curriculum and delivery model that is designed to meet the skills needs that 

growth in the Greater Peterborough business base will generate. 

As wider benefits, Phase 3 will also deliver: 

• A substantial positive economic impact on Peterborough City and the surrounding region 

such that investment in the new University will generate direct, indirect and induced 

impacts across a wide range of industries, supply chains and the wider consumer economy; 

• A positive regenerative effect to support the transformation of Peterborough itself into a 

regional centre improving the experience of all citizens and visitors to the area; 

• A transformational effect on the life-chances and well-being of its students and raise 

aspiration more broadly within Peterborough and the surrounding region; 

• In addition, the second teaching building will see a rise in the number of beneficiaries using 

the university’s existing and expanded teaching provision. The building will both release the 
pressure on University House, enabling enhanced provision in the health area which is 

currently restricted by space, including into new areas such as MSc Biomedical Science and 

further expansion of the undergraduate life sciences provision. 

Economic Case 

The Economic Case builds on the results from a robust and iterative development process carried 

out by the University delivery partners and project stakeholders at OBC stage. This work concluded 

that delivery of the Living Lab, University Quarter Cultural Hub and expanded University in 

Peterborough was the preferred way forward (PWF) on the grounds of both affordability and 

economic impact to address the objectives and challenges set out in the Strategic case of this 

document.  

Recognising that a year has passed since this process was carried out for the OBC, the Economic Case 

in this FBC tests whether the PWF continues to offer good public value, and better public value than 

other available options, both in terms of scale of intervention, and best utilisation of the proposed 

new building. 

Critical success factors (CSFs) for the project can be grouped into three broad headings: 

• Factors relating to the physical regeneration and cultural development of the City. 

• Factors relating to the design and delivery of the physical infrastructure. 

• Factors relating to the continued development of the University. 

Based on a SWOT analysis carried out within this Full Business Case the preferred way forward 

identified during the OBC stage continues to be the preferred option - Option 2 – Intermediate 1. 

This option has been taken forward for economic appraisal. The summary appraisal is set out below 

showing economic benefits over the 15 year appraisal period, in Net Present Value. 
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Figure 1. Summary appraisal table 

Benefit 

Net Monetised Benefits (£) 

Preferred Option 

Direct jobs created £18,918,100 

Indirect & induced jobs (supply chain & wider economic activity) £3,783,620 

Graduate wage uplift £122,685,159 

Additional visitor spend in the local economy £5,320,875 

Amenity Benefit £521,266 

Training benefit (short courses completed) £1,835,872 

Total benefits £157,771,429 

Total net benefits (Present Value) £99,412,635 

 

The table below sets out the BCR for the Preferred Option. 

Figure 2. BCR for Preferred Option 

 
Preferred Option - 

Net Present Value 

Total Net Present Value Benefits  £99.4m 

Total Net Present Value (Costs) £29.9m 

Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) 3.32 

 

The preferred option delivers a Benefit Cost Ratio of 3.32 based on current costings and optimal 

student numbers and is an exceptional return according to government guidance. To account for 

the uncertainties inherent in forecasting student numbers, an additional scenario has been modelled 

which assumes student numbers at 50% of the optimal level. This scenario returns a BCR of 2.02, 

demonstrating the continued viability of the project even if the optimal case is not achieved. 

Non-monetised benefits, on top of those accounted for in the BCR above, include: 

• Improvements to health and wellbeing for residents in Peterborough and The Fens 

• Regeneration of open green space through creation of a new visitor location for the city 

• Community benefits 

• New event space 

• Increased productivity 

• Reduced deprivation in a left-behind area with a persistent skills gap. 

• Provide businesses access to academic expertise and research. 
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Commercial Case 

The approach to procurement and contracts for Phase 3 builds on the successful approach adopted 

for Phase 1, incorporating lessons learned which apply to Phase 3. The procurement strategy has 

been driven in part by the need to meet timescales for the use of LUF funding, which is for all monies 

from the Fund to be spent by 31 March 2024, and for the Phase 3 building to be operational for 

teaching at the start of academic year 2024/25. 

The capital costs for Phase 3 set out in this Commercial Case are up to date and market-tested, 

including through a benchmarking exercise undertaken comparing the Phase 3 building to other 

Higher Education facilities. Costs have been developed through RIBA Work Stages 1 – 3 and are 

current to November 2022. RIBA Work Stage 4 presents an additional opportunity to refine cost 

estimates and fix costs in place with suppliers to mitigate inflation risks. 

Construction will be delivered via a Design & Build procurement route using a two-stage tendering 

process and an industry standard form of contract. A design and build procurement route provides 

project partners with a fixed price for the construction works, which will reduce exposure to 

potential overspend.  By adopting a two-stage tendering process, the client team will work with the 

Main Contractor on an open-book basis to ensure competition is maintained throughout the second 

stage, and that risks are appropriately allocated and managed.   

Procurement of the infrastructure is split into four categories: 

1. Main Contractor: the main contractor is required to deliver the physical capital works, which 

broadly includes: 

a. Off plot Utilities, highways work associated with Phase 3. 

b. On plot infrastructure works, utilities, road, car parks, landscape and ancillary 

buildings.  

c. Building and internal fit out (not including IT and AV). 

The first stage of the Main Contractor procurement was concluded in September 2022 with the 

appointment of Morgan Sindall Construction & Infrastructure Ltd (MS) who entered into a Pre-

Construction Services Agreement (PCSA) with PropCo1 in November 2022. 

2. IT/AV specialist equipment 

The IT/AV for Phase 3 will be delivered as a standalone package, separate to the Main Construction 

Contract. The IT/AV package will be managed by ARU’s IT Services department and delivered by their 
preferred suppliers. 

3. Land 

The proposed development plot ‘The Embankment, off Bishops Road Peterborough’ forms part of 
the agreement between the Combined Authority and PCC where PCC have committed to providing 

land in phases for use in the development of the new University campus.  The valuation of the land 

has been agreed at £1.87m through a valuation process undertaken by PCC. To maintain the 

project's current critical path, the land title for the Regional Pool car park will need to be transferred 

from PCC to PropCo1 by 12th February 2023. 
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4. Professional team procurement 

As part of a plan for early mobilisation, the Combined Authority procured the multidisciplinary team 

delivering Phase 3 using the Crown Commercial Services Framework. A team is now in place to 

deliver Phase 3. 

Deliverability 

The original LUF bid application for Phase 3 proposed a Phase 3 building of 3,000m2 Gross Internal 

Area, of which 1,000m2 would be dedicated community and cultural space for the Living Lab and 

associated community learning space derived from a fixed budget of £27.9m. The overall £27.9m 

includes a construction budget sum of £26m (inclusive of funding for specialist IT/AV equipment to 

fitout the building), with a £1.87m allowance for land purchase.  

Following a RIBA 1 site appraisal and optioneering process, it became apparent that a smaller 

building would have to be delivered to meet the £27.9m budget, while still supporting up to 1,700 

students by 2027/28. The RIBA Work Stage 3 report proposed a revised design for a Phase 3 building 

based on a 2,516m2 Gross Internal Area; a multi-use educational facility suitable for a mixed use of 

working, learning, teaching, collaborating inclusive of the Living Lab. In this sense the ‘Living Lab’ 
expands from being a single area within the building to an integrated approach which incorporates 

the whole facility while maintaining the ‘Living Lab’ physical space as a centrepiece. 

The building will include all associated external landscaping and Infrastructure, all delivered within 

the available cost envelope. The revised building is an appropriate size for a building of this nature 

and allows more flexible use of the building as an adaptable asset for the future. This revised scope 

meets the critical success factors for the project and is deliverable within budget. 

Budget estimate 

An Order of Cost Estimate of how the budget is derived is shown below which amounts to £26m. 

This figure excludes the £1.87m land valuation for the Phase 3 site. The total budget for the project 

is £27.87m. The construction works costs have been benchmarked against known industry data for 

similar size and quality educational buildings and are aligned with the median cost parameters. The 

Cost Plan represents the anticipated construction costs at current prices (Q4 2022) via a competitive 

method of procurement under a Contractor design contract. 

Figure 3. Project budget to deliver capital works for Phase 32 

Element Classification Totals (£) % Cost/m2 Cost/ft2 

0 FACILITATING WORKS 105,000 0.40 42 4 

1 SUBSTRUCTURE 688,824 2.65 276 26 

2 SUPERSTRUCTURE 4,456,352 17.93 1,863 173 

3 INTERNAL FINISHES 944,004 3.64 378 35 

4 FITTINGS, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 650,000 2.50 260 24 

5 SERVICES 3,421,776 13.18 1,369 127 

8 EXTERNAL WORKS 1,242,004 4.78 497 46 

 

 
Sub Total Building Works 11,707,960 45.08 4,685 435 

9 MAIN CONTRACTORS PRELIMINARIES as MS 1,298,345 5.00 519 48 

10 DETAILED DESIGN (RIBA Stage 5-7) as MS 298,053 1.14 119 11 

11 MAIN CONTRACTORS RISK @ 3% 399,131 1.54 160 15 

12 PRE-CONSTRUCTION FEE 472,361 1.82 189 18 

 

2 Please note that item 18 ‘other development / project costs’ includes inflation assumptions for the project 
contingency budget.   
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13 MAIN CONTRACTORS OVERHEADS AND PROFIT as MS (2.5%) 342,587 1.32 137 13 

14 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT RISK @ 4% 580,737 2.24 232 22 

15 PAGABO Fees @ 0.3% (procurement framework) 43,880 0.16 18 2 

16 INFLATION up to Q1 2024 @ 8.5% 1,111,315 4.28 445 41 

 

 
Sub Total Contract Sum 16,254,370 62.58 6,504 604 

17 PROJECT / DESIGN TEAM FEES 1,316,835 5.08 527 49 

18 OTHER DEVELOPMENT / PROJECT COSTS 
 

4,070,108 

 

15.67 

 

1,626 

 

151 

      

19 VAT 4,328,263 16.67 1,731 161 

 

 
TOTAL 25,969,575 100.00 10,390 966 

 

The budget estimate incorporates the detailed information available following completion of RIBA 

Work Stage 3 by the professional team procured to deliver Phase 3. A portion of the costs are based 

on estimates and therefore the overall cost should be treated as having a +/- 5% level of accuracy 

due to the level of design available and remaining design and procurement to be completed during 

RIBA Work Stage 4, with additional fine-tuning occurring ahead of RIBA Work Stage 4 throughout 

November and December 2022. 

Financial Case 

Funding to deliver Phase 3 

The Phase 3 capital build is to be funded through contributions from the Levelling Up Fund (LUF) via 

a 2021 submission made by PCC to the fund, Local Growth Funds provided by the Combined 

Authority, direct capital investment from ARU and a land transfer contribution from PCC. All funding 

sources are secured. 

Figure 4. Project funding sources 

Partner Funding source Amount (£) 

PCC (contribution as the lead authority for the 

LUF) 

Levelling Up Funds 20,000,000 

CPCA Approved recycled Local Growth 

Funds 

2,000,000 

ARU Private investment 4,000,000 

Phase 3 Capital Investment Sub-total  26,000,000 

PCC Contribution of land value 1,870,000 

Total Funding (Phase 3 only)  27,870,000  

 

The underlying basis of the funding model is that partners receive shares in PropCo1 in proportion to 

their financial contribution to the University programme across Phases. This includes the £20m 

investment secured by PCC, with extensive support from the partners, from the Levelling Up Fund 

(LUF) for capital investment into PropCo1. 
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For the Phase 3 project it is essential to complete expenditure of LUF monies by March 2024. A 

significant financial milestone is PropCo1 entering into a binding contract with Morgan Sindall as the 

Main Contractor for construction of the Phase 3 building, which was reached in Q4 2022. 

Securing a sustainable operating model for the university 

A key project objective is to create a sustainable operating model for the new university such that, 

after initial start-up costs, it will operate on a self-sufficient basis. The fundamental principles of a 

sustainable operating model include: 

• Effective control of costs in relation to tuition fee income (this is at the core of the operating 

model). 

• Recognition that estates/asset maintenance must be prioritised to avoid backlog 

maintenance liabilities that add to corporate risk profiles and undermine the core of the 

operating model. 

• ARU will take steps to ensure costs are covered by generated incomes and other sources of 

income available to HEIs . This will be monitored by the ARU Peterborough Board of 

Governors and through the appropriate governance arrangements with ARU.  

The operating model shows sufficient revenues are generated throughout to cover operational 

costs, on a broadly breakeven basis from 2022/23 and revenues generated appropriately thereafter 

to fund the ongoing operational expenditures, with a marginal profit delivered year on year which 

reaches no greater than 1%.  

The operating expenditures run very close to the revenues generated and there is a linear 

relationship between revenue and expenditure, which indicates that economies of scale and 

operational efficiencies are not anticipated. 

Continued growth in revenue is predicted but is dependent on subsequent project phases to 

maintain growth in student numbers and income generated via tuition fees. 

Affordability 

Project affordability is critically dependent on: 

1. Securing the transfer of LUF funding into PropCo1 as well as all other investment capital 

funding within the company held account or an agreement reached through the PropCo1 

members on releasing sufficient funding to cover costs to date and up to contract award in 

December 2022. 

2. Risks associated with income (student numbers) and expenditure being able to be mitigated 

through cost control, increased income and/or use of the contingency provision. 

3. Risks associated with enabling works, Land Acquisition, planning approval and agreement of 

contract sum being able to be mitigated through management of each workstream within 

the required timeline and budget while continuing to meet the outcomes of the LUF. 

4. Risks associated with inflation and the increasing cost of building materials being mitigated 

through ongoing risk management and procurement protocols which will fix prices in place 

at the point of contracts being awarded to suppliers. 

Subject to these considerations, at this stage of project development and implementation, it is 

anticipated that funds will be available to meet both the project budget, requirements of ARU 

Peterborough’s operating model and the LUF. 
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With respect to the infrastructure works, no cash-flow implications are anticipated for the PropCo1 

as the Funding source in place by each party will be transferred into PropCo1 before the 

construction phase goes ahead.  

Management Case 

PCC, ARU and Combined Authority have already formed a special purpose vehicle – the 

Peterborough HE Property Company Ltd (‘PropCo1’) – to deliver Phase 1 of the new university 

campus in Peterborough. The Phase 3 project is intended to be delivered by PropCo1 which will 

continue to be the entity through which funding is deployed, and delivery of both Phases 1 and 3 will 

be PropCo1’s responsibility. 

Project governance will be established to reflect the arrangements within each organisation and 

specific terms of reference for the project will be mandated by each organisation. 

The three parties (PCC, the Combined Authority and ARU) are governed by the PropCo1 

Shareholders Agreement which defines parties’ contractual obligations in relation to their 
shareholdings in PropCo1.   

The Combined Authority will, under the Development Management Agreement be granted authority 

by PropCo1 to manage the design, procurement and delivery of Phase 3, with the Board of PropCo1 

acting as the programme management board. In this arrangement, responsibility for the delivery of 

Phase 3 remains with PropCo1; this will remain in place up to completion of the Phase 3 building.  

ARU-P will feed into PropCo1 via the contract administrator (Mace) in the development of the design 

and interface with the capital works. They will also update the Board in respect of curriculum design 

and development as the project progresses. 

The main building contractor Morgan Sindall will report to PropCo1 via the contract administrator in 

respect of the agreement of the contract sum, enabling works and delivery of Phase 3. 

Day to day management and progress meetings will be managed by the contract administrator and 

will include ARU-P/ARU and the Main Contractor for delivery of the Phase 3 building. 

Project plan 

The project plan for delivery of Phase 3 is set out in Annex 6.1: Phase 3 Project plan. The project plan 

has been developed around the following key dates: 

1. Spade in the ground (commencement of Phase 3) Q1 2023. 

2. Structure, complete construction of the building structure by March 2024. 

3. Fitout fit out the living lab and teaching facilities to be complete in autumn 2024. 

4. Completion of Phase 3 (for occupation) in autumn  2024. 

To achieve these milestones there are 5 key work streams: 

1. Procurement of the consultant team by February 2022 (complete). 

2. Determination of full planning application by January 2023 (planning application submitted).  

3. Develop, design and procure a Main Contractor to deliver Phase 3 infrastructure by Q4 2022 

(complete). 

4. Approval of this Full Business Case with delegated authority to develop the design.    
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5. PropCo1 to formalise legal agreements for land by Q4 2022 to align with award of the main 

contract and planning approval to allow commencement on site Q1 2023.  

The programme timeline has been developed based on ensuring the determination of full planning 

by January 2023 in tandem with an agreed contract sum, shareholders agreement and land transfer 

to allow contract award and mobilisation to commence in line with the LUF programme in March 

2023. 

Risk management and project assurance 

A detailed risk register is maintained, as set out in Annex 6.3: Project risk register. The risk register 

also sets out mitigation strategies, the expected monetary value of risks, and risk owners. 

Project risk registers are updated by partners on a monthly basis. In accordance with the project 

governance arrangements these reports are issued to the PropCo1 Board and are scrutinised at the 

monthly PropCo1 Board meetings. The top 5 project risks, and all programme risks, are reported to 

the Combined Authority Business Board via a Highlight Report and a Business & Skills Risk Register.  

Post-project evaluation 

The project will adopt the BSRIA Soft Landings framework and follow the five Stages of the Soft 

Landings process.  Stage 1: Inception and Briefing, Stage 2: Design Development is predicated on 

Stage one; while Stage 3: Pre-handover requires follow-through with Stage 4: Initial Aftercare.  

The benefit of this approach is that it will help solve any performance gap between design intentions 

and operational outcomes by appointing soft landing champions who will agree the roles and 

responsibility of the client, contractor and professional team. 

This process will commence from Royal Institute of British Architect (RIBA) stage 2 and run through 

to completion of the construction of Phase 3 and into the occupation and aftercare stages. 

Partners will develop a range of progress measures to monitor the ongoing wider impact of the 

University, with these measures tied into broader strategic objectives for Peterborough and the 

CPCA region. It is anticipated that there will need to be an ongoing review of these measures and 

agreement on how and where they are reported. 
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1 Strategic Case 

1.1 Introduction  

About this Phase 3 Full Business Case 

This document is the Full Business Case (FBC) for Phase 3 of the Programme to Establish a University 

in Peterborough. Phase 3 is to deliver a Second Teaching Building and Living Lab on the University 

campus on the Embankment site. 

The Full Business Case supports project partners to make a final investment decision for Phase 3. It 

builds on and incorporates information from other documents relevant to Phase 3, including: 

• A submission for funding for Phase 3 made to the Levelling Up Fund in June 2021 and 

approved by the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities (DLUHC) in 

October 2021. 

• The Outline Business Case for Phase 3, published in December 2021. 

• A Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) Work Stage 1 report completed in April 2022, 

RIBA Work Stage 2 completed in July 2022 and RIBA Work Stage 3, including a detailed Cost 

Plan, completed in November 2022. 

• A Planning Application for the Phase 3 building, which is currently in consultation and is 

expected to be determined in early 2023. 

• An Outline Planning Application (OPA) for the University campus which is being developed, 

although Phase 3 will be determined as a standalone application ahead of a decision on the 

OPA. 

• The PCC Embankment Masterplan Framework published in March 2022, which provides a 

framework to guide the location and scale of any future built development as well as key 

investments at the Embankment. 

The Full Business Case updates the Outline Business Case for Phase 3 to account for the progress 

made on clarifying the scope of Phase 3 throughout 2022. This includes detail on the building’s 
spatial coordination and build costs from the RIBA Work Stage 3 report, development of the 

University’s operating model, curriculum and expectations for student numbers, lessons learned 

from successful delivery of Phase 1, a procurement strategy for Phase 3 delivery, refined economic 

case options, and developments on planning decisions about the Embankment site and wider 

Peterborough city centre regeneration. 

The proposed Phase 3 building is a two-storey building of 2,516 sqm Gross Internal Area (GIA), sited 

on the current Regional Pool Car Park. It will contain a mixture of specialist and general teaching 

facilities, enabling the University to further expand its curriculum offerings, while exhibitions and 

facilities at the Living Lab will make the University’s output more accessible and relevant to the local 
community, engaging them in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) fields. 

The addition of the Phase 3 building will further help to create a ‘visible university’ linking to the city, 
with the Living Lab envisioned as a recognisable city landmark and the centrepiece to 

Peterborough’s expanding University Quarter, complementing other phases of the University 

programme. 
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The University Programme and the role of Phase 3 

Peterborough has been recognised for many years as a cold spot for Higher Education.  Project 

partners Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority (CPCA), Peterborough City Council 

(PCC) and Anglia Ruskin University (ARU) are committed to supporting the development of a new 

higher education provider for the City, on its journey to becoming the University of Peterborough, 

to: 

• Increase the skills levels of local people; and 

• Increase highly skilled employment opportunities. 

These two objectives will support local people to gain access to long-term employment 

opportunities and support local businesses to grow by making it easier to hire skilled employees, 

invest in innovation and attract new high value firms to the city and surrounding area. 

The vision for the University is that it will be a high-quality employment-focused University for the 

city and region. It will acquire an international reputation for innovative technological approaches to 

face-to-face learning and in applied technology and science. It will be characterised by outstanding 

student satisfaction and response to local needs. The curriculum will be led by student and employer 

demand as well as developing opportunities in the technological, scientific and business areas. Its 

buildings will be architecturally leading, flexible and environmentally friendly. The curriculum, 

academic community and buildings will reflect a desire to be the greenest university possible. 

The Programme to establish a University in Peterborough is being delivered in phases. This Full 

Business Case is specifically focused on Phase 3 of the University programme. The principal phases 

of development are: 

• Phase 1: Establish the University campus – Procure an Academic Delivery Partner and 

establish the University campus in the city via the first teaching building, providing teaching 

space for up to a potential 3,000 learners by 2025, studying Health, Social Care, Education, 

Management, Finance and Law. Phase 1 is operational, with the first teaching building 

(University House) receiving its first cohort in September 2022 of 950 learners from 1,600 

applications, with an additional intake to occur in January 2023. Learners study a range of 

undergraduate courses, degree apprenticeships, postgraduate provision and short courses 

which are targeted at business owners. Phase 1 was delivered on time and to budget in 

challenging economic conditions, and its success demonstrates the strong viability of the 

University programme. 

• Phase 2: Peterborough Innovation and Research Centre (PIRC) – The aim of PIRC is to build 

a base of innovative research and development in Peterborough. The Phase 2 building is 

arranged over three floors, providing good quality, efficient and flexible space for research 

and development and will create a new high-quality space for the city, completing the 

transformation of the under-utilised Wirrina car park into a green, well-landscaped campus, 

fully accessible to the public. Construction on Phase 2 is due for CAT A completion in 

December 2022.  

• Phase 3 (the focus of this FBC): Second Teaching Building and Living Lab – Grow the 

University via a second teaching building supporting potentially up to 1,700 more students 

by 2027/28, expanding its curriculum further into STEM fields and embedding the University 

in Peterborough through the Living Lab. The Living Lab will be a public-facing, high-quality 
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interactive science centre for Peterborough with public space for participatory research, 

exhibitions and events, designed to stimulate and inspire more young people into STEM 

sectors. 

Future phases of the programme, which are still to be determined, will focus on growing an 

innovation ecosystem around the university and further expanding its teaching capacity. 

• Phase 4: Inward Investing Research Institute & R&D Programme – Establish an innovation 

ecosystem  by attracting a major Research Institute onto the university campus in 

Peterborough, and develop an R&D Programme which facilitates the dissemination of 

research from the Research Institute into local businesses, enabling collaboration in the 

ecosystem and creating opportunities for local businesses to link into the Research 

Institute’s global network , ultimately stimulating local business growth and demand for 
higher-level skills. 

• Phase 5: Third Teaching Building & Sports Science Facility – Expand further the teaching 

capacity with space for potentially an additional 2,250 students on the embankment campus 

and enabling significant growth in student numbers in future, including through potential 

sports science facilities that, like the Living Lab, would be a public-facing asset for 

Peterborough’s residents.  

The intention is for the new University to be fast-growing between 2022 and 2032 with a review to 

be undertaken by ARU and the Combined Authority expected to take place in 2028 to evaluate the 

benefits and feasibility of the University becoming independent from ARU with its own degree 

awarding powers and ultimately University Title. 

1.2 Principal partners 

The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority (CPCA) has overall responsibility for the 

delivery of the programme. Project partners CPCA, Peterborough City Council (PCC) and Anglia 

Ruskin University (ARU) have formed a special purpose vehicle – the Peterborough HE Property 

Company LTD  (‘PropCo1’) - to deliver the new university campus in Peterborough. This approach 

was successful for Phase 1 and will be repeated for Phase 3. 

1.2.1 Public sector partners 

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority was established in 2017 under a Devolution 

Deal with central Government. Its purpose, defined by the Devolution Deal, is to ensure 

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough is a leading place in the world to live, learn and work. The 

Combined Authority’s Devolution Deal, which runs for 30 years, also sets out a list of specific 
projects which the Combined Authority and its member councils will support over that period.  A 

university for Peterborough is one of the major commitments in that list, and the Combined 

Authority has already invested £43.5m through its devolved Gainshare, Delegated Local Growth 

Fund and the Getting Building Fund, for which it was Local Lead Authority. 

Peterborough City Council was formed as a unitary authority in 1998, having previously been part of 

Cambridgeshire County Council. The council’s corporate priorities, set out in a new Sustainable 

Future City Council Strategy 2022-25, are: the economy and inclusive growth, maximising economic 

growth and prosperity for Peterborough as a city of opportunity; our places and communities, 

creating healthy and safe environments where people want to live, work, visit and play; prevention, 

independence and resilience, helping and supporting our residents early on in their lives and prevent 
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them from slipping into crisis; all supported by a sustainable future city council, adjusting how we 

work, serve and enable. As well as a central role in the University Programme, PCC is leading the 

regeneration of Peterborough via a range of programmes, including through its Towns Fund 

Programme, Levelling Up Fund programme, and attracting inward investment – combined, a near 

£1billion-regeneration opportunity made up of projects encompassing business and skills, 

regeneration and infrastructure and visitor attractions. During the creation of the Combined 

Authority, PCC was instrumental in ensuring that the inclusion of a university for Peterborough was 

specified in the Devolution Deal.  As Local Lead Authority for the Levelling Up Fund (LUF), PCC 

secured the £20m of LUF that forms the majority of the financing for this Phase 3 Project.  

1.2.2 Academic Delivery Partner  

Anglia Ruskin University Peterborough (ARU) is the Academic Delivery Partner (ADP) for the 

University Project.  ARU will work to develop a curriculum for ARU Peterborough with flexible modes 

of delivery to address the characteristics of the region, its communities and the Higher Education 

cold spot. Locally based, ARU is one of the fastest growing universities in the UK with strong 

performing Science and Technology and Business Faculties, several research institutions classified by 

the Research Excellence Framework as world-leading and has a wide range of established 

international partnerships. On the basis that ARU would be given the right to occupy both the first 

and second, majority public funded, teaching buildings rent free, to conduct the business of offering 

higher education in Peterborough, they were required to compete for the role of ADP through a 

procurement that took place in 2019. 

1.3 Strategic context 

1.3.1 Policy alignment 

National Policy 

Government HE policy is concerned with increasing the supply of higher-level technical skills, 

ensuring genuine inclusiveness in higher education provision and participation and supporting the 

expansion of agile modes of learning including distance and virtual learning approaches to enable 

increased participation. All of these are strong drivers for the approach to be adopted for the 

development of a new University for Peterborough. 

Relevant national policy is outlined below and has been updated for the Full Business Case. 

The Skills and Post 16 Education Act (2022) is the legislation enacting the reforms set out in the DfE 

Skills For Jobs White Paper (2021). It aims to streamline qualifications for students through the Post-

16 Review of qualifications at level 3 and below in England to create a coherent system with clear, 

high quality progression routes for students of all ages, including the National Retraining Scheme. 

These need to support the recommendations of the Augar Review into Post-18 Education funding 

and the review of Higher Technical Education.  The Government’s Level 4 and 5 reforms present an 
opportunity to ensure that technical/vocational learning is available in Peterborough. Focusing on 

skills gaps at higher technical levels that risk the UK falling behind its global competitors, reform 

aims to transform the skills system to put employers at the heart of the system and to make training 

a lifelong and flexible option for all. 

The Levelling Up White Paper, published in February 2022, positions education and skills at the 

forefront of the Levelling Up agenda, with a focus on ensuring opportunities are accessible to all and 

placing employers at the heart of local skills systems. The Levelling Up White Paper contains several 
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relevant missions, including education and skills – and reaffirms pledges such as the introduction of a 

Lifelong Loan Entitlement, Skills Bootcamps and the creation of Education Investment Areas – and 

the deepening of devolution which are aligned to the region’s priority for life-wide and lifelong 

learning. The Levelling Up and Regeneration Bill is currently passing through parliament (November 

2022). Its aims include making provision for the setting of levelling-up missions and reporting on 

progress in delivering them and increasing local democracy through devolution. The Council has 

secured £20m of funding from the Levelling Up Fund to invest in Phase 3 of the University for 

Peterborough project via a June 2021 funding application. 

HMT’s Plan for Growth (March 2021) sets out the vision for ‘building back better’ through pillars of 

infrastructure, skills and innovation as key to the UK’s recovery from Covid-19. The Government 

wishes to improve productivity and level-up the UK whilst increasing high-quality skills provision and 

training, and transforming FE. This will in part catalyse the development of creative ideas and 

technologies that will shape the UK’s future high-growth.  

The connected Innovation Strategy (2021) and Net Zero Strategy (2021), aims to make the UK a 

Scientific Superpower and includes policies to boost renewable energy production and heating, 

power and transport innovation. As part of this, Government has committed to increasing UK 

investment in R&D to 2.4% of GDP by 2027. The Prime Minister’s 10 Point Plan for a Green Industrial 
Revolution through investment in innovative technologies estimates that 250,000 green jobs will be 

created across the UK during the transition to reduce emissions by 68% by 2030. The curriculum for 

the Phase 3 building is particularly focused on the STEM fields which will be key to meeting the UK’s 
net zero objectives. 

Oxford-Cambridge Arc – The Oxford-Cambridge Arc is already home to a booming and varied 

economy that contributes significantly to the success of Global Britain. Over the last 20 years, it has 

grown faster than any region outside London, and employment and wages are above the national 

average. It is home to some strong and innovative sectors, world-leading companies, internationally 

recognised research and development centres and research universities.  Peterborough, the largest 

city in the Arc’s north, is important to unlocking future growth across the Arc, driven by the region’s 
strong sector clusters of advanced manufacturing and future energy technologies. 

A new University will make a substantial positive economic impact not only in the City but in the 

wider sub-region supporting these national policy frameworks, enabling the region and the UK to 

compete in an ever more dynamic global economy through innovation and creating knowledge-

intensive businesses. At the same time, it will deliver significant cultural and social benefits that are 

inherent in the aims of these national policies. 

Regional strategies 

The 2018 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Independent Economic Review (CPIER) made a clear 

recommendation for the development of a university for Peterborough and The Fens. The project is 

seen as crucial to addressing “uneven access to higher education” and lower educational attainment 
figures for areas geographically close to - but economically isolated from - existing centres of 

education, by creating more pathways to higher education for local communities. The CPIER stated 

that the university should be strongly rooted in the local and sub-regional economy by drawing on 

established strengths in manufacturing and engineering - citing the fact that the local economic 

benefits of university research are magnified when local firms are “technologically close” to a 
university. The CPIER also recommended high levels of investment to ensure a clearly defined 
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educational offer centred around subjects that integrate with the local economy and embrace new 

technologies. 

Since the CPIER was published the Combined Authority has set out a framework for pursuing the 

objectives of its Devolution Deal’s overall aim of achieving sustainable growth, based on a ‘Six 

Capitals’ approach: 

1. Health and Skills: building human capital to raise both productivity and the quality of life. 

2. Climate and Nature: restoring the area’s depleted natural capital and addressing the impact 
of climate change on our low-lying area’s special vulnerabilities. 

3. Infrastructure: from digital and public transport connectivity, to water and energy, building  

out the networks needed to support a successful future. 

4. Innovation: ensuring this area can continue to support the most dynamic and dense 

knowledge economy in Europe. 

5. Reducing inequalities: investing in the community and social capital which complement 

skills and connectivity as part of the effort to narrow the gaps in life expectancy and income 

between places. 

6. Financial and systems: improving the institutional capital which supports decision-making 

and delivery. 

Strategies which embed the Combined Authority’s Six Capitals and which are relevant to Phase 3 are 
outlined below. 

The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Economic Growth Strategy (2022) sets out a vision for 

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough as “the place where unique business, natural and research assets 

tackle world problems whilst creating good jobs and healthy lives for all our residents in all our 

places, being globally leading and competitive and also more equal and sustainable.” The Strategy 

has six objectives: 

1. Grow the economy while reducing inequality 

2. Good quality jobs in high-performing businesses 

3. Better quality skills via a world-class skills system 

4. Accelerate local placemaking and renewal 

5. Accelerate business growth 

6. Ensure transition to green, low-carbon economy. 

A new university in Peterborough is a key action within the strategy, with strong links to all 

objectives. 

The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Employment and Skills Strategy (2022) sets out a vision for 

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough to be a “successful, globally competitive economy offering high-

skilled, well-paid, good quality jobs, delivering increased productivity and prosperity to support 

strong, sustainable and healthy communities and enabled by an inclusive, world-class local skills 

system that matches the needs of our employers, learners and communities.”  

The Strategy explicitly references the priority for a new University in Peterborough which raises 

regional higher education participation, and delivers technical courses aligned to local employers’ 
needs and jobs of the future. Implementation of the Employment and Skills Strategy is underway, 

with the new University in Peterborough an important part of achieving the vision.  
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Cambridgeshire County Council and Peterborough City Council have developed a NEET (Not in 

Education, Employment or Training) Reduction Strategy which articulates the importance of 

reducing the number of NEET young people in the region. It calls on partners to take a collaborative 

approach to focus on early intervention and prioritising opportunities to sustain NEET reduction, 

including via pathways into Higher Education. To support this, CPCA has commissioned a new Youth 

Offer for 19 to 24-year-olds, to ensure that ‘older’ NEETS have the right support to re-engage in 

training and employment. This commenced in September 2022. 

Local strategies 

PCC’s vision is to “create together a Peterborough residents are proud to live, work and grow up in 

and where services deliver what local people need and give value for money.” 

PCC’s Corporate Strategy 2021-2025 strategic priorities are: 

1. Drive growth, regeneration and economic development 

1. Improve educational attainment and skills 

2. Safeguard vulnerable children and adults 

3. Implement the Environment Capital agenda 

4. Support Peterborough's culture and leisure trust Vivacity 

5. Keep all our communities safe, cohesive and healthy 

6. Achieve the best health and wellbeing for the city 

Phase 3 particularly supports priorities one and two. 

There is also alignment with Peterborough City Council’s long-term regeneration and investment 

priorities as identified in the Peterborough Local Plan, which is the Statutory Development Plan 

guiding development in Peterborough.  

The Peterborough Embankment Masterplan Framework (2022) sets out the overarching vision and 

strategy for the Embankment site that the University campus is situated on, helping to target 

investment decisions and shape new development opportunities. The aim of the Masterplan is to 

ensure that the Embankment once more plays a full and pivotal role in the lives of Peterborough 

residents contributing directly to the character, vitality, prosperity and sustainability of the City.  

The Masterplan Framework adopts a flexible approach which allows for alternative development 

scenarios on the Embankment site, including the potential development of an Arena on the site. This 

would alter future plans for the University campus but would not affect the location of the Phase 3 

building based on current planning applications. 

The Masterplan has been brought forward through the Towns Fund, which is a scheme of funding 

launched by the UK Government for towns such as Peterborough to boost economic productivity 

and support sustainable growth. To secure this funding, PCC produced a Town Investment Plan (TIP) 

in July 2020 which set out the importance of the Embankment to the future prosperity of the city. 

ARU’s vision is transforming lives through innovative, inclusive and entrepreneurial education and 

research. ARU’s 2017 strategy sets out a 10-year vision, priorities and ambitions and is built around 

three central themes. 
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• Creating a leading learning and innovation ecosystem to deliver an outstanding educational 

experience, combining the best of face-to-face and digital learning; increase work-based 

opportunities; and activities that enhance academic success and employability. 

• Building and nurturing vibrant university communities that are inclusive and welcoming of 

all and with a particular focus on continuing to attract and retain international students and 

growing postgraduate student communities. 

• Strengthening the underpinning operations of the University, building on its reputation for 

enterprise, to be known for use of innovative, user-focused approaches to problem-solving 

and putting the needs of those who study and work with ARU at the forefront of the way it 

designs its activities. 

ARU Peterborough will develop a 5-year strategic plan in academic year 2022/23. This process will be 

led by the University Principal and the final strategy will be approved by the ARUP Board of 

Governors.  

1.4 Current position 

The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough region plays an important role in the UK economy. The region 

comprises three distinct economies with differing sector specialisms and differing social and 

economic skills needs: 

• Peterborough and surroundings (including north Huntingdonshire). 

• The Fens (including Fenland, some of East Cambridgeshire and part of Huntingdonshire). 

• Greater Cambridge (Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire, including southern parts of 

Huntingdonshire and East Cambridgeshire). 

The 2022 Employment and Skills Strategy finds that current participation in higher education varies 

across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, including being just 6.7% in Peterborough and 3.2% in 

Fenland.3 It also notes that the region’s education providers play an important role as anchor 

institutions in their community, providing civic leadership, collaborating, driving investment to 

renew localities and raise aspirations.  However, patchy engagement with post-16/18 education has 

been exacerbated by education estate and access cold-spots – including in Peterborough – and 

physical and digital access challenges for rural and deprived communities. The ‘Education Cold Spot’ 
has long been recognised as a major challenge holding back prosperity in the Combined Authority’s 
more deprived areas, particularly in the north around Peterborough. 

 

3 Metro Dynamics analysis on ONS Annual Population Survey (APS) data (2020). 
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Figure 5. Education, skills and training deprivation (IMD decile), 2019, for CPCA 

 

 

 

Current HE provision in Peterborough consists of: 

1. The initial trimester 1 intake of  learners supported through Phase 1 of the University 

programme in the University House building. ARU Peterborough received 1,600 applications 

for learners studying across Science, Engineering, Computing, Health, Social Care, Education, 

Management, Finance and Law across a range of provision types, including undergraduate 

courses, degree apprenticeships, postgraduate provision and short courses targeted at 

business owners. There will be an additional intake in January 2023, which will include 

international students. 

2. Peterborough College: primarily a provider of further education across a broad course 

offering with  HE teaching  through the University Centre Peterborough (UCP) facility, a 

100% owned subsidiary of Peterborough  College.  The Inspire Education Group is seeking to 

develop a Green Technology Skills Centre with support from the Towns Fund. UCP does not 

have degree awarding powers and currently degrees are validated by Anglia Ruskin 

University and the Open University. 

There is no HE provision in Fenland or North Huntingdonshire. In Fenland in particular the rural area 

and poor transport networks make it challenging to establish HE operations. The sparsity of 
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population and travel to learn times (rather than distances) have tended to inhibit the creation of 

viable provision, in the absence of flexible modes of delivery to compensate for these characteristics 

of the region. The result is that low skills levels have historically limited wages, progression and 

quality of life. 

1.4.1 Case for change 

In Peterborough, low skills levels have historically limited wages, progression and quality of life. 

Qualification levels in Peterborough are below national averages, which contributes to limiting 

wages, progression and quality of life for residents. The vision set out in the CPIER notes that skills 

development is vital for growth in jobs and earning power.  

Figure 6. Key Labour Market Indicators4 

Indicator Peterborough East of 

England 

GB 

Proportion of 16-64s with no qualifications 7.6% 5.7% 6.4% 

Proportion of 16-64s with NVQ 4+5 32.1% 39.2% 43.1% 

Average Attainment 86 score at KS4 46.3 - 50.2 

Proportion of employees with jobs in managerial, 

professional & technical occupations (SOC group 1-3)7 

42.3% 48.9% 50.2% 

In addition to the indicators above, in Peterborough: 

• Wages are 9% lower than the England average.8 

• Productivity per worker is 11% below the national average.9 

• 41% of neighbourhoods (LSOAs) within Peterborough rank within the 20% most deprived in 

the UK.10 

• Social mobility is low, with Peterborough ranked 191st and Fenland ranked 319th out of 324 

local authority districts.11  

• Healthy life expectancy is below retirement age in many neighbourhoods, and is declining in 

the most deprived areas.12 

Peterborough ranks 34th lowest out of 650 constituencies for the highest levels of child poverty, with 

one in three children living in relative poverty, despite most families containing at least one working 

adult. Improving access to skills and raising educational attainment has the potential to reduce 

deprivation as well as provide residents with better employment prospects. 

Encouraging more residents into higher value jobs will help to raise social mobility in Peterborough, 

which has been faltering in recent years, a trend exacerbated by Covid-19. The Peterborough Town 

Investment Plan notes that more deprived residents tend to experience poorer health and 

educational outcomes and fail to progress to higher paid jobs and better housing, in part because 

 

4 Metro Dynamics analysis of ONS data 
5 NVQ4+ is a measurement of qualification level which is broadly equivalent to an undergraduate degree. 
6 ‘Attainment 8’ is a measurement which captures the progress a pupil makes from the end of primary school to the end of secondary 

school. 
7 Standard Occupation Classification (SOC) groups 1 – 3 are workers in managerial, professional and technical occupations. 
8 ONS (2021) Annual Survey of Hours and Incomes 
9 ONS (2020) Subregional productivity: labour productivity indices by UK NUTS2 and NUTS3 subregions 
10 Indices of Multiple Deprivation (2019). 
11 Social Mobility Index, 2016 
12 ONS Health and Life Expectancies, 2016-2018 
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there is no local higher education institution to enable social mobility. There is a danger of these 

residents becoming trapped in low skill, low pay employment and failing to reach their potential. 

The lack of a higher education institution in the region is a major contributor to poor economic, 

social and health outcomes. 

Before the completion of Phase 1, Peterborough was one of the largest cities in the UK without a 

university.13 This meant higher education felt inaccessible and irrelevant to many people, and low 

aspirations entrenched poor outcomes. 

If Peterborough matched skills levels across the East of England an additional 12,000 people (in a 

working population of just over 100,000) aged 16-64 would have an NVQ Level 4 qualification or 

above. If skill levels matched the national average an extra 17,000 people would have NVQ4+ level 

qualifications.14 

The lack of higher education provision in the northern parts of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 

means fewer school leavers (at 18 years old) progress onwards to higher education than would 

otherwise. In Peterborough, 31% of school leavers progress onto higher education compared to 35% 

nationally, with more school leavers progressing directly into lower-skilled employment. Crucially, 

15% of 18 year olds in Peterborough record ‘no sustained destination’ six months after leaving 
school, compared to 13% nationally, indicating that more school leavers in Peterborough choose 

either not to enter education or work, or are dropping out within six months.  

Figure 7. Destinations and progression rates for 18 year olds, 201915 

 

The lack of a local Higher Education institution has meant Peterborough school-leavers who 

progressed onto higher education have had to travel elsewhere, and are subsequently less likely to 

seek employment in Peterborough. ARU Peterborough is designed to fill the gap identified through 

the “cold spot” and will, therefore, enable more students in the region to study locally should they 
wish to do so.   

ARU’s analysis of demand for higher education in the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough region 
predicts an increase in the number of 18 year olds over the next 5 years leading to a 13% increase in 

 

13 The University Centre Peterborough is active in Peterborough, which is a joint venture partnership between Peterborough Regional 

College and Anglia Ruskin University. UCP currently has around 700 students on more than 30 degree-level programmes. Courses are 

validated by The Open University. 
14 East of England Forecast Model (EEFM), 2019 
15 Metro Dynamics analysis of DfE School Leaver Destinations data (2019) 
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students entering HE by 2025 (up to 6,105) with a static participation rate of 44%, and a 20% 

increase (up to 6,521) if the participation rate grows to the England average of 47%.  Demographic 

analysis suggests also that this new demand is likely to be from groups who are more likely to stay in 

the region to study and then subsequently to work.16 

The chart below, from the East of England Forecasting Model, shows forecast skills level 

requirements for employment in Peterborough to 2030. It shows demand for an extra 12,000 

degree-qualified residents by 2030 in the city.  

Figure 8. Historic and forecast skills level requirements for employment in Peterborough, 

2001 - 203017 

To take part in and continue to support Peterborough’s knowledge intensive growth, residents need 
local education pathways to access high quality jobs. If those pathways are not available, then 

residents will miss out on the benefits of growth. Meeting this demand for skilled workers in 

Peterborough means establishing a university at a pace and scale which generates impact as quickly 

as possible, while recognising the substantial difficulties faced in doing so. 

Establishing a viable University in Peterborough that serves surrounding areas 

Recognising the resource and timescale constraints and the very high risks that would accompany 

any attempt to found a new University of Peterborough on a model similar to those founded in the 

1960s (the so-called Robbins Institutions), the core strategy for developing the University is based on 

directly tackling the characteristics of the addressable component of the current market failures (the 

“cold spot” identified in the CPIER and Employment and Skills Strategy) without unnecessary direct 

competition with existing providers.  The hallmarks of this strategy, based on a clear understanding 

of the market needs in and around Peterborough and by balancing resource constraints, include: 

• A clear focus on under-represented groups and those “left behind” i.e. those who cannot or 
will not travel to existing providers. 

• A solution based on a limited physical experience i.e. the capital available will support only a 

modest campus development (at least) initially. 

 

16 ARU analysis conducted for Phase One Full Business Case 
17 East of England Forecasting Model (EEFM), 2019 
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• A phased approach which evolves with the needs of the region and is facilitated by 

successive successful phases of development i.e. a model in which viable provision is 

established early and becomes the foundation for reinvesting in later phases. 

• The development of highly effective, collaborative and cooperative relationships between 

education providers to build a clear pipeline of opportunities, to raise aspiration, to identify 

and promote role models and to create a source of competitive advantage. 

The University will provide access to higher education for rural areas around Peterborough, including 

Fenland, where in many cases drive times to the nearest University currently exceed 60 minutes. 

Establishing a new higher education institution in Peterborough will help to raise aspirations and 

skills levels in surrounding areas also. 

Figure 9. 30 minute and 60 minute drive times from ARU Peterborough 

 

Wider impacts 

Phase 3 of the University project will deliver significant social value through the provision of a 

dedicated community cultural and learning space in a core area of the City Centre. It will help raise 

aspirations and awareness amongst local people of the new university offer and so will help attract 

local residents to study at the university. By enabling local higher education provision, it will ensure 

that more highly skilled young people in Peterborough remain in the city. 

A higher education experience is one of the most powerful and transformational investments which 

can be made both by individual students and by civil society more broadly. Moreover, universities in 

cities help build community cohesion and drive-up educational standards and attainment e.g. with 

lecturers/professors becoming governors at local schools. 
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The Partners are determined to make these investments, to encourage others to make such 

investments and to bring the positive benefits of higher education to the people of Peterborough 

and the surrounding region. 

A new University will, therefore, offer much more to the people of Peterborough and the region. It 

will give Peterborough and surrounding areas an opportunity to reinvent its economy as the city 

continues to grow in population, creating a virtuous circle for continued growth of the economy and 

the new University, raising aspirations locally and supporting business needs for skills. 

1.5 Objectives 

The ambition is to create a new University for Peterborough that will deliver a step-change in life-

chances for young people in Peterborough and beyond.  Key to the success of the new University will 

be its ability to grow and retain local talent alongside attracting and retaining new talent to the area.  

Through this project, the Partners are committed to raising personal and community aspirations 

along with improving social-mobility and contributing to inclusive social and economic growth. 

Partners will continue to promote and support skills provision that meets employer demand and 

motivates learners and their families to aspire to building prosperous futures for themselves and 

their communities, harnessing lifelong learning. 

The top-line objectives for the University programme are to: 

• Improve access to better quality jobs and improve access to better quality employment, 

helping to reverse decades of relative economic decline, and increasing aspiration, wages 

and social mobility for residents. 

• Make a nationally significant contribution to Government objectives for levelling up, 

increase regional innovation, and accelerate the UK’s net zero transformation. 

• Accelerate the renaissance of Peterborough as a knowledge-intensive university city, 

increasing civic pride and satisfaction within Peterborough as a place offering a good quality 

of life with improved public facilities, and providing a tangible example of levelling up. 

• Translate the resulting increase in individual opportunity, prosperity and social mobility into 

outcomes across wellbeing, health and healthy life expectancy from the programme, and on 

into people living happier, healthier lives. 

Objectives specific to Phase 3, which relate to the top-line University programme objectives above, 

are to: 

• Grow the University via a second teaching building supporting up to a potential 1,700 

additional students from 2024/25 to 2027/28 studying a mixture of undergraduate, 

postgraduate, degree apprenticeship, work programme, short courses and outreach. 

• Provide specialised teaching space, enabling ARU Peterborough to broaden its curriculum, 

including into STEM fields linked into local economic strengths in Peterborough and The 

Fens. The portfolio of courses on offer will be co-created with employers to ensure students 

graduate with both the industry-specific and transferable skills in demand, regionally and 

nationally. 
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• Embed the University into the community via the Living Lab as a public-facing, high-quality 

interactive science centre for Peterborough with participatory research, public space for 

exhibitions and events. 

• Regenerate the site area to create an attractive University of Peterborough campus with a 

high-quality landscape, helping to create a ‘visible university’ linking to the city and 
expanding Peterborough’s University Quarter, completing other Phases of development. 

1.6 About the project 

1.6.1 Scope 

Phase 3 is to develop a second teaching building for occupation by ARU Peterborough with a Living 

Lab at its heart. This Phase enables the university’s growth up to a potential 4,700 students in 2027 

and sets the university up for significant growth in future.  

This catalytic investment to create the University Living Lab and additional teaching space, builds on 

and integrates £45m of prior and current investments made through the Local Growth Fund 

(towards earlier phases of the new university) and Towns Fund (towards the wider masterplan and 

infrastructure for the City).  It will have a visible, tangible impact on people and places, and support 

economic recovery. 

The principal requirements of the Phase 3 building were set out in the RIBA Work Stage 1 Report and 

are summarised below.  

• Accommodation for specialist learning, teaching, public engagement and support space  

• High quality public realm and landscape  

• Associated cycle storage and limited parking  

• Good environmental and sustainability credentials (BREEAM excellent)  

• A Gross Internal Area of approximately 2,500m2. 

The accommodation within the proposed building will support the academic course design being 

developed by ARU Peterborough and to support the current specialisms of:  

• Business and Innovation  

• Creative Digital Art and Science  

• Health Sciences, Education and Social Care  

• Engineering, and the Environment. 

Engagement on the scope 

Design and use cases for the building have been developed via extensive engagement with key 

stakeholders throughout RIBA Work Stage 3 to evolve a spatially coordinated design that meets 

aesthetic, operational and sustainability aspirations and responds appropriately to the site’s setting, 
constraints and planning context. A series of detailed stakeholder design workshops have allowed 

for extensive input from the project’s end user at ARU Peterborough, ensuring that the design 
proposal fully aligns with the University’s future accommodation plans. In addition, consultation has 

been ongoing with The Local Planning Authority, Historic England and the Civic Society, who all 

continue to view the project positively. 
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Building spatial and design requirements 

The RIBA Work Stage 3 report has set out the detailed spatial coordination and design requirements 

for the building, which are summarised below. 

The design intent is to create a highly contemporary, welcoming and transparent building, providing 

a strong identity for the new University and creating views of learning within. The design should 

feature environmental and sustainability aspects to an ‘excellent’ BREEAM standard. 

A timber structure is proposed for the Phase 3 building and forms an important part of the building’s 
look and feel. The building is proposed to be clad in efficient, cost effective and low maintenance 

aluminium skin. The Living Lab is proposed to be clad in textured stainless-steel shingles, which 

create changes in texture, light/shadow and transparency from different aspects, both during 

daytime and evening, helping to create an attractive and appealing building which complements 

Phase 1 and Phase 2 buildings. 

Investment will deliver a 2516 sqm GIA second teaching building and Living Lab, 326 sqm of which 

will be available for use as a University Living Lab and public teaching space with space for 652 

occupants in the building. The building is arranged over two floors and is 9.65m high to the top of 

the main roof parapet. The building form has been developed to express the primary elements of 

the project – the Living Lab as a central focus to the campus and the Teaching Wing (including the 

Sawtooth and the Beam) facing Bishop’s Road. 

The Living Lab is a two-storey high, simple, abstract building form, expressing the flexibility of its 

functional requirement, and creating a landmark building at the end of the view looking from the 

landscaped space between Phase 1 and 2. Whilst the room requires at times to operate as a ‘black 
box’, extensive glazing is provided at lower levels (to East, West and South) to offer views in and 

aspect out to the wider campus. Large sliding doors to the west and south open up onto the wider 

campus, directly linking inside and outside, to support public events and teaching alike. 

In the Teaching Wing of the building, a series of ‘sawtooth’ elements (following a 7.5m structural 
grid) with west-facing high-level glazing provide daylight and natural ventilation to the teaching 

rooms and the office space. This ‘sawtooth’ form increases the scale of the building to Bishop’s Road 
to better respond to the scale of Phase 1 and provides a more sculpted form giving interest to the 

building’s profile. Full height glazing to the north is provided to offer views out from the teaching 
spaces, as well as views in from the street.  

The southern elevation of the Teaching Wing has significant glazing and offers views into the 

building and offers aspect to a well landscaped, publicly open campus space from the social learning 

spaces. A setback provides shade to the facade and signifies the main entrance to the building. 
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Figure 10. Overview of building spatial design 

 

The building accommodates a range of different spaces, including: 

• The Living Lab – A double height ground floor space where:  

 Active learning takes place using state of the art equipment and installations 

 Students engage the community in their research  

 Activities inform, educate, involve, and entertain the community  

• Specialist Teaching Spaces which will enable ARU Peterborough to expand its STEM-focused 

curriculum, including: 

 ‘Dirty’ maker lab 

 ‘Clean’ maker lab 

 Flexible teaching lab 

 Microbiology lab 

 Prep lab 

 Tissue Culture lab 

 Lab storage 

• General teaching spaces 

• Social Learning Spaces  

• Office Space  

• Operational and other Support Space. 

The Living Lab is the ‘heart’ of the building. It is a fully accessible, double height space visible to the 
public and designed to offer a flexible space for the variety of events and activities proposed, with 

space for 201 occupants for events and 120 students when set up for teaching. 

The Northern Teaching Wing accommodates specialist teaching space, including the Microbiology 

Suite (containment level 2), Maker Spaces and Computer Room, facing Bishop’s Road. These 
specialist teaching spaces have been arranged around a central space for social learning that looks 

south over the campus. Total occupancy of the ground floor is 362, including 111 in specialist 

teaching spaces, 48 occupants in social learning/study spaces, and 2 in welfare support spaces, as 

well as the Living Lab. 
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Figure 11. Proposed ground floor layout 

 

The first floor accommodates the generic teaching rooms and office accommodation, arranged to 

face north overlooking Bishop’s Road and offering views towards the cathedral. The 4 teaching 
rooms can each house 40 students, or could be combined into 2 larger rooms of 80 students by 

opening the semiautomatic moveable walls, which stack nicely in the CLT recesses. Total occupancy 

on the first floor is 290, which includes 164 in generic teaching spaces, 54 in workspace, 44 in 

social/learning study space, and 28 in welfare support spaces. 
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Figure 12. Proposed first floor layout 

 

Activities to be carried out within the Living Lab 

All activities and events supported by the Living Lab will support the mission of increasing 

opportunities for STEM engagement and participatory research across the region, bringing together 

schools and businesses from different sectors alongside students and academics from ARU 

Peterborough using the Living Lab as a catalyst for conversation and exploration of science and its 

impact on the world. 

Similar in style to an interactive science centre but more ambitious in terms of community impact, 

Living Labs: 

• Are integrated into the community through the co-creation, exploration and evaluation of 

ideas; 

• Address complex problems through collective actions and community interactions; 

• Facilitate the co-creation and appropriation of innovations by users in community settings. 
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Figure 13. How Living Labs support stakeholder participation 

 

The Living Lab concept is beyond just utilising a single space within a building. The programming will 

benefit from the entire university ecosystem and campus. A representative example of an activity 

supported by the Living Lab is set out below, with further examples listed in the Annex. 

Figure 14. Example of activity to be supported by the Living Lab 

Activity School competition events such as Primary Engineer “if I was an Engineer”. 

Pupils from across Peterborough and the Fens are invited to take place in a national 

competition supported by the Primary Engineer organisation in partnership with ARU 

Peterborough.  Academics and engineers from local businesses work with children from age 4 

to 16 to think about inventing/designing engineering solutions to solve real world problems. 

School groups are brought into the living lab for hands on meet an engineer events to guide 

and inspire their designs. The pupils' designs are judged by panels of industry experts and 

winners are selected across age categories (school group) who are then invited to an award 

ceremony and an exhibition of their designs.  The exhibition is then opened on subsequent 

days to all schools and parents and the local community to view the children’s work.  A small 
number of students have their designs turned into a prototype built at the university by 

undergraduate students and winners' schools are invited in to see the development in process 

culminating in a prototype unveiling ceremony. 

Outcomes This series of events engages pupils across all ages in activities that raise aspiration and build 

confidence in STEM with multiple touch points to reinforce learning.  Academics and industry 

engineers are engaged and work with the pupils throughout the process.  Involving the 

parents through the award ceremonies and exhibitions provides family learning opportunities 

and further strengthens the positive experience of STEM for the pupils. 

Reach • 500 to 600 pupils take part in the competition 

• 50 academics and engineers from local companies involved in the judging and 

selection of winners for prototype development 

• 30 winners selected and invited to award ceremony along with parents/cares/siblings 

and school representatives (150 in total) 

• 200 visitors at opening of exhibition  
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• 20 Students engaged in prototype development which gives a real experience of 

interpreting a design (some of which can be abstract) and creating a functional 

prototype, supporting employability skills development.  

• 150 visitors invited to prototype unveiling. 

 

The day-to-day operation and ongoing delivery strategy for the Living Lab is the sole responsibility of 

ARU Peterborough/ARU. The university will be responsible for all aspects of programming and 

revenue management for the Living Lab. It is expected that the programme will be cost-neutral. This 

will be supported by intelligent programming to maximise utilisation of all spaces within the Phase 3 

building. This is achieved by modelling a timetable with ‘community’ usage and maximising public 
engagement activities outside of core teaching periods. This has been successfully implemented in 

other facilities, for example the Hive in Worcester. 

ARU have an established public engagement strategy and a range of processes to support the 

effective delivery of large-scale public events and activities, which will be applied to the Living Lab. 

This includes an approach to ticketing/online booking, health and safety, marketing and event 

programming. 

The university will seek to appoint a manager for the public engagement activity. In addition, ARU 

Peterborough is also considering appointing a high profile Patron/Ambassadors for the Living Lab, 

such as a well-known scientist or engineer with connections in the Peterborough region. 

ARU Peterborough will develop operational management plans for the space and how external 

events will be hosted. The Living Lab needs to be supported by a dedicated store to enable flexibility 

to curate events. 

Figure 15. Internal design proposals and example use cases for space 
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Site location requirements 

The site layout should be arranged to: 

• Integrate with Phase 1 and 2, extending the landscape of the campus  

• Provide a strong frontage to Bishop’s Road extending the frontage created in Phase 1  
• Locate the publicly accessible Living Lab at the centre of the campus giving enclosure to the 

open east / west space created between Phase 1 and 2  

• Create a south and west facing well landscaped ‘pedestrian first’ space that provides 
facilities for socialising and holding external events  

• Integrate on-campus accessible parking  

• Maximise views into and from the building  

• Locate Specialist Teaching on the ground floor and more General Teaching on first floor. 

 

Figure 16. Proposed site layout for University campus 

 

 

1.6.2 Benefits 

The main Benefits of the project stem from establishing Phase 3 of the University Campus in 

Peterborough, for up to a potential 1,700 more students from 2024/25, bringing the total number of 

students up to a potential maximum of 4,050 by 2027/28, with a curriculum and delivery model that 

is designed to meet the skills needs that growth in the Greater Peterborough business base will 
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generate.  The plan for the courses to be provided, space required, and staffing levels has been 

developed by ARU to support Greater Peterborough and the Fen’s key sectors. 

The potential key benefits include: 

• Up to 2,800 graduates entering the local workforce during the 15 year appraisal period, with 

a wage premium for undergraduates of £4,500 above non-graduate roles, rising to a 

premium of £9,000 for postgraduates. (Note: undergraduate level courses expected to make 

up a large majority of student cohort headcount and thus graduations). 

• Up to 600 new supported degree apprenticeships supported p.a. 

• Up to 89 new academic and professional staff jobs by 2027/28 (Academic staff numbers 

based on ratio of 26 students per academic staff member)  

• Up to 8 net additional indirect and induced jobs in the university supply chain and local 

economy due to increased employment in education due to university operations. 

• £380,063 spending in the local economy p.a. as a result of 25,000 p.a. visitors to the campus 

and associated events in the Living Lab and university building. 

• Amenity benefit associated with the regeneration of mixed brownfield site with cycle paths 

and pedestrian footpaths lined into broader Peterborough networks. 

 

As wider benefits, Phase 3 has also the potential to deliver: 

• A substantial positive economic impact on Peterborough City and the surrounding region 

such that investment in the new University will generate direct, indirect and induced 

impacts across a wide range of industries, supply chains and the wider consumer economy; 

• A positive regenerative effect to support the transformation of Peterborough itself into a 

regional centre improving the experience of all citizens and visitors to the area, including 

generating new opportunities for graduate-level employment and encouraging both local 

participation in HE and the local retention of graduates to benefit the wider economy; 

• A transformational effect on the life-chances and well-being of its students and raise 

aspiration more broadly within Peterborough and the surrounding region.  We anticipate 

that this will include: 

o Improving life-chances, health and well-being outcomes of students and, over time, 

the wider community; 

o building confidence and capability among the graduates of the new university and 

potentially encouraging innovation and entrepreneurship;  

o enhancing the capabilities of those graduates who continue to live and work in and 

around Peterborough to improve their productivity and earning potential; and  

o attracting and retaining investment locally to create more opportunities for the 

people of Peterborough and the surrounding region to benefit from higher 

education and contribute to the on-going success of the region. 

• The regeneration of the river embankment will open up a key leisure area for the city centre.  

Opening up the embankment, clearing the scrub areas, illuminating it and populating it with 

hundreds of students moving between the university quarter and the city centre will 

improve public security and transform a poorly used city-centre site into a vibrant cultural, 

commercial and community hub that local people can be proud of. 
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In addition, the second teaching building will see a rise in the number of beneficiaries using the 

university’s existing and expanded teaching provision. The building will both release the pressure on 
University House, enabling enhanced provision in the health area which is currently restricted by 

space, including into new areas such as MSc Biomedical Science and further expansion of 

undergraduate bioscience provision. 

Postgraduate provision will increase across the next 5 years, and be positively impacted by the 

second teaching building, in particular within the international student market. Short course 

provision will also continue to grow and be enhanced by the facilities within the second teaching 

building. 

1.6.3 Risks and constraints  

The main risks associated with achieving the project outcomes are set out in the risk register at 

Annex 6.3 together with measures to mitigate and manage them. 

Monte Carlo analysis carried out as part of preparing the RIBA Work Stage 3 report has identified the 

top six risks to delivery of the project, which are summarised in the table below. Risk management 

strategies are set out further in the Management Case and appended Risk Register. 

Risks 

Material supply 

shortages 

Due to the effects of ongoing geopolitical and economic shocks, certain materials are 

in short supply and the market continues to experience significant price volatility as a 

result. Consequently, it is difficult to achieve cost certainty against a fixed budget as 

the design stage is concluded.  

Site logistics The build site is particularly challenging with little space for the necessary logistics - 

heavy plant, cranage and lorry delivery etc. Additional work/ resource - beyond what 

the main contractor has proposed in their tender - may be required, resulting in 

additional cost and potential programme delays 

Risk of inflation The risk of inflation increasing beyond current forecasted levels when construction 

begins in Q2 2023, resulting in cost overruns. 

Delay in planning 

determination 

All float has been removed from the programme in the planning workstream because 

of the delay to Temporary Car Park planning determination. Any further delay to the 

planning approval of Phase 3 is likely to result in the main contractor being unable to 

sign the main building contract, due to not knowing the planning conditions. The 

likely consequence would be Programme delay and associated cost. 

Planning 

conditions 

On determination of the Planning submission, Planning conditions are imposed that 

are currently outside of the Cost Plan and programme, with resultant increased cost 

and Programme delay. 

Regional Pool car 

park: closure and 

land transfer 

Regional pool car park closure and land transfer has not been formalised between 

PropCo1 and PCC. Site is required by mid-Feb 2023 to allow for archaeological and 

additional enabling works prior to main contractor mobilisation. Any delay beyond 

this date is likely to result in Programme delay and associated cost. 

 

The table below summarises the key constraints that have been placed on the project and within 

which it must be delivered: 
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Constraints 

Timescales  Project delivery must meet the terms of the Levelling Up Fund (LUF) funding offer from the 

Department for Levelling Up, Housing & Communities. The memorandum for agreement 

between Department for levelling up Housing and Communities and the local authority 

states in clause 4.10 that the Council must spend all grant funding by the end of the funding 

period, 31 March 2024. 

The project plan appended to this Full Business Case sets out timescales, milestones and 

the critical path for the project required in order to meet LUF funding requirements. 

Capital 

funding  

Phase 3 (£27.9m: for the Living Lab, university quarter and second teaching building, 

including a £20m investment from the Levelling Up Fund): Construction complete in 2024 

for the Living Lab and second teaching building supporting up to a potential additional 

1,700 students to 2027/28, with potential for significant growth in student numbers in 

future. 

The £20m of Levelling Up Funds will be leveraged with £7.9m of local investment from the 

City Council, Combined Authority and ARU. 

Investment into Living Lab, University Quarter and second teaching building 

Contributor LUF (PCC) PCC CPCA ARU Total 

Value (£m) 20 1.87 2 4 27.87 

% of total 71.8% 6.7% 7.2% 14.4% 100% 
 

Design  The design must deliver on objectives for the university and its use (for specialist teaching 

spaces and the Living Lab) within the overall funding envelope, in consideration of the 

enabling works costs and infrastructure costs. 

Land  Clean title for land required from PCC in order to construct Phase 3 on the Embankment 

site.  

Planning  Meeting LUF funding time constraints requires the Planning Application for phase 3 to be 

developed at the same time as the Outline Planning Application for the wider University 

campus, with a decision on the Planning Application for Phase 3 being made ahead of the 

Outline Planning Application being submitted. The Outline Planning Application will take 

the location of Phase 3 into account in developing a campus masterplan. 

A Planning Application for Phase 3 was submitted to the Local Planning Authority (PCC) in 

October 2022 with a determination expected in January 2023. 

PCC has produced an Embankment Masterplan which incorporates the University campus, 

published in March 2022. This Masterplan has informed the Phase 3 Planning Application 

and will also be taken into account in the Outline Planning Application for the University 

campus. 

Budget  The budget for Phase 3 was initially proposed in the initial Levelling Up Fund application, 

and has been refined throughout RIBA work stages, including the development of a detailed 

Cost Plan as part of RIBA Work Stage 3. Any changes in the assumptions underpinning the 

budget will need to be managed by the consultant team in conjunction with PropCo1 within 

the agreed budget without determents to the outcomes required under the LUF.  Further 

details of the risks and mitigation around these assumptions are stated in the Risk Register 

in Annex 6.3 

The table below summarises the key Operational Risks  
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Operational risks 

Ability to Recruit 

Students: 

The uncertainty around the Higher Education sector in terms of student numbers is an 

ongoing macroeconomic risk – for example in 2022 the whole sector is down 4% on 

student applications year on year. Economic uncertainty, such as the UK entering 

recession in 2023, the high cost of living and current high employment all result in a 

more difficult student recruitment market. 

However, ARU Peterborough has already launched 27 courses as part of the Phase 1 

portfolio and received over 1,600 initial applications for places, many from the local 

area, demonstrating viability of the ability to recruit students. ARU provides recruitment 

and marketing support to ARU Peterborough as a shared service and has recruited an 

experienced Student Recruitment Manager who is based in University House with a 

team of marketing, outreach and recruitment specialists, supported by the wider ARU 

Marketing and Communications Directorate. They are engaging with the community, 

adopting a marketing approach of ‘think local, act local’.  The ARU Director of 
Marketing, Communications and Recruitment and his team are leading the marketing 

and recruitment strategy for Peterborough to support future growth. This work is also 

guided and supported by the experienced ARU Peterborough Executive team.  

Development of 

an Arena on the 

embankment 

The Peterborough Embankment Masterplan Framework sets out an overarching vision 

and strategy for the Embankment site that the University campus is situated on. The 

aim of the Masterplan is to ensure that the Embankment plays a full and pivotal role in 

the lives of Peterborough residents contributing directly to the character, vitality, 

prosperity and sustainability of the City. The masterplan does not have planning status. 

The Masterplan Framework adopts a flexible approach which allows for alternative 

development scenarios on the Embankment site. Any developments proposed for the 

area need to be carefully considered in conjunction with the future development of the 

University campus to ensure it is able to grow.  

Ability to attract 

visitors onto site 

and host public 

events 

ARU have an established public engagement strategy and a range of processes to 

support the effective delivery of large-scale public events and activities, which will be 

applied to the Living Lab. This includes an approach to ticketing/online booking, health 

and safety, marketing and event programming. 

The university will seek to appoint a manager for the public engagement activity. In 

addition, ARU is also considering appointing a high profile Patron/Ambassadors for the 

Living Lab, such as a well-known scientist or engineer with connections in the 

Peterborough region. 
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2 Economic Case 

The Economic Case of this FBC builds on the results from a robust and iterative development process 

carried out by the University delivery partners and project stakeholders at OBC stage. This work 

concluded that delivery of the Living Lab, University Quarter Cultural Hub and expanded University 

in Peterborough was the preferred way forward (PWF) on the grounds of both affordability and 

economic impact to address the objectives and challenges set out in the Strategic case of this 

document.  

Recognising that a year has passed since this process was carried out for the OBC, the Economic Case 

in this FBC tests whether the PWF continues to offer good public value, and better public value than 

other available options, both in terms of scale of intervention, and best utilisation of the proposed 

new building. 

Throughout 2022 as part of RIBA Work Stages 1 and 2, and carried into planning submissions for 

Phase 3, the decision was taken to situate the Phase 3 building on the Regional Pool car park site. 

Other sites were proposed, as was set out in the OBC for Phase 3, with the Regional Pool car park 

emerging as the preferred option. The Economic Case and assessment of the PWF focuses only on 

the selected site for the Phase 3 building and does not consider these other site options.  

2.1 Option identification 

The scope and approach of the project, as set out in this document, is built on the result of three 

years of development by delivery partners, and is part of a wider programme of development for the 

University as discussed in the Strategic Case of this document. 

The economic analysis contained in this Economic Case deals with the preferred way forward for 

Phase 3: Second Teaching Building and Living Lab. This project, as set out in the Strategic Case, will 

involve development of a second teaching building for occupation by ARU Peterborough with a 

Living Lab at its heart, located on the site of what is currently the Regional Pool car park to the East 

of the Phase 1 and Phase 2 buildings. Site option appraisal at OBC stage considered 4 possible 

locations for the building, with the Regional Pool car park being taken forward based on overall 

scoring, deliverability, and assessment of risk. 
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Figure 17. Chosen site location for Phase 3 (Regional Pool car park) 

 

 

As discussed in the strategic case, the need for a University in Peterborough has been long identified 

in key policy documents as a priority, including the 2018 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 

Independent Economic Review (CPIER) which identifies a University for Peterborough as crucial to 

addressing “uneven access to higher education”. Since publication of the CPIER, a series of 

conversations have occurred between longstanding education partners in the region to discuss the 

possibility of development of an ARU campus in Peterborough. This process eventually led to the 

development of a successful LUF funding bid, with the PropCo1 board in place to manage the 

process going forward.  

During development of the LUF bid, it became apparent that there was opportunity to not only 

target the education mission of the University but also to catalyse the wider mission to support local 

people and communities through plans for the public facing Living Lab aspect of the Phase 3 

building. The Living Lab will offer state of the art space for participatory research, science and 

technology events and exhibits throughout the year, boosting local engagement both with the 

sciences and wider university activities by offering the opportunity for students to showcase 

research being undertaken throughout the building. Co-location of the Living Lab within the 

expanded university campus means both the community based and education missions of the 

University can be developed hand in hand. Its integration into connected libraries, theatres, and 

museums, creates a Cultural Hub will play an important role in bringing local people of all ages into 

the University Quarter, as well as working within space and funding limitations. 

Revisiting the Preferred Way Forward for Phase 3 after OBC stage, in the context of inflationary 

pressures and rising construction costs, it is appropriate to continue with the current scope rather 

than expanding scope at this stage. 

The following section outlines the Critical Success Factors against which options for Phase 3 were 

considered. 
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2.1.1 Critical success factors  

Critical success factors (CSFs) for the project can be grouped into three broad headings: 

• Factors relating to the physical regeneration and cultural development of the City. 

• Factors relating to the design and delivery of the physical infrastructure. 

• Factors relating to the continued development of the University. 

Factors relating to the physical regeneration and cultural development of the City. 

1. Meet cultural, regeneration and economic levelling up priorities in Peterborough by: 

a.   Creating a new landmark cultural asset, The Living Lab. 

b. Regenerating a dilapidated mixed brownfield site adjacent to the city centre to create a new 

destination space for Peterborough, the University Quarter Cultural Hub, with the Living Lab 

at its centre. 

c.   Providing facilities within the Living Lab building to: support up to a potential 1,700 local 

students studying in STEM fields; supporting a critical stage in the expansion of the 

University of Peterborough; and addressing the persistent local skills deficits. 

Factors relating to the design and delivery of the physical infrastructure 

2. Meeting the Budget: The Phase 3 building including the external landscape and supporting 

infrastructure must be delivered within the budget of £27.87m based on £20m of Levelling Up 

Funds, leveraged with £7.87m of local investment from Peterborough City Council, the 

Combined Authority and ARU.  

3. Meeting the Programme: The Phase 3 building must be open for business to students in autumn 

2024. This will need to be achieved through a detailed programme management that will 

correlate all key interdependencies, such as achieving planning consent, design freeze, tendering 

and procurement etc, in addition to delivering an efficient building form and utilising readily 

available components that will minimise the risk of construction over-runs.  

4. Delivering the Spatial Brief: The spatial brief for the Living Lab is at RIBA stage 3 with the 

curriculum, course structure, and timetabling in development but remaining to be agreed by 

ARU. The building will accommodate a spectrum of spaces including specialist teaching, general 

teaching, study, public engagement, and ancillary operational spaces to support the current 

specialisms of: 

a.   Business and Innovation. 

b. Creative Digital Art and Science. 

c.   Health Sciences, Education and Social Care. 

d. Engineering and the Environment. 

5. Obtaining Planning Consent: The Phase 3 building must achieve planning consent by January 

2023 to meet the inter-related requirements of the project programme and be open for business 

in autumn 2024. This will need to be achieved through a close and collaborative working 

partnership with the local planning authority and the project team via a Planning Performance 

Agreement, including a pre applications service, identifying issues early to inform the design 

process and minimise the risk of a refusal and pre-commencement conditions. 

6. Be Relevant, Adaptable and Flexible: The Phase 3 building, including its environmental systems, 

must be designed to be adaptable to respond to the changing needs in the future. The Living Lab 
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will provide a window into the city's innovative future through participatory research, events, 

exhibitions, and flexible learning, including festivals of ideas, immersive displays, hackathons, 

forums, and evening classes. Exhibitions and facilities at the Living Lab will explore a range of 

technologies, such as emerging technologies, vertical farming, renewable energy, and green 

vehicles, making the University’s STEM curriculum more accessible and relevant to local people. 

Factors relating to the development and success of the University 

7. Creation of the Academic Infrastructure: To meet the expectations of the twenty-first century, 

requires not just excellence in teaching, but also in all the facilities and services that make up the 

expanded University. Student and academic services need to provide a full range of social, 

welfare and other student-facing services alongside that of academic assessment, examinations, 

graduation etc. This involves ability to recruit staff as the first challenge. Development of the 

Living Lab, University Quarter Cultural Hub will support this by creating more teaching and 

research opportunities. Furthermore, ability to Recruit Students is another challenge in the 

current market in which universities compete for students, staff and research funding. 

8. Ability to engage with local businesses and industry: Large corporate businesses represent a 

significant group of stakeholders and will present an opportunity for both course development, 

industrial collaboration/placement opportunities and future employment destinations for 

graduates.  However, students are expected to foot most, if not all, of the costs of this vocational 

training. The success of STEM and apprenticeship programmes will be key to levelling up 

aspirations. To address the persistent local skills deficits which hold back Peterborough’s growth 
aspirations will require businesses not only to engage but to support some of the costs of 

educating their future work force.  

 

2.2 Options 

The following section outlines options which were considered in order to address the challenges and 

opportunities outlined in the strategic case, as well as meeting the spending objectives for Phase 3 

of the University programme. In accordance with HMT Green Book guidance, the Preferred Option 

was assessed along with a ‘Do Nothing’, ‘Do Minimum’, ‘Intermediate’, and ‘Do Maximum’ option. 

The preferred way forward for Phase 3 is shown to exhibit excellent value for public money, above 

and beyond all other options. 

Option 0 – Do Nothing  

This option assumed that no interventions are made and serves as the reference case, against which 

the additional outputs and outcomes from “Do Something” options are assessed. 

This option refers to a scenario in which no investment is made beyond that already included in 

delivery of Phase 1 and Phase 2. 

Without intervention, no outputs or outcomes are achieved towards the partners’ objectives, access 
to higher education remains uneven and insufficient in the area, educational attainment figures 

remain low, and education pathways are not linked to employment opportunities, business needs or 

local sector growth policies. With only a single teaching building, the university is unable to reach 

critical mass. The spending objectives of the partners and the strategies this project helps 

implement, including the 2022 Employment and Skills Strategy, are not fully met. 

SWOT score: 1 
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Option 1 – Do Minimum 

This option would serve as the ‘do minimum’ approach in which low levels of additional student 

numbers are achieved through routes such as increased online learning capacity or pop up teaching 

space extension to current Phase 1 building, and no Living Lab or community focused space is 

delivered. 

Under this option the full range of challenges identified in the strategic case are not met and nor are 

the spending objectives for Phase 3.  

SWOT score: 5 

Option 2 – Intermediate 1 (Preferred Way Forward) 

The preferred way forward for Phase 3 is a new building to include teaching space and a Living Lab 

as described in the Strategic Case. 

Phase 3 – Second teaching building and Living Lab: The expansion of the University via a second 

teaching building and the Living Lab will increase residents’ access to higher education and expand 
the educational offer into STEM fields. 

SWOT score: 13 

Option 3 – Intermediate 2 

Under this option the level of proposed public investment is the same as that of the preferred way 

forward, based on the available funding secured under LUF, but the scope of the Phase 3 building is 

shifted to focus more on the Living Lab / Community space, with reduced student capacity, teaching 

space, and research facilities.  

Under this option, it is possible that savings could be made in aspects of building fit out and ongoing 

staffing requirements when compared against the preferred option. However, for the economic 

appraisal included below, given the funding amount from LUF is fixed, costs are assumed to be the 

same for this option. 

Under this option it is assumed that student capacity would be greatly reduced from that of the 

preferred way forward, whilst visitor numbers would be increased from the level assumed under the 

preferred way forward.  

This option, although offering increased benefits in relation to the supporting local communities and 

cultural development success factor, does not support the development and success of the 

University in as positive a way as the PWF since the potential for new students and teaching space is 

reduced, reducing the deliverability and long term operating stability of the University. 

SWOT score: 11 

Option 4 – Do Maximum 

A do maximum option was considered, in which delivery of a new teaching space to increase student 

capacity at the university as well as a Living Lab contributing to the development of the university 

cultural quarter are delivered separately in two buildings. Although this option would deliver against 

the critical success factors and spending objectives, and deliver the range of desired benefits for the 

project, affordability of this option is low, and would be heavily reliant on successful access to 

further external government funding beyond that already secured.  

SWOT Score: 11 
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2.2.1 SWOT analysis of options 

A summary of the SWOT analysis against the Critical Success Factors is provided in the table below 

with options rated from 0 to 5, where 0 is very poor alignment/contribution and 5 is excellent 

alignment/contribution.  

Figure 18. SWOT analysis summary 

 CSF bucket 1 - 

Physical 

regeneration and 

cultural 

development of 

the City 

CSF bucket 2 - 

Design and 

delivery of the 

physical 

infrastructure  

CSF bucket 3 - 

Development 

and success of 

the University 

 

 

 

Total 

Option 0 – Reference case 0 0 1 1 

Option 1- Do minimum 0 3 2 5 

Option 2 – Intermediate 1 

(Preferred way forward) 
4 4 5 13 

Option 3 – Intermediate 2 5 4 2 11 

Option 4 - Do maximum 5 2 4 11 

 

2.2.2 Preferred Way Forward 

Based on the SWOT analysis the preferred way forward identified during the OBC stage continues 

to be the preferred option - Option 2 – Intermediate 1. 

This option has been taken forward for economic appraisal. 

2.3 Cost Benefits Appraisal of the preferred way forward 

The assessment of costs, income and impact has been undertaken in line with the best practice 

principles set out in HM Treasury Green Book and MHCLG Appraisal Guidance. All quantified impacts 

have been adjusted to reflect current prices based on the discount rate of 3.5%. Where relevant, 

historic monetary values have been converted into current prices to adjust for inflation using HM 

Treasury GDP deflators. An appraisal timeframe of 15 years has been used.  

2.3.1 Costs – Preferred Option 

The costs of the preferred option (and underpinning assumptions) are set out below. The table 

below shows the capital costs (which include design, professional fees and construction costs) and 

opportunity cost (PCC land contribution) included in the BCR calculations. 

Figure 19. Cost overview – preferred option 

Phase 
Cost 

Category 
Cost Description 

Predicted 

Costs (£m) 

Who 

bears the 

cost 

Funding 

Source 

Funding 

Category 
OB* 

Total costs 

(£m) 

Phase 3 Capital 
Land Contribution 

(opportunity cost) 
1.87 PCC Internal Public 15%  £2.15 

Phase 3 Capital 

Construction, 

Design, 

Professional fees 

20.0 PCC LUF Public 15% £23.0 
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Phase 3 Capital 

Construction, 

Design, 

Professional fees 

2.0 CPCA Internal Public 15% £2.3 

Phase 3 Capital 

Construction, 

Design, 

Professional fees 

4.0 ARU Internal Private 15% £4.6 

*Optimism Bias (OB) has been applied to the costs as described below. 

For BCR calculations, costs are split 30% into FY22/23 and 70% into FY23/24 with spending of all LUF 

monies occurring before 31st March 24. 

 

2.3.2 Optimism bias and contingency cost 

The costs of project delivery include optimism bias and contingency to quantify the impact of risk on 

these costs. Both optimism bias and risk are reflections of the level of uncertainty around the project 

and attempt to account for the potential cost implications of unknown factors or identified risks 

being realised. Optimism bias and contingency are conventionally higher the earlier into the project 

lifecycle a scheme is. As more appraisal and investigation work is undertaken on a scheme, the level 

of uncertainty and risk is reduced, which is reflected in reduction in both contingency and optimism 

bias. 

Significant allowance for project development costs as well as inflation is included in the overall 

costing for Phase 3 capital works (please see project budget in the Commercial Case for further 

breakdown).  

For the purpose of the economic evaluation, further optimism bias has been applied in line with the 

supplementary HM Treasury Green Book guidance for a Standard Building, the lower and upper 

bound for which range from 2-24%. As such optimism bias of 15% has been applied to Phase 3. 

These levels of optimism bias are considered extremely robust given the level of planning already 

undertaken on the design of Phase 3.  

2.4 Benefits – Preferred Option 

Analysis of benefits for the optimal case has been informed by the project logic model and 

underpinning Theory of Change (ToC), presented below.
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2.4.1 Theory of Change18 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18 Note: The value of land contribution is included as an opportunity cost in the economic assessment however is not included in the total value of this FBC (£26m) – further 

details in the Financial Case 

Rationale Inputs 

Long term 

skills gap 

impacting on 

productivity 

Low 

qualifications 

level 

Structural 

challenges in 

the labour 

market 

Phase 3: 

Teaching 

building and 

living lab 

space, as 

described in 

the Strategic 

Case project 

Scope and 

Requirements 

£22m public 

investment 

(£20 LUF, £2m 

CPCA) 

£4m of match 

funding 

contribution 

from ARU 

£1.9m land 

contribution 

PCC) 

 

 

2,516 sqm GIA second 

teaching building and 

Living Lab 

Cultural and 

engagement events 

throughout the year in 

the Living Lab 

generating 25,000 visits 

to the local area per 

year 

2,800 graduates 

entering a high skill 

level job in the region 

during 15 year appraisal 

period 

45 direct additional jobs 

created in Education 

4 additional indirect 

jobs in STEM 

4 indirect and induced 

jobs created (supply 

chain) 

 

Outputs Outcomes Impact 

Improved 

access to better 

quality skills and 

improved 

access to better 

quality 

employment for 

residents in 

Peterborough 

and The Fens. 

The resulting 

increase in 

wellbeing, 

health and 

healthy life 

expectancy 

means people 

living happier, 

healthier lives. 

Activities 

Increased HE offer 

with increased 

capacity for an 

additional 1,700 

students  studying 

concurrently by 

2027/28 

Increased access to 

higher education 

Increased HE 

attainment 

Increased 

employability and 

wage levels. 

Increase in supply 

chain activities 

Increased spend in 

visitor economy from 

25,000 visitors to the 

Living Lab and 

University events. 
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2.4.2 Economic appraisal 

The economic case at OBC stage considered the economic benefits of both Phase 1 and 

Phase 3. As part of this FBC process, given that Phase 1 is already operational, we have taken 

the opportunity to review the economic case by looking solely at Phase 3. This provides the 

opportunity to review and check that there is still a strong economic case for Phase 3 alone. 

Therefore, the economic benefits considered in this section only look at the benefits of 

investment in Phase 3.  

Economic appraisal of Phase 3: Teaching space & Living Lab has been developed with the 

impacts and costs appraised over a 15-year period from 2022/23 inclusive of a 5 year 

construction and scale up period followed by 10 years of operation at full capacity. Clearly, 

the economic benefits of this capital investment will continue to be achieved past the 15-

year period, and so the BCRs achieved should be considered conservative in this respect. 

Student numbers 

The main benefits of the Phase 3 project stem from expanding the University Campus in 

Peterborough, allowing for optimal growth of up to 1,700 students studying concurrently by 

2027/28, with a curriculum and delivery model to meet the skills needs that growth in the 

Greater Peterborough business base will generate. The university will offer a range of 

programmes from graduate degrees to blended work programmes and short courses, with 

undergraduates and degree apprenticeships constituting a majority of the student base. 

Student outcomes have been modelled based on intake needed to align with these student 

numbers and based on the selection of courses on offer, and course lengths.  

The economic analysis, and associated sensitivity testing, in this Economic Case highlight the 

strength and robustness of the economic outputs delivered by Phase 3. It is important to 

recognise, however, that there are a range of contextual challenges facing the HE sector 

which may result in lower student numbers or, more likely, that it will take longer to reach 

the optimal numbers than current trajectories. These challenges include:   

1. General uncertainty around the HE sector in terms of student numbers – the sector as 

a whole is 4% down on student applications year on year. 

2. In particular, there is uncertainty around future overseas student numbers given 

recent Government discussions about reducing overseas students to reduce net in-

migration. Whilst this is not a large component of the ARU-P operational model, it 

could impact student numbers. 

3. Uncertainty around the economy – with the UK entering a recession and with further 

challenges created by cost of living increases, and high employment. 

4. The ability of students to access the campus.  This is relevant in terms of the wider 

transport plan for the region and in particular, the need for students to have access 

to parking in the city. 

Each of these factors could potentially reduce the speed and level of student uptake. 

Therefore, this economic case looks at the full range of potential student numbers to test 

economic performance under different conditions. 
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Economic Appraisal Assumptions 

Student / Staff numbers and course breakdown model 

The indicative student model is based on the student numbers mentioned above, provided 

by ARU, which includes growth to an optimal peak of up to 1,700 students studying 

concurrently by 2027/28 in the new Phase 3 building. The student model and associated 

graduations were modelled over the period 2024/25 to 2030/31, for which data was 

provided, with the remainder of the evaluation period assumed to continue at the level 

achieved after reaching optimal peak in 2027/28. A baseline student intake of 50% of the 

optimal intake (I.e. 850 students) has also been tested for economic value to account for the 

potential impacts of the risks mentioned above (see sensitivity analysis later in this 

economic case).  

Assumptions informing the appraisal are set out below: 

• Degree completion rate of 78% has been applied in line with HESA data for ARU19 

• Graduates assumed to enter the workforce after the final year of learning, based on 

length of course. Leakage and other additionality is described in the next section. 

o The benefit from these graduate roles accrues in the form of wage premiums 

above that of non-graduate roles. Government statistics show that for the 

graduate cohort aged 21-30, the median difference in salary vs non-graduate 

counterparts is £4,500. This is considered to be a robust value for use in this 

economic appraisal as it covers the early years of employment which is the focus 

of the appraisal period, and use of a median accounts for outliers within the 

cohort with extremely large salary gaps, likely making this a conservative 

estimate of the potential benefit. Another reason to consider this a robust 

statistic is that STEM graduates, which Phase 3 targets specifically, are amongst 

the highest earning of all graduates with the largest difference in median salary 

for graduate roles compared to non-graduate roles. 

• Benefits have been calculated based on graduate cohorts joining the university during 

the 15 year appraisal period (student model shows that 91% of completions are 

undergraduate level, 7% short courses, 2% postgraduate). 

• Short course outcomes assumed to occur after first year of learning (starting to accrue 

from year 3 of evaluation period. This is a deliberate simplification of the potential short 

course schedule as detailed timescales for the courses and at which time of year they 

will occur is as yet unknown, however, it is expected that this is a conservative estimate 

given the potential for multiple courses to be run throughout the year. 

• Benefits of operations of the University from year 1 to 15 in direct job creation have 

been estimated based on a ratio of 26 Students per academic staff member and 3 

academic staff per professional services staff member. 

• The university would see a potential split of undergraduate intake between Greater 

Peterborough, wider region/UK and International of 50%, 30%, and 20% respectively. 

For Postgraduates this intake split is assumed to be Greater Peterborough (25%), wider 

 

19 Based on ARU projected learner outcomes for degree starters. (Source: HESA: Table T5 – Projected 

learning outcomes) 
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region/UK (15%) and International (60%). These are estimations of proportions across 

the portfolio by 2027/8. We will be able to set evidence based social mobility targets 

once we have data to establish baselines (2023) This has been taken into account when 

considering leakage in the additionality calculations in the section below.  

 

Other Assumptions 

• The BCR has been calculated for the Combined Authority area to ensure for local 

partners that the project provides good economic value at a local level, given the high 

level of local commitment and investment. It is reasonable to assume that the BCR on a 

UK basis would likely be higher. 

• Phase 3 delivers a range of events throughout the year in the Living Lab, attracting 

25,000 visitors per year to the University and surrounding area. 

• Fiscal costs are incurred as draw down of government grant in line with the capital 

expenditure profile for the project, for a total cost of £27.8m 

• Discount rate of 3.5% per year in line with HMT Green Book.  

• 10 year persistency of benefit applied to increased wage level outcomes for graduates 

and short course learners. Quantification of the benefit of education on wages above a 

baseline level is a lifetime benefit so this assumption is likely an underestimation of the 

true benefit value. 

• 10 year persistency applied to new direct and indirect jobs created through Phase 3 

operations. 

• Local student expenditure is not modelled – it is assumed this would occur anyway if the 

individuals were instead not to go to university and chose to stay and work in 

Peterborough in non-graduate jobs. 

 

2.5 Outputs 

The table below presents a summary of the indicative outputs delivered by Phase 3: 

Figure 20. Estimated outputs summary table 

 
Students 

supported per 

year when Phase 

3 at full capacity* 

Additional 

graduates (over 15 

year appraisal 

period)** 

Employment 

outputs 

Physical space 

outputs (sqm) 

Phase 3: Teaching 

space and Living 

Lab 

850 to 1,700 1,400 to 2,800 

89 teaching and 

professional staff 

(assuming optimal 

student numbers) 

2,516 sqm GIA 

teaching building 

and Living Lab 

* The ranges for education outputs presented are for the 50% of optimal student numbers 

scenario up to the optimal student numbers level. 

**The additional graduates presented here are a result of the modelling assumptions 

outlined above including a scale up period, assumptions about completion rates, and course 

lengths (i.e. graduates from students starting on 3+ year courses starting to accrue later into 

the evaluation period).  
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2.5.1 Additionality & net outputs  

Graduate level jobs 

Additionality Assumptions: 

Deadweight is assumed at 0%. This is based on the assumption that it is unlikely that 

students will gain employment in highly skilled roles without securing a graduate 

qualification. 

Displacement is assumed at 5%. This refers to a student qualifying elsewhere but securing a 

job in Peterborough, thereby displacing the economic benefit generated by ARU new 

provision (increased jobs opportunities given by a more skilled workforce) from another 

locality (less job opportunities available for local graduates). We have estimated a low 

percentage as we assumed that employers will resort to recruiting from a wider catchment 

area only if there is a lack of highly skilled workers locally. Moreover synergies between the 

university and the newly established businesses of Phase 2 and Phase 4 will ensure that local 

recruitment is maximised. 

Leakage of 50% has been applied to graduates, a moderate level in line with HESA data on 

regional student outcomes in which 53% of students that went to university in the East 

region remained for work post-graduation.20 

Conclusion: When factoring deadweight, displacement and leakage, the total number of net 

additional students entering the local workforce following graduation is 2,779 over the 15 

year appraisal period.  

Employment in education at the University 

Number of direct jobs created - 89 new jobs created 

Assumptions:  

Deadweight is assumed at 0% as the requirement for new teachers and admin roles is 

dependent on the existence of a new university.  

Displacement is assumed at 40% reflecting potential reduced demand for provision 

elsewhere as a result of the investment (current ARU staff working in other ARU campuses 

and relocated at ARU Peterborough). 

Leakage is assumed at 15% as people from outside the area may benefit from the new jobs 

created.  

Conclusion: When factoring deadweight, displacement and leakage, the total number of net 

additional direct jobs in education is 45 over duration of Phase 3. 

Number of induced and indirect jobs created as a result of additional jobs in education - 8 

indirect and induced additional jobs created. The calculation is based on Type 1 Education 

industry employment multiplier for indirect (1.1) and Type 2 Education industry employment 

multipliers (1.2) for induced jobs.21  

 

20 Higher Education Graduate Outcomes Statistics: UK, 2018/19 - Salary and location of graduates in 

work 

21 2020, Scottish Government. Supply, Use and Input-Output Tables and Multipliers for Scotland 1998-2017. 
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Indirect jobs represent the additional jobs created in the University’s supply chain activities 
as a result of the new facility, related to the delivery of goods and supplies for operation of 

the University. The indirect jobs are calculated by multiplying the direct new jobs by the 

"Education industry" Type I employment multiplier equating to 45 x 1.1 = 49.5 direct and 

indirect full-time equivalent jobs; less direct jobs (45) provides 4 additional indirect jobs 

supported throughout the supply chain. 

Induced jobs represent the jobs created in the local economy as a result of the effect of 

increased employment. For instance, we would expect to see 

 an increase in household expenditure amongst people who have gained employment, 

either directly or indirectly. Induced jobs are calculated by same method as above with the 

"Education industry" Type II employment multiplier: 1.2 . We therefore estimate that further 

4 jobs will be supported as a result of this induced demand. 

Physical space 

2,516 sqm GIA second teaching building and Living Lab, 326 sqm of which will be available 

for use as a Living Lab and public teaching space, with space for 652 occupants in the 

building, including 421 occupants in teaching spaces (excluding the Living Lab and welfare 

support areas). The building is arranged over two floors and is 9.65m high to the top of the 

main roof parapet. The building form has been developed to express the primary elements 

of the project – the Living Lab as a central focus to the campus and the Teaching Wing. 

2.5.2 Monetised benefits 

There are broadly five direct quantifiable benefits from the project: 

1. Direct employment as a result of the creation of additional teaching space for the 

University as staff are recruited. 

2. Indirect and induced employment created in the wider economy as a result of the 

creation of the new University. 

3. Financial benefits accrued by students gaining qualifications and realising salary uplift: 

• Studying the additional HE courses available as a result of Phase 3 and gaining 

graduate level employment as new graduates enter the workforce and graduate 

level jobs are created, attracted or retained within the region. 

• Studying the additional short courses available as a result of Phase 3 and realising 

salary uplift. 

4. Visitor spending in the local economy generated as a result of additional visitors to the 

Living Lab. 

5. Amenity benefits from land transformation. 

 

Benefit 1: Direct jobs created 

Rationale: 
DLUHC appraisal guidance recognises the GVA impact that creation of a job has 

on the local economy.  

Method: 
An average output per job was sourced from ONS regional labour market statistics 

for the East region.  

An average was taken for Education and Professional, Scientific, and Technical. In 

2018 prices this gave 38,987, scaled to 2021 prices: £41,694.62 
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Persistency of 

benefit: 

10 years 

Value: 
£18,918,100 

 

Benefit 2: Indirect jobs  

Rationale: 
Green Book guidance recognises the wider impacts that an increase in 

employment has on the economy, in particular the creation of indirect jobs in 

the supply chain.  

Method: 
Using the Type 1 employment multipliers for education22: 1.1 as described above 

and monetising using the same method as for Benefit 1. 

 

Persistency of 

benefit: 

10 years 

Value: 
£1,891,810 

 

Benefit 3: Induced jobs 

Method: 
Taking the same approach as in benefit 2 but applying the Type 2 employment 

multipliers, to understand the wider economic benefits of the direct jobs 

created: 1.2 

These were then monetised in the same fashion as above. 

Persistency of 

benefit: 

10 years 

Value: 
£1,891,810 

 

Benefit 4: Wage Uplift from graduates gaining employment in graduate roles vs Non-

graduate role 

Rationale: 
Graduate labour market statistics23 show that completion of a degree has a 

positive lifelong impact on wage levels, with a significant Salary Premium for 

Graduates over Non-graduates. 

Method: 
As described in the section above, a £4,500 salary premium has been applied for 

Undergraduates (£9,000 for post graduates based on observed median values 

across UK institutions for 21-30 year olds (i.e. the immediate cohort of 

 

22 Scottish Supply, Use, and Input-Output tables (2018): 

23 2021 Graduate labour market statistics (gov.uk) 
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graduates.24) This is considered to be conservative given that the ARU-P course 

offering skews towards STEM and other courses that are heavily employer-

focussed and demand driven. This value has then been applied to the net number 

of undergraduates and postgraduates produced per year from the student model.  

Persistency of 

benefit: 

10 years 

Value: 
£122,685,159 

 

Benefit 5: Training benefit (short courses completed) 

Rationale: 
The economic value participation in training represents the additional annual 

earnings gain per employee as a result of achieving the qualification; it is the 

lower estimate, and reflects an assumption that 50% of the employment benefit 

is attributed to the qualification, following the approach of McIntosh (2007) 

Method: 
The economic value of achieving a level 2 qualification was sourced from the 

Greater Manchester Unit Cost Database at £515 per person per year. 

Persistency of 

benefit: 

10 years 

Value: 
£1,835,872 

 

Benefit 6: Increase in day time visitor spend 

Rationale: 
Based on the ambition to hold multiple events per year, with potential to 

generate thousands of visits per event, the Living Lab is estimated to generate 

25,000 visits to the local area per year. 

Tourism brings with it additional spend in the local area, The average day time 

tourism visitor spend for the East of England (£38.07) was sourced from the Visit 

Britain (2019) Great Britain Day Visits Survey. Adjusted to 2022 prices gives 

£40.54 per day time visit. 

Method: 
Of the visitor numbers, ARU expect that 50% of visits will come from the local 

area, 35% from the region, and 15% from the wider UK.  

It has been assumed that only visits from the wider UK will accrue spending at the 

full level mentioned above (£40.54). Visits from the region assumed to generate 

50% of the full spend benefit. Visits from the local area assumed to generate 10% 

of the spend benefit. 

Applying these ratios to the 25,000 visits per year gives total spend of £380,063 

per year in the local economy. 

 

24 Graduate Labour Market Statistics 2021 (gov.uk) 
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Persistency of 

benefit: 

1 year 

Value: 
£5,320,875 

 

Benefit 7: Amenity Benefit 

Rationale: 
MHCLG guidance recognises the benefits to society that stem from 

improvements to brownfield, unused sites. Although there is no change in land 

use, redevelopment of the Regional Pool Car Park site will improve value 

perceptions in the area, increase footfall, and encourage engagement with 

culture and businesses. 

Method: 
MHCLG guidance values amenity benefits for urban sites at £109,138 per ha at 

2016 prices. Adjusted to current prices gives a value of £126,720.25. Applied to 

the 0.4 ha site: £52,127 

Persistency of 

benefit: 

10 years 

Value: 
£521,266 

 

 

2.5.3 Summary Appraisal Table 

Based on the above analysis the summary appraisal is set out below showing economic 

benefits over the 15 year appraisal period, in Net Present Value. 

Figure 21. Summary appraisal table 

Benefit 

Net Monetised Benefits (£) 

Preferred Option 

Direct jobs created £18,918,100 

Indirect & induced jobs (supply chain & wider economic activity) £3,783,620 

Graduate wage uplift £122,685,159 

Additional visitor spend in the local economy £5,320,875 

Amenity Benefit £521,266 

Training benefit (short courses completed) £1,835,872 

Total benefits £157,771,429 

Total net benefits (Present Value) £99,412,635 
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2.5.4 Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) 

The table below sets out the BCR for the Preferred Option. The table assumes 

optimal/aspirational student numbers are achieved (with the ‘Sensitivity analysis’ section 
below analysing an alternative scenario where 50% of optimal student numbers (baseline) 

are achieved). 

Figure 22. BCR for Preferred Option 

 
Preferred Option - 

Net Present Value 

Total Net Present Value Benefits  £99.4m 

Total Net Present Value (Costs) £29.9m 

Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) 3.32 

 

The economic appraisal of the options presented above shows that the Benefit Cost Ratio 

(BCR) for the recommended option. This review confirms the Recommended option as 

delivering very high value for money (VfM).  

The preferred option delivers a Benefit Cost Ratio of 3.32 based on current costings and 

student numbers and is considered High value for money (VfM) according to government 

guidance and benchmarks which defines the VfM category as: 

Poor VfM if the BCR is less than 1.0; 

Low VfM if the BCR is between 1.0 and 1.5; 

Medium VfM if the BCR is between 1.5 and 2.0; 

High VfM if the BCR is between 2.0 and 4.0; or 

Very high VfM if the BCR is greater than 4.0 

 

2.5.5 Sensitivity analysis 

The results of the economic analysis above must be tested to ensure it is robust to potential 

changes in outcomes due to the risks outlined below: 

The key element affecting the economic appraisal is the level of achieved student numbers 

relative to the optimal student numbers up to 2030 as contained in the Operating Model for 

Phase 3, over and above those student numbers already identified and committed to under 

Phase 1. This is highlighted in the sensitivity analysis below. 

The ability to recruit locally based staff may also be a factor that erodes the impact of the 

new University. A further concern could be the extent to which graduate level employment 

is available locally and whether the new University is able to generate the scale and quality 

of graduates required to meet local economic needs. These sensitivities have been tested 

and the net impacts reported below. 

In light of the uncertainty outlined above, a sensitivity test have been carried out to 

ensure the robustness of the economic value for money analysis.  

By taking an indicative baseline student intake of 50% of the optimal level outlined in the 

student model we can test the sensitivity of the economic value for money to a reduction in 
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student intake due to the uncertainty outlined above. The table below compares the 

monetised benefits and BCR for the optimal scenario (as discussed throughout this 

economic case) and a baseline scenario which assumes student intake at 50% of the optimal 

level. 

Figure 23. Comparing BCR and Net Present Benefits for a baseline student intake of 

50% the level in student model  

  

Student intake  

Scenario 1: Optimal 

level 

Student intake  

Scenario 2: 50% of 

optimal level 

Total Net Present Value (Benefits) £99.4m £60.4m 

Total Net Present Value (Costs) £29.9m £29.9m 

Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) 3.32 2.02 

 

Therefore, even allowing for a baseline level of student intake at 50% of the optimal level, 

the preferred option delivers a Benefit Cost Ratio of 2.02 which is still High VfM according to 

the government benchmark VfM categories shown above and still represents a strong 

economic case for investing in the Preferred option to generate direct and indirect benefits 

for the region. 

Although the economic benefits remain strong with a reduction to the estimated graduates 

entering the workforce, it is important that student intake numbers remain strong to 

support the operating model for Phase 3 outlined in the Financial Case. 

2.6 Non-monetised benefits 

Reducing this project to a simple BCR number belies the fact that the success or failure of 

this investment in Peterborough relies on many factors. Simply assuming that such a high 

BCR value assures its success can lead to a false sense of comfort. The Economic Analysis is 

only one part of a well-informed decision. 

The following provides an overview of anticipated wider, non-monetary benefits, which also 

align and contribute to the Combined Authority Growth Ambitions themes.  

Health and Wellbeing: residents living in deprived areas in Peterborough and Fenland will 

be able to benefit from new skills provision within growth sectors leading to improved 

economic outcomes and health and wellbeing benefits. Higher wages from graduate 

positions will also improve the wellbeing of residents and increase life expectancy. 

Regeneration of open green space through creation of new visitor location for the City, 

utilising upcycled mixed brownfield site with cycle paths and pedestrian footpaths lined into 

broader Peterborough networks. 

Community benefits: the regeneration of the university site will open up a key leisure area 

for the city centre, helping to establish a thriving University Quarter and Cultural Hub on the 

Embankment site and revitalising Peterborough’s waterfront as a community asset and 
destination. Opening up the embankment, clearing the scrub areas, illuminating it and 

populating it with hundreds of students moving between the university quarter and the city 
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centre will improve public security and transform a poorly used city-centre site into a vibrant 

cultural, commercial and community hub that local people can be proud of.  

New event space to raise the profile of local groups, community work, and encouraging 

higher aspirations amongst young people. 

Increase in graduate numbers working in the city leading to increased productivity through 

a higher skilled population. 

Reduced deprivation in a left-behind area with a persistent skills gap. Increase in civic pride, 

leading to increased wellbeing, health and life expectancy along with a reduction in anti-

social behaviour. 
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3 Commercial Case 

This section sets out the commercial arrangements for delivery of the Phase 3 building, 

including the procurement strategy and confirmed suppliers to date (including confirmation 

of the Main Contractor to design and build the facility), a review of the deliverability of the 

project, budget estimates, benchmarking and a review of subsidy control. 

The approach to procurement and contracts for Phase 3 builds on the successful approach 

adopted for Phase 1, incorporating lessons learned which apply to Phase 3. The 

procurement strategy has been driven in part by the need to meet timescales for the use of 

LUF funding, which is for all monies from the Fund to be spent by 31 March 2024, and for 

the Phase 3 building to be operational in autumn 2024 for the 2024/25 academic year. 

The capital costs for Phase 3 set out in this Commercial Case are up to date and market-

tested, including through a benchmarking exercise undertaken comparing the Phase 3 

building to other Higher Education facilities. Costs have been developed through RIBA Work 

Stages 1 – 3 and are current to November 2022. RIBA Work Stage 4 presents an additional 

opportunity to refine cost estimates and fix costs in place with suppliers to mitigate inflation 

risks. 

3.1 Procurement route and contracts 

3.1.1 Procurement strategy and route 

Construction will be delivered via a Design & Build procurement route using a two-stage 

tendering process and an industry standard form of contract. A design and build 

procurement route provides project partners with a fixed price for the construction works, 

which will reduce exposure to potential overspend.  By adopting a two-stage tendering 

process, the client team will work with the Main Contractor on an open-book basis to ensure 

competition is maintained throughout the second stage, and that risks are appropriately 

allocated and managed.   

Long-lead items and works packages will be reviewed with the Main Contractor to verify 

competition throughout the supply chain, and to offer greater financial certainty to all 

parties. In addition, this procurement route will give PropCo1 the opportunity, where 

necessary, to place early orders for long lead items ahead of contract award for packages 

such as piling or structural frame to secure prices or minimise programme risk. This process 

will assist in ensuring the contractor’s risk pricing is reduced and hence achieve value for 
money. 

The JCT Design & Build form with client amendments will be used, in line with the approach 

adopted for delivery of Phases 1 and 2. This is an industry recognised and widely used 

contract form, which ensures all parties are familiar with the structure, risk apportionment, 

key provisions, and contractual procedures/mechanisms. It is typical for clients to amend 

this form to insert additional provisions around risk apportionment and payment. PropCo1 

will procure professional legal advice as required for the necessary client amendments to 

this form of contract. 

Procurement of the infrastructure is split into four categories: 
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1. Main Contractor: the main contractor is required to deliver the physical capital 

works, which broadly includes: 

a. Off plot Utilities, highways work associated with Phase 3. 

b. On plot infrastructure works, utilities, road, car parks, landscape and 

ancillary buildings.  

c. Building and internal fit out (not including IT and AV). 

The first stage of the Main Contractor procurement was concluded in September 2022 with 

the appointment of Morgan Sindall Construction & Infrastructure Ltd (MS) who entered into 

a PreConstruction Services Agreement (PCSA) with PropCo1 in November 2022. Throughout 

the later period of RIBA Work Stage 3, MS have collaborated with the client-side Design 

Team to better understand the design concept. Upon receipt of the Employer’s 
Requirements, they will continue into the technical design and final costing in RIBA Work 

Stage 4. Under a novation agreement the existing Design Team will continue to provide their 

services with overall design responsibility switching from PropCo1 to MS when RIBA Work 

Stage 4 commences. 

During the remainder of the PCSA period, the terms of the main construction contract (JCT 

Design and Build 2016) Schedule of Amendments will be agreed with the Main Contractor, 

who will also deliver a final contract sum as part of their Contractor’s Proposal, scheduled 
for 9th February 2023.  

The Main Contractor has requested approval to begin early procurement of the project’s CLT 
package through a sub-contractor ‘mini-competition’. This will require MS to begin 

engagement with their supply chain at the start of RIBA Work Stage 4 and for PropCo1 to 

instruct to proceed with the recommended CLT supplier at the end of January 2023. 

2. IT/AV specialist equipment: The IT/AV for Phase 3 will be delivered as a standalone 

package, separate to the Main Construction Contract. The IT/AV package will be 

managed by ARU’s IT Services department and delivered by their preferred 
suppliers. This decision has been made based on the recommendation of ARU’s 
Chief Digital and Information Officer, noting that ITS have managed IT/AV for all ARU 

building contracts for the last five years, benefit from established relationships with 

the specialist preferred suppliers and are judged to be best placed to manage the 

technical challenges of the Phase 3 specification. 

3. Land: the proposed development plot ‘The Embankment, off Bishops Road 
Peterborough’ forms part of the agreement between the Combined Authority and 
PCC where PCC have committed to providing land in phases for use in the 

development of the new University campus.  The valuation of the land has been 

agreed at £1.87m through a valuation process undertaken by PCC. To maintain the 

project's current critical path, the land title for the Regional Pool car park will need 

to be transferred from PCC to PropCo1 by 12th February 2023. This is to allow 

sufficient time for the site to be secured, an archaeological investigation to be fully 

completed and any additional pre-commencement conditions and enabling works to 

be actioned, prior to the Main Contractor mobilising in April 2023. If the title 

transfer cannot be arranged by this date, then a licence to conduct these works on 

the site will need to be secured from PCC. PCC have convened a number of meetings 
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to address this issue and have offered assurances that the required date will be 

facilitated. However, until the land transfer is formalised, and noting ongoing 

uncertainty in relation to the associated temporary car park, this element remains as 

a risk to the successful delivery of the project (covered further in Annex 6.3: Project 

risk register). 

4. Professional team procurement: as part of a plan for early mobilisation, the 

Combined Authority procured the multidisciplinary team delivering Phase 3 using 

the Crown Commercial Services Framework. A team is now in place to deliver Phase 

3, including: 

Discipline Organisation 

Project Management Mace Consult 

Cost Consultant  Mace Consult 

Architecture  MCW Architects 

Mechanical, Electrical and Public Health  Couch Perry Wilkes 

Civil and Structural engineering  Smith and Wallwork 

Landscape  Land Use Consultants 

Acoustic consultant Anderson Acoustics 

Fire engineering Affinity Fire Engineering 

Transport The Transportation Consultancy 

Building Control Quadrant 

BREEAM Couch Perry Wilkes 

Planning Pegasus 

Principal Designer Safescope 

 

3.1.2 Payment mechanisms 

PropCo1 will appoint the main contractor and make payment under the agreed form of 

contract via the company held bank account.  

Following procurement of the consultant team, PropCo1 will appoint them and be 

responsible for paying for the design, procurement and delivery of the Phase 3 building 

under the agreed contract to the consultant team and the Main Contractor.   

The payment mechanism for the construction works associated with the provision of the 

new buildings will be set out in the form of contract used, and subsequently in accordance 

with the payment terms dictated under the Housing Grants Construction and Regeneration 

Act 2011. It is typical for such payments to be based on interim monthly valuations of 

progress completed on site and applied for via the Main Contractor’s Interim Applications 
for Payment. These applications will be verified by the Combined Authority’s appointed 

Quantity Surveyor through valuation/inspections on site, validated through the necessary 
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payment notices and paid in accordance with the contract terms as part of the delegated 

authority from PropCo1. 

Further payment amendments may be proposed on advice from PropCo1’s legal advisers, to 
ensure that the contractor signs up to the fair payment charter and that prompt payment is 

made throughout the whole supply chain.  

Accountancy Treatment 

As no PFI or similar arrangements are proposed for construction of the Phase 3 building, no 

accounting treatment questions arise for presentation in this Business Case.  PropCo1, a 

local authority controlled joint venture company, will own the asset once constructed and 

this will be incorporated into the financial statements of the local authorities accordingly. 

3.1.3 Risk apportionment  

All construction contracts seek to apportion the risk of various events occurring between the 

Employer and the Contractor to achieve a fair balance of risk between the parties. This 

apportionment of risk is usually delineated by which party is best placed to manage the 

occurrence of an event. As a rule, any event which is within the control of the Contractor will 

be a Contractor's risk while events which are outside the control of the Contractor will be an 

Employer's risk.  

The procurement strategy chosen for Phase 3 determines that the infrastructure risks will be 

transferred to the Contractor upon final agreement and execution of the Main Construction 

Contract. During the contractor’s pricing phase, the Employer’s Agent and the Contractor 

have inputted to a joint contractor’s risk register; identifying the key risks that are expected 

to be transferred (including three of the Project’s highest risks). This register will then be 
used as the baseline for the contract negotiations and final agreement on risk 

apportionment, as reflected in the Main Construction Contract. 

The risk register appended at Annex 6.3 identifies several key infrastructure risks for the 

delivery of the Phase 3 building, noting the risk likelihood, severity, and time and cost 

impact, and proposed mitigation strategy. 

3.1.4 Implementation timescales 

The timeline of events follows the approved project master programme (see project plan in 

Chapter 5, Management Case), to meet the key project milestones outlined in the successful 

LUF funding application to achieve spades in the ground in Q1 2023, completion of the 

building structure by March 2024 noting that the memorandum for agreement between 

Department for Levelling up Housing and Communities and PCC  states in clause 4.10 that 

the Council must spend all grant funding by the end of the funding period, 31 March 2024. 

This will be followed by completion of the fit-out of the Living Lab and teaching facilities in 

autumn  2024. The programme makes no allowance for delay in determination of the full 

planning application for Phase 3 and assumes the critical path is maintained in line with the 

project plan outlined in the Management Case. 
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3.2 Deliverability 

3.2.1 Building and site 

Building and external works 

The original LUF bid application for Phase 3 proposed a Phase 3 building of 3,000m2 Gross 

Internal Area, of which 1,000m2 would be dedicated community and cultural space for the 

Living Lab and associated community learning space derived from a fixed budget of £27.9m. 

The overall £27.9m includes a construction budget sum of £26m (inclusive of funding for 

specialist IT/AV equipment to fitout the building), with a £1.87m allowance for land 

purchase.  

Following a RIBA 1 site appraisal and optioneering process, it became apparent that a 

smaller building would have to be delivered to meet the £27.9m budget, while still 

supporting an up to a potential additional 1,700 students by 2027/28. The RIBA Work Stage 

3 report proposed a revised design for a Phase 3 building based on a 2,516m2 Gross Internal 

Area; a multi-use educational facility suitable for a mixed use of working, learning, teaching, 

collaborating inclusive of the Living Lab. In this sense the ‘Living Lab’ expands from being a 
single area within the building to an integrated facility strategy which incorporates the 

whole facility while maintaining the ‘Living Lab’ physical space as a centrepiece. 

The building will include all associated external landscaping and Infrastructure, all delivered 

within the available cost envelope. The revised building is an appropriate size for a building 

of this nature and allows more flexible use of the building as an adaptable asset for the 

future. This revised scope meets the critical success factors for the project and is deliverable 

within budget. 

Site and external works to connect Phase 3 to Phases 1 & 2 

The land on which the Phase 3 building will be located is the current Regional Pool car park 

and is notionally defined based on logical physical boundaries within the wider University 

campus site (e.g. back of footpath) and logical extension of the current infrastructure 

strategy for Phase 1 & 2. The site map below sets out the ‘red line’ for the Phase 3 site 
boundary. 
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Figure 24. Proposed Site Layout, Architectural Stage 3 Report 

 

The completed works to the Phase 1 access road and parking will require a level of 

adjustment outside of the Phase 3 title boundary to tie the projects into a single campus. A 

fully accessible maintenance road linking the main university entrance road on the west of 

the Phase 3 site to the Regional Pool Access Road on the east is included in the current 

design proposals to the north of the Phase 3 building. However, the omission of this 

northern access road is currently being explored. 

Enabling works 

It is anticipated that a scope of enabling works will be required following vacant possession 

of the Regional Pool car park site in February 2023. The exact requirements cannot be 

confirmed at this stage and are subject to the Planning determination. They are likely to 

include: 

Securing site perimeter (hoarding erected). 

UKPN cable removal 

Ground preparation for other services (arboricultural work) 

Any pre-commencement conditions from Planning determination. 

Any enabling works must be sequenced and deconflicted with the archaeological 

investigation. 

Once this scope of works is confirmed it will be proposed to the Main Contractor to 

complete under a variation to their PCSA. The scope of works will be limited to the priority 
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early works only to limit abortive works should it not be possible to agree a final contract 

sum. 

3.2.2 Deliverability track record  

Phase 1 was delivered on time and on budget, with the first students being taught on 

opening in September 2022.  The legal and governance framework enabled the special 

purpose vehicle (PropCo1) to effectively manage the risks associated with the development 

of the new University.  The development management services provided by the combined 

authority has meant that the overarching objectives of the University have been met to 

date, and that the necessary financial and legal compliance considerations for all parties are 

fulfilled.  A Phase 1 post project review process is underway, where the outcomes will be fed 

into the delivery of Phase 3 and beyond. This model of delivery will continue to be used for 

Phase 3, however there is an acknowledgement by the partners that a if further projects are 

introduced then a programme management approach to governance and delivery will need 

to be taken. 

ARU Peterborough 

ARU is a large university operating at scale across several campuses (including 

Peterborough) with a shared cost model.  ARU has a long history of successful financial 

management. Its financial model is not heavily geared, consistently returns a surplus, and 

the University has taken difficult decisions quickly when required. ARU’s business model 

rests on quick decision taking and being a first mover in the market, for example: 

• Moving at pace to establish Phase 1 of the ARU Peterborough university campus, 

with the university opening on time to students in September 2022. 

• First new medical school for 12 years. 

• First to invest heavily into Degree Apprenticeships (now largest UK provider of these 

and a thought leader in their development). 

• Early mover into Policing degrees. 

ARU delivers bespoke portfolios and delivery models for customers, for example: 

• ARU London offers flexible courses (e.g. 2 days per week) and has grown from 3,800 

to around 9,800 students in the last 4 years. 

• Offering employer focused courses 

• Degree Apprenticeships that are in tune with the market and able to respond very 

quickly to opportunities and requests 

ARU has committed to managing the ARU Peterborough operating model to ensure it does 

not fail, managing risks in a variety of ways, including: 

• Only recruiting staff as needed, including limiting senior staff costs. 

• Flexible deployment or resources and management of costs within the operating 

model. 

• Using market intelligence to decide which courses to continue to develop; those that 

are not likely to be viable will not be taken forward.  Equally, where interest from 

stakeholders has suggested new courses, ARU are receptive to moving quickly to 

create and meet demand 
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• Careful planning of future building on the Peterborough campus (both timing and 

configuration) in the light of actual growth in student numbers. 

• Sharing costs across ARU will create economies of scale from which ARU 

Peterborough will benefit. 

• Prudent use of the contingency in the model. 

• Monitoring and contingency planning around the journey to independence with 

clear millstones to check progress, monitor risk and provide accountability. 

The Heads of Terms include flexibility (recognising the uncertain times), for example, if 

student numbers drop and income reduces, ARU will reduce the cost base accordingly.  By 

operating a shared service model and only employing new staff when demand dictates, ARU 

is confident in its ability to manage a financially viable product. 

3.3 Budget Estimate 

An Order of Cost Estimate of how the budget is derived is shown below which amounts to 

£26m. This figure excludes the £1.87m land valuation for the Phase 3 site. The total budget 

for the project is £27.87m. The construction works costs have been benchmarked against 

known industry data for similar size and quality educational buildings and are aligned with 

the median cost parameters. The Cost Plan represents the anticipated construction costs at 

current prices (Q4 2022) via a competitive method of procurement under a Contractor 

design contract. 

Figure 25. Project budget to deliver capital works for Phase 325 

Element Classification Totals (£) % Cost/m2 Cost/ft2 

0 FACILITATING WORKS 105,000 0.40 42 4 

1 SUBSTRUCTURE 688,824 2.65 276 26 

2 SUPERSTRUCTURE 4,456,352 17.93 1,863 173 

3 INTERNAL FINISHES 944,004 3.64 378 35 

4 FITTINGS, FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 650,000 2.50 260 24 

5 SERVICES 3,421,776 13.18 1,369 127 

8 EXTERNAL WORKS 1,242,004 4.78 497 46 

 

 
Sub Total Building Works 11,707,960 45.08 4,685 435 

9 MAIN CONTRACTORS PRELIMINARIES as MS 1,298,345 5.00 519 48 

10 DETAILED DESIGN (RIBA Stage 5-7) as MS 298,053 1.14 119 11 

11 MAIN CONTRACTORS RISK @ 3% 399,131 1.54 160 15 

12 PRE-CONSTRUCTION FEE 472,361 1.82 189 18 

13 MAIN CONTRACTORS OVERHEADS AND PROFIT as MS (2.5%) 342,587 1.32 137 13 

14 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT RISK @ 4% 580,737 2.24 232 22 

15 PAGABO Fees @ 0.3% (procurement framework) 43,880 0.16 18 2 

16 INFLATION up to Q1 2024 @ 8.5% 1,111,315 4.28 445 41 

 

 
Sub Total Contract Sum 16,254,370 62.58 6,504 604 

17 PROJECT / DESIGN TEAM FEES 1,316,835 5.08 527 49 

18 OTHER DEVELOPMENT / PROJECT COSTS 
 

4,070,108 

 

15.67 

 

1626 

 

151 

      

19 VAT 4,328,263 16.67 1,731 161 

 

 
TOTAL 25,969,575 100.00 10,390 966 

 

 

25 Please note that item 18 ‘other development / project costs’ includes inflation assumptions for the 

project contingency budget.   
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The budget estimate incorporates the detailed information available following completion of 

RIBA Work Stage 3 by the professional team procured to deliver Phase 3. A portion of the 

costs are based on estimates and therefore the overall cost should be treated as having a +/- 

5% level of accuracy due to the level of design available and remaining design and 

procurement to be completed during RIBA Work Stage 4, with additional fine-tuning 

occurring ahead of RIBA Work Stage 4 throughout November and December 2022. It is 

inclusive of allowances made for client direct costs and represents the maximum capital 

budget currently available for the design and construction of the physical infrastructure, 

agreed at £26m (excluding land acquisition costs from the total funding package of £27.8m) 

comprising the following: 

• Site Abnormals – essential enabling works required to make the site available for the 

required use. 

• Facilitating Works – all site clearance, remediation, services diversions required to 

facilitate the main construction works. 

• Building works – all substructure, superstructure, internal works, finishes, fittings 

furniture and equipment, building services, external works, and the associated 

management and supervision by the Main Contractor. 

• Sustainability – costs associated with achieving a highly sustainable, energy and 

carbon efficient building to BREEAM ‘excellent’ standard. 

• Fees & Surveys – all design fees applicable by the professional consultants forming 

the design team, including building control, plus all associated professional reports 

and surveys and budgets advised by the Combined Authority for the Combined 

Authority costs and legal fees 

• Client Project Costs – the associated client direct costs consisting of loose furniture, 

wayfinding signage, café fit out, specific ICT enhancements. 

• Design Development – contingency funds applied to the facilitating works, building 

works and client direct costs to cover increased costs resulting from progression and 

maturity of the design and associated project risk. 

• Client Contingency – contingency funds applied to the facilitating works, building 

works and client direct costs to cover increased costs resulting from changes to 

clients/employers requirements at various stages of the design and construction of 

the development. 

• Inflation – accounting for increases in building costs to the mid-point of construction 

in Q1 2024 at 8.5%. 

• VAT applied at the standard rate as applicable. 

3.3.1 Budget considerations 

This section provides further detail on certain aspects of the budget for delivery of Phase 3 

capital works. 

Land acquisition 

The land (the Regional Pool car park site) that the Phase 3 building will be situated on is 

excluded from the budget for capital works because the land is being provided by PCC. 
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Inflation 

Inflation has been included in line with the master programme for the Programme to 

Establish a University in Peterborough. Inflation indices are based on Mace’s in-house 

inflation forecast. Inflation has also been applied to the project contingency budget. The 

inflation allowance is a forecast only and is to be treated with caution under the current 

economic and wider geo-political climate. This risk is explored further in the Risk Register 

appended to this FBC.  

Once the procurement of packages commences, cost inflation will be actively fixed for each 

procured package with all inflation costs fixed once the construction contract is signed, 

limiting the inflation exposure for the construction period of the project. 

Cost allowances for specialist equipment and IT/AV equipment to support education 

delivery and the Living Lab 

A £1,604,700 cost allowance is included for specialist IT/AV equipment as provided by ARU 

pending full confirmation of requirements and approach to procurement. The costs for 

equipment required for the Living Lab are deemed to be included in this allowance. 

Sustainability 

At RIBA 1, several sustainability frameworks (BREEAM, Passive Haus etc) were discussed for 

suitability particularly towards achieving NZCiO26. Considerations include materials 

selection/choice, use of passive building fabric design principles and potential renewable 

energy solutions to support the sustainability requirements. The design team appointed to 

the Phase 3 delivery team (Couch Perry Wilkes) has reviewed sustainability options which 

have been integrated into the design as part of RIBA Work Stage 3, for instance the use of 

wood panelling internal finishes rather than concrete. 

Car parking for Phase 3 

The current cost allowance is for 12 parking spaces on campus for Phase 3.  The car parking 

requirements for Phase 3 is based on staff and student car parking capacity being 

accommodated in existing car parks in the city centre as a result of change in post Covid 

utilisation. 128 spaces for regional pool users will need to be temporarily relocated  as 

detailed in the section below on displaced services. 

In addition, an allowance in the building costs have been made as a means to  contribute, if 

required, to highways mitigation. 

 

Site Access 

A cost allowance has been made for the creation of new access from Bishops Road and for 

some local s278 works associated with that access, which may be a planning requirement.  

Based on the assumption that all parking will be accommodated in current surplus, further 

offsite improvements allowances have been made within external works allowances as 

 

26 Net Zero Carbon in Operation 
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Phase 1. Given the existing use of the Option 1 site is a 200-space car park, traffic 

movements are unlikely to exceed current baseline levels. 

Displaced Services 

Work undertaken by PCC demonstrates that car parks in the City Centre are underutilised 

and so replacement car park provision is not considered a requirement at this stage.  

However, the selection of the Regional Pool car park for the Phase 3 development may 

necessitate a cost allowance for the provision of additional highways improvements to 

support the City’s wider transport improvement plan. 

Exclusions from the budget 

The following items are not included in the budget estimate for Phase 3 construction: 

• Land purchase costs 

• Works to neighbouring properties / boundary wall agreements 

• External works outside of site boundary / works area 

• Operational costs 

• Dewatering works 

• Infrastructure improvements, other than those already identified for HV upgrade 

• Service diversions, other than those already identified 

• Phase Change Materials excluded from costs. 

• Asbestos 

• Works to satisfy any onerous planning conditions 

• Section 106 / 278 works 

• Equipment to maintain and clean the facility 

• Education Consultant fees 

• Land acquisition costs for replacement car park site 

• Soft spots in the ground 

• Occurrence of Japanese knotweed 

• Revenue costs for existing car park on site. 

3.4 Benchmarking 

A benchmarking exercise was undertaken to review the build cost. Benchmarking data 

represents an average cost per typical building element, represented as a cost per m2 of 

Gross Internal Floor Area and excludes site specific abnormal elements such as 

facilitating/demolition works, and external works, to allow a fair comparison. The 

benchmarking below is representative of schemes delivered 5 to 15 years prior to Brexit and 

Covid-19 and gives an indication of an average build cost (£Nett/m2) of approximately 

£3,062/m2 (excluding site facilitating and external works) (BCIS27 data). 

To further support the above data, the Phase 1 and 2 build costs, which were tendered post 

Brexit and Covid-19, incorporate the Combined Authority and ARU design standards, and 

known site wide conditions have also been benchmarked. The benchmarked cost of phases 

 

27 Building Cost Information Service (BCIS) 
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1 and 2 is £3,936/m2. This benchmark figure has been used for the Phase 3 development to 

ensure a more robust comparison. 

This use of the more current Phase 1 and 2 cost benchmark supports the conclusion that the 

proposed Phase 3 building can be delivered in the current market and to the Combined 

Authority standards and specifications within the estimated budget. 

These costs exclude any cost for land acquisition which is addressed separately and does not 

form part of the capital costs. VAT has been applied at the prevailing rate of 20% and is not 

recoverable as confirmed by the Combined Authority.  The Combined Authority have made 

allowances for their costs acting on behalf of PropCo1 taking responsibility for design, 

procurement, and delivery of Phase 3 as outlined in the management case.  These costs 

include: 

• Combined Authority Staff costs. 

• Banking and Audit. 

• Financial software, insurances, company secretary fees. 

• Legal Costs associated with completion of the shareholders agreement, land 

transaction not relating to the main contract. 

Additional cost allowances have been made for known site-specific conditions. 
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Figure 26. Benchmarking estimates for Phase 3  
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3.5 Subsidy Control 

The Subsidy Control Act 2022 does not apply to transactions set out within the PropCo1 Shareholders 

Agreement as they do not fulfil any of the following categories of ‘financial assistance’: 

• Direct transfer of funds (such as a grant, a loan or an equity investment); 

• A contingent transfer of funds (such as a loan or rent guarantee); 

• The forgoing of revenue that is otherwise due (such as a tax relief or exemption); 

• The provision of goods or services (as a benefit-in-kind or for payment is received); 

• The purchase of goods or services.  

However, it is acknowledged that this should continually be reviewed by the Partners as the 

University programme develops.  A review of Subsidy Control is also something that DLUHC request 

confirmation of in their LUF monitoring processes. 
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4 Financial Case 

This section sets out the financial arrangements for delivery of the Phase 3 building, setting out how 

funding streams will be used, and conclusions on the overall affordability of the project. It also sets 

out details of the operating model for the University once Phase 3 is operational alongside Phase 1. 

4.1 Financial model to deliver Phase 3 capital works 

4.1.1 Funding streams to deliver Phase 3 

This section sets out the funding streams for delivery of Phase 3 capital works. 

As set out in the Budget Estimate section in the Commercial Case, the capital build costs for the 

Phase 3 building amount to £26m, which is the maximum funding available for delivery of Phase 3. 

The Phase 3 capital build is to be funded through contributions from the Levelling Up Fund (LUF) via 

a 2021 submission made by PCC to the fund, Local Growth Funds provided by the Combined 

Authority, and direct capital investment from ARU. All funding sources are secured. 

In addition, PCC is making a land value contribution for the Regional Pool car park site that the Phase 

3 building is situated on, which has been valued at £1.87m. The table below sets out the sources of 

funding for capital investment in the project, as well as the land value contribution.  

Figure 27. Project funding sources 

Partner Funding source Amount (£) 

PCC (contribution as the lead authority for the LUF) Levelling Up Funds 20,000,000 

Combined Authority Approved recycled Local Growth 

Funds 

2,000,000 

ARU Private investment 4,000,000 

Phase 3 Capital Investment Sub-total  26,000,000 

PCC Contribution of land value 1,870,000 

Total Funding (Phase 3 only)  27,870,000  

 

4.1.2 Funding strategy 

The underlying basis of the funding model is that partners receive shares in PropCo1 in proportion to 

their financial contribution to the University programme across Phases. This includes the £20m 

investment secured by PCC from the Levelling Up Fund (LUF) for capital investment into PropCo1.  

Following the allocation of the new shares the Company’s share designation will be as shown in the 
table below, after all parties have made their further investment for shares, in relation to the Phase 3 

building. 

Figure 28. Shareholding in The Peterborough Higher Education Property Company (PropCo1) 

  PCC CPCA ARU Total 

Phase 1 First teaching building £1.87m £24.8m £5.50m £32.17m 

5.8% 77.1% 17.% 100.0% 
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Phase 3 Second teaching 

building 

£21.87m £2.0m £4.0m £27.87m 

78.5% 7.2% 14.3% 100.0% 

 Total Shareholding in 

PropCo1 

£23.74m £26.8m £9.5m £60.04m 

39.6% 44.6% 15.8% 100.0% 

 

All parties must be able to demonstrate sufficient funds to meet the payments for shares in to 

PropCo1, relative to the cash demands on the Company required to pay its creditors associated with 

the construction of the Phase 3 building. However, to enable this, PCC will need to negotiate terms 

with DLUHC to cash flow PCC’s payments for shares, in to PropCo1, from the LUF funding. The terms 

of the LUF funding are payments 6 months in arrears of actual expenditure on the project by PCC.  

ARU’s £4.0m investment into Phase 3 will be treated in the same way as the original investment in 
PropCo1. As such, start-up costs and the ongoing operational cashflows for ARU Peterborough taking 

into account the costs of growing the campus through Phase 3 will be the responsibility of ARU and, 

as was the case on Phase 1, the Combined Authority and PCC will have no responsibility or obligation 

to underwrite such cashflows in operating the university. 

CPCA’s £2.0m investment into Phase 3 will be treated in the same way as the Combined Authority’s 
original investment in PropCo1 as part of Phase 1. As a result, the current Shareholder Agreement for 

the Company, will be amended to reflect the additional investment for shares. Notwithstanding the 

dilution of the Combined Authority’s majority shareholding, it will retain its drag along rights so that 
in the event it chooses to exercise its rights to sell its shares in PropCo1 (exercisable 10 years after 

the completion of the Phase 1 building) then it is able to drag PCC and ARU along with it in order to 

sell the entire shareholding in the company, subject to ARU having right of first refusal. Due to the 

increase in PCC’s shareholding, it will also be granted such drag along rights. 

4.1.3 Funding considerations to meet delivery timescale requirements 

For the Phase 3 project it is essential for expenditure of LUF monies to be complete by 31 March 

2024, with construction and fitout work occurring after that date to be funded via other funding 

streams from CPCA and ARU.  A significant financial milestone is PropCo1 entering into a binding 

contract with Morgan Sindall as the Main Contractor for construction of the Phase 3 building, which 

was reached in Q4 2022. 

Proactive procurement decisions, such as awarding orders for long-lead infrastructure works are 

required in order to meet project timescales. This includes granting approval to Morgan Sindall as 

the Main Contractor to begin early procurement of the project’s CLT package through a sub-

contractor mini-competition. This will require Morgan Sindall to begin engagement with their supply 

chain at the start of RIBA Work Stage 4 and for PropCo1 to instruct to proceed with the 

recommended CLT supplier at the end of January 2023. This instruction will not be an upfront cost 

outlay, rather a cancellation liability agreed with Morgan Sindall to cover their risk should the order 

be cancelled. 

A cashflow forecast will be prepared as part of the second stage tender by Morgan Sindall, due in 

February 2023. 
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4.2 ARU-P Operating Model 

This section sets out details on the operating model for the University once Phase 3 construction is 

complete and is operational. It is based on a review of the ARU Peterborough Operating Model 

undertaken to prepare this FBC. 

A key project objective is to create a sustainable operating model for the new university such that, 

after initial start-up costs, it will operate on a self-sufficient basis.  The fundamental principles of a 

sustainable operating model include: 

• Effective control of costs in relation to tuition fee income (this is at the core of the operating 

model). 

• Recognition that estates/asset maintenance must be prioritised to avoid backlog 

maintenance liabilities that add to corporate risk profiles and undermine the core of the 

operating model. 

• Ensuring all operational costs are covered by generated incomes, and any surpluses 

generated support reinvestment in new facilities to support further growth.  

Operating model assumptions 

The Phase 3 operating model for ARU Peterborough has been populated using the same assumptions 

applied for the Phase 1 model with modifications only where required; the assumptions amended for 

Phase 3 are as follows; 

• The Phase 1 model assumed teaching facilities would be in all three buildings – this has now 

been amended to Phase 1 and Phase 3 only. 

• The timing of Phase 3 has been bought forward to Sept 2024. 

• The size of buildings has been amended to reflect the available budget and student numbers 

to deliver the outcomes required in the LUF.  

• The rate of growth of ARU Peterborough student recruitment numbers for Phase 3 remains 

at the original assumption used for Phase 1 of 6% per annum with an additional 6% at the 

opening of each new phase of building. From 2027-28 the annual growth has been reduced 

to 2% to reflect the building nearing capacity. Future growth would require further teaching 

buildings. The model can be adapted to enable a slower rate of student number growth to 

respond to external market and economic conditions.  

Income: 

• Tuition fee income is forecast based on a range of full time and part time courses proposed 

by ARU, including undergraduate and postgraduate courses both on-campus and off-campus. 

• The average tuition fee is based on £9,000 per student FTE (after allowing for both premium 

fee levels and bursaries/hardship grants and other fee discounting practices). 

Staffing: 

• Academic SSR ratio of 26:1. 

• Academic to Professional staff 3:1 for Faculty Professional staff numbers. 

• Included numbers for the development phase (19 professional staff, 5 academic staff and 1 

Project Manager). 

• Included the Principal and other senior management posts. 

• Assumed Pas in Professional 3:1 count. 
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• Assumed the majority of senior staff are part of Academic 26:1 count. 

• Assumed Business Engagement & Innovation Manager within Professional staff 3:1 count. 

• Professional services staff costs equivalent to ARU’s current ratios to cover a shared service 

function to include services such as HR, Finance, Academic Registry, Library, IT OPEX, Student 

Services, VCO, Secretary’s office, Marketing & Admissions. 

Non Pay costs: 

• This covers costs such as advertising, printing, stationary, s/w, books, consumables, 

scholarships, bursaries, staff non pay costs (travel, staff development, employee related 

costs), contract & professional fees. 

• Costs calculated at 35% of faculty staff costs. 

• OfS will require student support arrangements which will include scholarships or bursaries 

within the Access and Participation Plan. 

Estates OPEX costs at £200 per m2: 

• This is expected to cover the running costs for estates of the buildings based on the size of 

the buildings provided in the documentation growing in three phases. 

• Running costs include items such as cleaning, utilities, rates, insurance. 

Asset & Estate Maintenance: 

• Assumed this is the LTM costs for Estates and IT. 

• Proxy used based on current ARU values of LTM as a percentage of income. 

• Rent/Lease costs have been assumed at £140 per m2. {£13 per Sq.ft). 

• There is an expected ten year ‘rent-free’ period. 

Other Costs at 29% of income: 

• Assumed to be equivalent to ARU’s indirect costs to cover the costs of professional services 
such as HR, Finance, Academic Registry, Library, IT OPEX, Student Services, VCO, Secretary’s 
office, Marketing, Admissions (Pay costs are included in the Staff cost section and non-pay 

costs in this section). 

IT Start-up costs; 

• Software and infrastructure costs included in the start-up phase are per the IT costings 

provided as Year 0 costs. 

Loan for start-up cash flow 

• £5.4m loan at estimated 2.5% interest for five years. 

Inflation 

• Both pay and non-pay inflation of 2% has been assumed. 

The costs associated with facilities management have been provided by ARU and are based upon a 

rate of £200/m2 benchmarked against ARU’s internal data.  These costs remain as Phase 1, which 

were reviewed against internal cost data provided by the Combined Authority’s professional advisors 
(Mace FM) and benchmarked against reputable and well-established independent industry data, 

with the conclusion that these costs represent fair and reasonable allowance.  The costs associated 

with facilities management include all aspects of hard and soft facilities management, incorporating 
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insurances; routine maintenance; security; cleaning and waste management; energy usage; 

telephone communications; and general real estate management; any change to the original 

assumptions made for Phase 1 as a result of sustainability will be managed by ARU within the current 

operating costs.  

Mace FM advised in Phase 1 that as a rule of thumb a cost of 1% of capital expenditure per year has 

historically been applied to public sector projects under a design, develop, construct and operate 

contract to determine affordability prior to agreement of contracts.  This relates to major 

replacements only and is in addition to the routine maintenance costs incurred in preserving the 

assets to ensure they reach their optimum life expectancy (covered by the facilities management 

costs).  In this financial appraisal long term maintenance has been based on 1% on this basis as 

assumed in Phase 1.  

4.2.1 University income and expenditure 

The financial model forecasts revenues and expenditure for the period to 2030/31 for Phase 1 and 

Phase 3 together. This is due to the highly interrelated nature of the two Phases making it complex 

and unrealistic to prepare a standalone financial model for Phase 3. 

The financial operating model includes the operational costs and incomes only.  The capital costs of 

the project and associated enabling works are to be funded from other sources as set out above.  

The operating model that has been reviewed in the course of the preparation of this business case 

shows sufficient revenues are generated throughout to cover operational costs, on a broadly 

breakeven basis from 2022/23 and revenues generated appropriately thereafter to fund the ongoing 

operational expenditures, with a marginal profit delivered year on year which reaches no greater 

than 1%.  

The operating expenditures run very close to the revenues generated and there is a linear 

relationship between revenue and expenditure, which indicates that economies of scale and 

operational efficiencies are not anticipated. 

Continued growth in revenue is predicted but is dependent on subsequent project phases to 

maintain growth in student numbers and income generated via tuition fees.  The reported revenues 

are based on student numbers identified by ARU across a range of course types including full time, 

part time and distance learning-based tuition.  

The operating model generates only a marginal surplus. The start-up phase does not generate any 

surplus, and the revenues identified are only sufficient to cover expenditures. A surplus of 

approximately £56,000 is generated over the 2 years Phase 1 alone is in operation, culminating in a 

total of £311,150 by 2030/2031 including Phase 3, which would be insufficient to fund any future 

infrastructure expansion plans, which in turn will require capital investment from alternative sources. 

The operating model is the responsibility of ARU/ARUP to continually review and adapt to reflect the 

market and economic environment. There is sufficient scope to reduce expenditure to reflect any 

changes in income.  

4.2.2 Risk analysis 

Whilst the shadow financial model set out in the OBC targeted a surplus to be generated each 

academic year, the financial model provided by ARU shows only a marginal surplus in each year and 

does not generate significant financial returns for long term growth.  This is an understandable result 

of reduced optimal student numbers and increased staff costs within the ARU Peterborough 

operating model. 
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The differences from the original financial model and the associated risks are analysed in summary 

below: 

• The shadow financial model included higher turnover figures as a result of higher student 

numbers, whereas the ARU model is based on lower student numbers, and as student 

numbers grow as a result of future growth, increased revenues are offset by increased 

operational costs. The absence of economies of scale as student numbers increase leaves 

scope in the model for greater efficiencies in operational expenditure. The current model, 

therefore, represents a worst-case scenario in this respect. 

• The ARU-Peterborough model sets staff costs at a higher rate than the shadow financial 

model, starting at 56% of income, and rising to 64% of income (the shadow financial model 

limited staff costs at 52% of income). This also leaves scope for future cost reductions that 

could further improve the outcome of the financial operating model. Conversely, the 

financial model is very sensitive to cost inflation (e.g. University staff pay increases), which 

may reduce the scope for economies of scale and operating efficiencies to yield financial 

savings. 

• Costs for asset maintenance are shown as 1% of income. The shadow financial model set 

asset maintenance at 5% of IRV, which is more typical for Higher Education. There is a risk 

that 1% of revenue will result in underfunding of building maintenance, with resultant 

deterioration of the asset.  Should maintenance costs be increased to 5% of IRV this would 

have a detrimental impact on the operational model and further funding may be required if 

the contingency provision is insufficient (see below).  As the building design is finalised there 

may be opportunity to review the costs associated with long term maintenance that could 

result in an improvement on the current forecast figures. 

• The financial model does not include any rent payments (i.e., it assumes a 10-year rent-free 

period).  At the end of the 10-year rent free period PropCo1 will agree, as part of the rent 

review defined in the agreement to lease, any rent to be paid; PropCo1 will determine how 

this income will be used.  Rent payments beyond the rent-free period will adversely affect 

the model in that period and, given the marginal operating surplus in the first 10 years this 

could result in a deficit once rent payments fall due. 

• The operating model indicates the £5.4m start-up costs being funded by a short term (5 year) 

loan, based upon a 2.5% interest rate. There remains a low risk to the project that this 

interest rate may not be achievable, resulting in a higher loan repayment. 

• The financial model includes an ongoing contingency provision throughout the ten year 

period, averaging approximately £1m per annum.  Given the other risks inherent in the 

financial model, this contingency provision will be a critical tool for management of financial 

risk in the operation of the new University, including the risks described above. If the 

contingency is not required, it represents a potential opportunity to provide betterment to 

the financial model. 

A key risk in the current climate is that the level of student fees assumed may not be achievable.  A 

reduction in revenues would negatively impact the operating model, should staff numbers and staff 

expenditure remain unchanged, and could lead to an annual deficit. However, ARU’s analysis of HE 

demand in the region predicts an increase in the number of 18-year-olds over the next 5 years 

leading to a 13% increase in students entering HE by 2025 with a static participation rate of 44%, and 

a 20% increase if the participation rate grows to the England average of 47%. 
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Sensitivity testing of the operating model carried out for the OBC showed that a 1% net loss of 

revenue would translate into a cumulative deficit of approximately £300,000 within 3 years (i.e. by 

the end of Phase 1).  If revenues fall by 3%, that deficit exceeds £1m and at 5% approaches £1.9m.  

Therefore, the sensitivity of the model to fluctuations in revenues is very high and this remains the 

case at FBC stage. Flexibility in the operating cost base has been identified by ARU as a scalable 

factor and a contingency budget is included in the model, however there are likely to be other calls 

on such contingencies and with such low initial margins, operating costs may be set too high to 

create a sustainable model.  Further attention will be given to these variables during detailed 

negotiations with a view to achieving a target surplus in a range acceptable to both partners and 

which will help to mitigate these risks. 

As a matter of principle for on-going operations the new University pedagogy will need to be 

managed by ARU to ensure that the predicted revenue generated from tuition fees is realised and 

the costs are managed to match the student numbers and hence reasonable and sustainable 

surpluses achieved. 

Furthermore, the Phase 1 agreements in place include terms to terminate ARU’s involvement with 
ARU Peterborough (in the event of a failure to take reasonable steps to achieve the milestones and 

naturally as it becomes a university in its own right), provided always that ARU Peterborough will 

remain entitled to occupy the facilities on a rent-free basis during the period required to teach out 

students enrolled on ARU courses in Peterborough.  The Terms of Agreement also include further 

remedies for any failures by ARU to achieve the plans set out in those documents including ARU 

working with the Combined Authority, PCC and PropCo1 (with the aspiration for there to be a long 

term continuing relationship between the new University and ARU beyond the achievement of 

University Title to support the long-term sustainability of ARU Peterborough as a university). 

As outlined above, the operating model does not generate sufficient surpluses to build reserves to 

fund the expansion of the new University in future phases nor is there adequate headroom to 

underpin borrowing to fund such expansion.  Alternative funding strategies for any future expansion 

phases will therefore need to be developed by the Combined Authority and partners, including PCC 

and ARU, to facilitate further growth in student numbers. 

4.3 Affordability 

The project funding position is outlined in the table below. All figures are inclusive of VAT and other 

tax requirements. 

Funding Source Amount (£) 

LUF Funding 20,000,000 

Combined Authority 2,000,000 

Anglia Ruskin University anticipated capital investment 4,000,000 

Total Budget 26,000,000 

Construction Works (Phase 3 building, inc. Client Directs and Contingency) 26,000,000 

Land Acquisition (Land transferred for shares at £1.87m value by PCC as part 

of PropCo1) 

1,870,000 

Total Expenditure   27,870,000 

Balance 0  
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The LUF from PCC and the capital expenditure and financial investment from the Combined Authority 

for the Phase 3 construction project is capped at £22m with the remaining investment provided by 

ARU. The current anticipated investment required by ARU is £4m (independent of short-term loans 

secured for the start-up costs).  The land for the Phase 3 site will be invested into PropCo1 by PCC in 

return for shares, with the land to be valued using the independent land valuation from Phase 1 

totalling £1.87m, which will form part of the PCC contribution to PropCo1.  

The Commercial Case sets out how the Phase 3 capital spend will be utilised. The scope of the capital 

build for Phase 3 has been managed to be deliverable within the total funding envelope of £26m 

(excluding land value contribution of £1.87m). Detailed cost planning carried out as part of RIBA 

Work Stage 3 supports the conclusion that the proposed Phase 3 building can be delivered to a 

suitable standard within this budget. Any cost escalations beyond contingency will require partners 

to undertake value engineering to ensure Phase 3 can be delivered within the available funding 

budget, which would occur as part of RIBA Work Stage 4. 

Conclusions 

Project affordability is, therefore, critically dependent on: 

1. Securing the transfer of LUF funding into PropCo1 as well as all other investment capital 

funding within the company held account or an agreement reached through the PropCo1 

members on releasing sufficient funding to cover costs to date and up to contract award in 

December 2022. 

2. Risks associated with income (student numbers) and expenditure being able to be mitigated 

through cost control, increased income and/or use of the contingency provision. 

3. Risks associated with enabling works, Land Acquisition, planning approval and agreement of 

contract sum being able to be mitigated through management of each workstream within 

the required timeline and budget while continuing to meet the outcomes of the LUF. 

4. Risks associated with inflation and the increasing cost of building materials being mitigated 

through ongoing risk management and procurement protocols which will fix prices in place 

at the point of contracts being awarded to suppliers. 

Subject to these considerations, at this stage of project development and implementation, it is 

anticipated that funds will be available (as described above) to meet both the project budget, 

requirements of ARU Peterborough’s operating model and the LUF. 

With respect to the infrastructure works, no cash-flow implications are anticipated for the PropCo1 

as the Funding source in place by each party will be transferred into PropCo1 before the construction 

phase goes ahead.  
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5 Management Case 

This section sets out how the project will be delivered in terms of the roles and responsibilities of 

various partners, project management arrangements, change management and benefits realisation, 

risk management, project assurance and post-project evaluation, and a proposed methodology to 

measure the ongoing wider impact of the university’s operations.  

The approach to delivering Phase 3 builds on the successful approach adopted by partners for the 

delivery of the Phase 1 building, updated to incorporate lessons learned which are relevant to Phase 

3. 

5.1 Stakeholders 

The project has a number of stakeholders, summarised in the following categories. 

1. Peterborough City Council (PCC) and the Combined Authority, including Peterborough Ltd, 

the PCC subsidiary operating the Regional Pool and Athletics Track.  

2. Academic Delivery Partner – Anglia Ruskin University (ARU) and ARU Peterborough. 

3. The owner of the Peterborough Innovation & Research Centre – The Peterborough R&D 

Property Company Ltd (PropCo2), including future Innovation Incubator tenants. 

4. Neighbours including local residents and owners, and in particular the Civic Society and 

Peterborough & Nene Valley Athletic Club (PANVAC). 

5. ARU Peterborough and specifically the Living Lab partners, such as NIHR Applied Research 

Collaborations (ARC) East of England, the Cambridge Science Centre, and STEMpoint East. 

The communications strategy will be managed by the Combined Authority with support from the 

appointed consultant team in the design procurement and delivery of Phase 3. 

The stakeholder analysis associated with Phase 3 can be split into two phases: first the design, 

procurement and delivery of Phase 3; and second the expansion of the operations of ARU-

Peterborough to deliver the anticipated outputs of Phase 3. 

This Business Case describes the approach to procurement of the consultant team, stakeholder 

management during the design, procurement and delivery phase and in expansion of the operations 

of ARU Peterborough. 

Design Procurement and Delivery of Phase 3  

On behalf of PropCo1 the Combined Authority have procured a consultant team to design, procure 

and deliver Phase 3, as set out in section 3.1 of this document.  

These key internal and external stakeholder relationships will be managed by the Combined 

Authority and its appointed team of consultants, in consultation through the design, procurement 

and delivery of Phase 3 on behalf of PropCo1.  The relationships with the stakeholders are managed 

under an agreed communications strategy outlined between PCC, the Combined Authority and ARU. 

Set up and Operation of the New University of Peterborough 

ARU will be responsible for the management of associated stakeholders to achieve the objectives of 

the new University (taking into account its expansion with Phase 3), working with employers and 

stakeholders in the communities the University will serve.  This will be led and managed by ARU 

in consultation with PCC and the Combined Authority. Once operational, ARU Peterborough will also 

be solely responsible for the management and activities to occur within the Living Lab. 
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5.2 Achievability 

The Combined Authority and PCC have put in place the resources needed to manage the work 

streams required to deliver the project, based on an understanding of the priorities outlined in the 

LUF bid.  Both authorities have to date provided resources in line with those requirements and both 

are, therefore, confident that the project is achievable based on their readiness and the available 

resources to meet the requirements of both agreements. The Combined Authority will appoint 

external consultants, where required, to ensure the necessary capacity and capability is available for 

successful implementation of the project including: 

• Design, project and cost management: as described with in the project management section 

below. 

• External legal support to augment the Combined Authority’s and PCC legal teams. 

Further external support or internal resources will be secured and deployed should any 

capacity/capability shortfalls be identified, subject to relevant governance approvals across the 

partner organisations, to ensure the project is fully resourced for successful delivery.   

PCC have provided resources to support the project in its successful application for LUF funding and 

development of this Phase 3 Full Business Case.  In addition, the development management role 

undertaken by the Combined Authority will be complemented by a client-side project manager for 

PCC to coordinate the various workstreams and approvals necessary to resolve corporate landlord 

issues and land transfer among other activities. 

ARU has put in place the resources needed for project delivery based on the timeline from contract 

award (see section 3 above).  ARU has provided details of the resource profile required for the 

effective delivery of Phase 3 and ongoing operations, including the recruitment and employment of 

Senior Management, Academic and Professional staff, based on the proposed student numbers and 

staffing forecasts within their final submission. ARU is committed to added value in recruitment as 

set out in the following extract from their final submission: 

Economic: We will ensure we adopt a ‘think local’ policy for recruitment of staff and procurement of 
resources to ARU-P, so that we develop a circular economy and keep as much wealth as possible in 

the local area 

Social: Our Recruitment Policy already supports applications from individuals with protected 

characteristics and this will also be embedded in recruitment of staff at ARU-P. We believe ARU-

Peterborough needs to a place where the community feels welcome. 

5.3 Project management 

5.3.1 Structure and Governance 

PCC, ARU and the Combined Authority have already formed a special purpose vehicle – the 

Peterborough HE Property Company Ltd (‘PropCo1’) – to deliver Phase 1 of the new university 

campus in Peterborough. The Phase 3 project is intended to be delivered by PropCo1 which will 

continue to be the entity through which funding is deployed, and delivery of both Phases 1 and 3 will 

be PropCo1’s responsibility. 

Project governance will be re-established to reflect the arrangements within each organisation and 

specific terms of reference for the project will be mandated by each organisation. 

The Combined Authority’s governance arrangements require all further investments into PropCo1 

and all Shareholder Protection Matters included in the PropCo1 Shareholders Agreement to be 
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agreed by the Combined Authority Board.  All decisions of this nature will be submitted to the 

Combined Authority Skills Committee and the Business Board, if necessary and in accordance with 

the terms of approval of the LGF contribution, and then taken to the Combined Authority Board for 

final approval. 

PCC governance arrangements require all decisions relating to transfer of LUF funding to PropCo1 

and the transfer of land to be approved by the Executive Director, Place and Economy in conjunction 

with the Chief Financial Officer, as jointly delegated officers by the PCC cabinet. PropCo1 will acquire 

the land for Phase 3 from PCC in return for shares in PropCo1, under a separate Land Transfer 

Agreement. The transfer will be completed at the point of building contract award alongside the 

Agreement for Lease (AFL) between PropCo1 and ARU Peterborough. 

ARU governance is led by its Vice-Chancellor’s Group (VCG) which acts as a forum for discussion of 
strategy and direction, and determination of high-level priorities for approval by the Board of 

Governors. The University Executive Team (UET) is the formal, senior decision-making body of the 

University (under delegated authority from the Board) and the wider Corporate Management Team 

(CMT) acts as a forum for discussion and development of strategy and operational delivery, bringing 

together all Director-level appointments whom are based at the main campuses of the University. 

One member of the UET will be the Principal and Chief Executive of ARU Peterborough, reporting 

directly to the Vice-Chancellor and leading the Peterborough Development Team, working closely 

with the Combined Authority and key stakeholders. The Senior Management and Board of Governors 

of ARU Peterborough will have an increasingly significant role in the governance of ARU 

Peterborough from 2022 onwards as operations commence. 

The three parties (PCC, the Combined Authority and ARU) are governed by the PropCo1 Shareholders 

Agreement which defines parties’ contractual obligations in relation to their shareholdings in 

PropCo1.  

The Combined Authority will, under the Development Management Agreement be granted authority 

by PropCo1 to manage the design, procurement and delivery of Phase 3, with the Board of PropCo1 

acting as the project management board.  In this arrangement, responsibility for the delivery of 

Phase 3 remains with PropCo1; this will remain in place up to completion of the Phase 3 building.  

ARU will update the Board in respect of curriculum design and development as the project 

progresses. 

The main building contractor Morgan Sindall will report to PropCo1 via the contract administrator in 

respect of the agreement of the contract sum, enabling works and delivery of Phase 3. 

Day to day management and progress meetings will be managed by the contract administrator and 

will include ARU and the Main Contractor for delivery of the Phase 3 building. 

The organisational structure for the delivery of Phase 3 is outlined below. 
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Figure 29. Phase 3 Design, Procurement and Delivery 

 

 

5.3.2 Roles and Responsibilities 

Combined Authority 

The development of Phase 3 of the new university campus will be led by PropCo1 with delegated 

authority to the Combined Authority who, under the Development Management Agreement will be 

granted authority by PropCo1 to manage the design, procurement and delivery Phase 3.   

The Combined Authority (led by the SRO – Higher Education Programme Director for the new ARU 

Peterborough development) is providing leadership for the project, supported by a professional 

services team which is in place to support the design procurement and contract administration for 

delivery of the infrastructure for Phase 3. 

Funding for the Combined Authority, as development manager, will be provided as part of the overall 

capital funding received from it as share investments from the Partners into Propco1. 

Peterborough City Council (PCC) 

PCC is providing the land for Phase 3 of the project and will continue its representation on the 

PropCo1 board. 

ARU 

As described in section 3, ARU will provide the skills, knowledge, experience and resources to make a 

practical reality of ARU Peterborough as a new higher education provider and ultimately a university 

with degree awarding powers and University Title. This includes responsibility for: 

• Staff recruitment 

• Curriculum design and development 

• Staff workload planning, resource scheduling and timetabling 

• Student recruitment, marketing and admissions 

• Student and academic services and systems development 

• Library and learning resources services/systems 

• Strategic planning, finance and governance services and systems development  

• Full range of ‘soft’ FM and ICT services and resources. 
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As the Academic Delivery Provider for the university, ARU has responsibility for determining and 

delivering academic courses in the Phase 3 building. 

ARU Peterborough has already made available twenty-seven courses, with further provision starting 

in January and September 2023, as the Phase 1 portfolio for the new University in Peterborough. This 

includes an innovative course design methodology including engagement with key stakeholders 

(schools, colleges, businesses, community groups). A data led approach to market segments has 

been implemented. 

The development of the ARU Peterborough curriculum has been undertaken in conjunction with key 

stakeholders, using expertise within ARU to drive curriculum development forward and using many 

of the methodologies ARU already uses to engage employers. ARU is using both existing contacts 

and, where relevant, those in the Combined Authority’s networks. Opportunity Peterborough and 
other regional bodies provide another route to engage with local businesses, to create awareness 

and develop courses that will ensure the current and future talent pool in the region is trained and 

work-ready. 

The course design phase has ensured employer input is firmly embedded throughout the design and 

approval process. ARU’s active curriculum model, ‘live’ briefs and course design intensive process are 
designed to ensure the courses are meeting the needs of both students and employers with a focus 

on developing the skills needed to seek and be successful in employment. 

ARU has been developing new local, regional and national industrial partnerships targeting 

companies or organisations within the areas of its current and future ARU Peterborough curriculum.  

They have prioritised engagement of local companies including PhotoCentric, Caterpillar, Bauer and 

Engines.  These partnerships match ARU’s key strengths to make ARU Peterborough sustainable in 
the medium and long term, comprising 

• Short term partnerships with local/regional companies that have the potential to bring 

immediate results.  These partnerships have already resulted in employer engagement in 

curriculum design and enhancement, student placements, internships and local graduate 

employment opportunities. 

• Medium-term tactical partnerships in response to needs across the education portfolio. 

Long-term strategic partnerships with 1-2 companies in each curriculum area who are keen to 

engage with the new University across teaching, placements, employability, and further business 

opportunities including corporate education, research and knowledge transfer. 

ARU Peterborough will also have sole responsibility for the operations and activities of the Living Lab 

within the Phase 3 building. 

Consultant team 

The Combined Authority has procured a professional consultant team to deliver Phase 3. The 

Consultant team and lead individuals are outlined below, including relations with PropCo1 and 

overall project governance.  
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Figure 30. Professional consultant team and governance arrangements 

 
 

5.3.3 Project Plan 

The project plan for delivery of Phase 3 is set out in Annex 6.1: Phase 3 Project plan. The project plan 

for the Outline Planning Application pertaining to Phase 3 is set out in Annex 6.2: Outline Planning 

Application project plan. These project plans have been developed in conjunction, with different key 

milestones associated to each. 

The project plan has been developed around the following key dates: 

1. Spade in the ground (commencement of Phase 3) Q1 2023. 

2. Structure, complete construction of the building structure by March 2024. 

3. Fitout fit out the living lab and teaching facilities to be complete in autumn 2024. 

4. Completion of Phase 3 (for occupation) in autumn 2024. 

To achieve these milestones there are 5 key work streams: 

1. Procurement of the consultant team by February 2022 (complete). 

2. Determination of full planning application by January 2023 (planning application submitted).  

3. Develop, design and procure a Main Contractor to deliver Phase 3 infrastructure by Q4 2022 

(complete). 

4. Approval of this Full Business Case with delegated authority to develop the design by Q4 

2022. 

5. PropCo1 to formalise legal agreements for land by Q4 2022 to align with award of the main 

contract and planning approval to allow commencement on site Q1 2023.  

The programme timeline has been developed based on ensuring the determination of full planning 

by January 2023 in tandem with an agreed contract sum, shareholders agreement and land transfer 

to allow contract award and mobilisation to commence in line with the LUF programme in March 

2023. 

Master schedule for the Programme to Establish a University in Peterborough 

The collaboration agreement between the Combined Authority, PCC and ARU requires all parties to 

work together to deliver the programme in accordance with the terms of the agreement.  The parties 
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have agreed to work in partnership and co-operate with each other to achieve the project steps and 

milestones within the timescale envisaged in the master schedule.  There will be a quarterly review 

of the master schedule steps and milestones and the nominated representatives for each of partners 

will meet on a monthly  basis (or frequency to be agreed) to discuss project progress and any 

disagreements which may arise.  The Parties remain on track to meet milestones outlined in the 

master schedule which in summary are: 

1. 2020 ARU Peterborough is incorporated – COMPLETE. 

2. 2022 ARU Peterborough starts provision of education to students at the start of the 

academic year 2022 - COMPLETE. 

3. 2024 Opening of the Living Lab and expansion of the University with the opening second 

teaching building 

4. 2025 ARU Peterborough is registered with OfS by the start of the Academic year 2025/26. 

2028 ARU Peterborough is granted unlimited TDAPs by the start of the academic year 

2028/29. 

5.4 Change management 

Change management with respect to the delivery of Phase 3 of the new university campus under 

delegated authority from PropCo1 to the Combined Authority and subsequently the occupation of 

the building by ARU Peterborough. 

The key principles are that PropCo1 will delegate authority to the Combined Authority and its agent 

to manage the delivery of Phase 3 under the Development Management Agreement, reporting to 

PropCo1.  Should change be required then authority will need to be sought from PropCo1. 

ARU Peterborough will occupy the Phase 3 building, reporting to PropCo1 on an annual basis in 

respect of the building condition and maintenance. ARU and ARU Peterborough will also monitor, 

review and report to the Combined Authority and PCC on its progress against the roadmap set out in 

the Collaboration Agreement between the Combined Authority, PCC and ARU. The Collaboration 

Agreement sets out the intended corporate and academic governance arrangements for delivery of 

higher education courses by ARU Peterborough (moving towards registration with the OfS degree 

awarding powers and University title). The parties agree to review each of the roadmap, milestones 

and steps towards them on an annual basis to consider whether the plan remains achievable and 

compliant and where it is not believed to be so, to agree changes to be made. The parties are all 

members of the ARU Peterborough Board of Governors and have the ability to monitor progress 

through the established governance processes.  

5.5 Benefits realisation 

The benefits sought from the project are a critical element of the Combined Authority’s investment 
programme under the Devolution Deal as well as monitoring and evaluation requirements set out by 

DLUHC through the LUF.  Benefits realisation arrangements, within overall project governance, must, 

therefore, ensure benefits are realised over the life of the project. 

The objectives and benefits of the project will be realised at key project milestones as follows: 

1. Completion of the main transactional agreements including land transfer. Legal support has 

been procured by the Combined Authority to aid the Combined Authority to make the 

necessary changes to the Shareholders Agreement for PropCo1, to accommodate the 
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additional investments and the use of those monies for the construction of the second 

teaching building. 

2. Meeting the agreed milestones and targets for design and delivery of the physical 

Infrastructure.  This will be managed via Propco1 in line with the agreed programme for 

completion of the Phase 3 building and the winder programme objectives 

Responsibility for benefits realisation above will be for PropCo1.  ARU will be responsible for taking 

reasonable steps to meet the student headcount growth targets and for the quality of HE delivery. 

Infrastructure 

The agreed infrastructure milestones and targets will be reported against at monthly PropCo1 Board 

meetings by the Combined Authority who will be granted authority under the Development 

Management Agreement to act on behalf of PropCo1 to manage the delivery of Phase 3 to practical 

completion and close out of 12 months defects. 

Academic Delivery Partner Benefits Realisation 

Milestones, targets are set out in the Collaboration Agreement.  These will be audited under the 

terms of the Collaboration Agreement and will be reviewed on an annual basis by  nominated 

representatives for each of the partners.  It is envisaged that a programme delivery board will need 

to be established whereby all milestones are reviewed.  These are outlined in the Collaboration 

Agreement master schedule and can be summarised as follows up to 2028 which will continue to be 

monitored and progress regularly reported against by ARU: 

1. 2020 ARU Peterborough is incorporated – COMPLETE. 

2. 2022 ARU Peterborough starts provision of education to students at the start of the 

academic year 2022 - COMPLETE. 

3. 2024 Opening of the Living Lab and expansion of the University with the opening second 

teaching building 

4. 2025 ARU Peterborough is registered with OfS by the start of the Academic year 2025/26. 

5. 2028 ARU Peterborough is granted unlimited TDAPs by the start of the academic year 

2028/29. 

5.6 Risk management 

Project managers Mace maintain a detailed project risk register which includes risk control strategies 

and owners, attached in Annex 6.3. Risks are grouped into the following risk categories: 

1. Operational 

2. Planning 

3. Cost 

4. Funding 

5. Programme 

6. Design 

7. Surveys and site conditions 

8. Procurement 

9. Construction / logistics 

The top-level risks and control measures are outlined in preceding sections of this Business Case. 
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Project managers Mace Consulting have produced a risk report based on the risks detailed in the risk 

register, which has evaluated the probability of each risk and costed their impact. The table below 

provides a list of the top 10 highest risks based on their expected value (as of October 2022).  

Figure 31. Top 10 risks by expected risk value 

Rank Name EV 

1 Materials supply shortages £180,000 

2 Site logistics £88,000 

3 Risk of inflation £87,500 

4 Planning delays £37,333 

5 Planning conditions £26,000 

6 Regional pool car park closure and land transfer £24,000 

7 Provision of improvements to Public Transport £18,000 

8 LUF Monitoring forms £18,000 

9 Construction logistics £17,500 

10 Design brief £16,000 

 

The responsibility for management of risk will lie with PropCo1 under the joint venture in respect of 

the development of the Phase 3 building and with ARU Peterborough for the operational delivery 

risks. Under the Development Management Agreement between PropCo1 and CPCA, PropCo1 has 

delegated authority to the Combined Authority for the management of risk associated with the 

design, procurement and delivery of the Phase 3 building.  

Authority for the management of risk will remain with PropCo1 up to completion of the Phase 3 

building.  Day to day responsibility for project risk management will be the responsibility of the 

Project Manager, Mace, who will hold quarterly risk workshops with members of the project team.  

The risk register will be reviewed at least monthly by the PropCo1 Board of directors.  These monthly 

risk reviews will be an integral part of monthly reporting to PropCo1. 

Where management of risk requires interventions beyond the authority delegated to the Combined 

Authority by PropCo1, decisions will be referred by exception to PropCo1 for agreement on how risks 

are to be mitigated in line with the governance and agreed terms of reference outlined above and 

set out in the Development Management Agreement. 

Risks are also reported on a quarterly basis to DHLUC as they pertain to the use of Levelling Up Funds 

for Phase 3. The risks identified in LUF quarterly monitoring returns are drawn from the master risk 

register for Phase 3. 

Project risk registers 

Project risk registers are updated by selected members from the Partners team on a monthly basis. 

In accordance with the project governance arrangements these reports are issued to the PropCo1 

Board and are scrutinised at the monthly PropCo1 Board meetings.  In addition to the above the top 

5 project risks, and all programme risks, are reported by the SRO for HE to the Combined Authority 

Business Board via a Highlight Report and a Business & Skills Risk Register.  The Highlight Reports and 

Business & Skills Risk Register are scrutinised by the CPCA Performance and Risk Committee. 

Elements of the reports are also included in the Performance Dashboard which goes to Combined 

Authority Board.  Projects with an overall amber and red rating are included in the Exception 
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Performance Dashboard that goes to Combined Authority Board members on a quarterly basis as a 

confidential item. 

 

5.7 Project assurance 

Phase 3 project assurance and risk management will be delivered in the following ways: 

1. Overarching project assurance processes including monthly Highlight Reports - Overseen by 

CPCA and reported to CPCA Performance and Risk Committee. 

2. Post project completion and lessons learned from phase 1 and phase 2 project’s – Overseen 

by CPCA and reported to CPCA Performance and Risk Committee. Final outputs will be 

shared with the Partners and reported to Propco1 Board. 

3. PropCo1 governance and reporting facilitation (see Governance, Management & reporting 

arrangements) – All partners. 

4. Review of the final FBC and approval– All partners. 

5. Updates to FBC - As per PropCo1 governance facilitation (see Governance, Management & 

reporting arrangements) – All partners. 

6. LUF Monitoring and reporting – overseen by CPCA and sign off by PCC Section 151 Officer. 

7. Project risk reviews and monitoring – As per PropCo1 governance facilitation (see Project risk 

management) – All partners. 

It is acknowledged that there is a need to move this towards a programme assurance approach and 

this will be reviewed in 2023 alongside the development of a programme business case for the 

University. 

Figure 32. Governance management and reporting 

 

5.7.1 Financial compliance 

PropCo1 is registered as a Limited Company and as part of the services covered in the Development 

Management Agreement CPCA pay invoices, maintain accounting records, prepare finance reports 

and process call notices in accordance with the Shareholders Agreement.  Annual financial accounts 

are prepared, audited and filed by Azets accountancy practice. 

All expenditure is registered on the company’s accountancy system (Xero) and approved prior to 
payment. All PropCo1 Board Directors can authorise expenditure.  However, the Board of PropCo1 
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have provided delegated authority to the CPCA SRO for the University of Peterborough to authorise 

invoices on behalf of the company with a value over £500k.  The CPCA is a supplier of PropCo1 so 

invoices raised from the CPCA are reviewed on a 6-monthly basis by ARU’s nominated Director.   

The business plan of PropCo1 is a shareholder reserved matter, as such PCC, ARU and CPCA review 

and approve the plan which the Board then implement. After investment of the LUF PCC have the 

right to appoint 2/5 of the directors of the company, the current ratio being 2 CPCA directors, 1 PCC 

director and 1 ARU which makes the Board quorate.  

The Board of directors meet monthly and receive monthly finance reports alongside delivery, 

progress and milestones which contribute to the monthly monitoring of project delivery. 

5.7.2 Legal compliance 

The governance and legal framework to support PropCo1 are in place.  The CPCA Legal Team will also 

ensure the following: 

1. Shareholders Agreements are signed and kept in a readily accessible central location.  

2. That business plans are in place for each of its subsidiary companies and ensure that 

these business plans (and business cases where relevant) are being reviewed and 

updated periodically, in line with each company’s Shareholder Agreement. 
3. That risk registers are in place for all current and future operational subsidiary 

companies and will establish a standard approach to risk management. 

4. A clear governance, reporting and oversight structure for its existing subsidiary 

companies. As part of this structure, the methods by which the Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee and the Audit and Governance Committee will fulfil their responsibilities in 

relation to these subsidiary companies will be established and implemented. 

 

5.8 Post-project evaluation 

The project will adopt the BSRIA Soft Landings framework and follow the five Stages of the Soft 

Landings process.  Stage 1: Inception and Briefing, Stage 2: Design Development is predicated on 

Stage one; while Stage 3: Pre-handover requires follow-through with Stage 4: Initial Aftercare.  

The benefit of this approach is that it will help solve any performance gap between design intentions 

and operational outcomes by appointing soft landing champions who will agree the roles and 

responsibility of the client, contractor and professional team. 

This process will commence from Royal Institute of British Architect (RIBA) stage 2 and run through 

to completion of the construction of Phase 3 and into the occupation and aftercare stages. 

Design 

Workshops will be held with the project team to review learning from previous projects/phases and 

develop a design that will work from the point of view of the ARU Peterborough  and users.  This will 

include agreement and review of an energy strategy and commissioning (for incorporation into 

relevant tenders) as well as review of proposed systems for usability and maintainability. 

Construction 

Soft landings considerations will be incorporated into the project plan, employer’s requirements and 
the role and responsibilities of the contractor’s soft-landing champion up to and following 

completion of the Phase 3 building. 
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Operation in use  

The contractor will be required to provide comprehensive operation and maintenance manuals; 

escorted tours of completed facilities to demonstrate functionality; Building Information Modelling 

models to assist with future maintenance; and aftercare for an agreed period post-handover.  The 

contractor will carry out post occupancy evaluation. 

Key Milestones for Stage reviews of the Soft-Landing Process 

Figure 33. OGC Gateway Process for post-project evaluation 

 

 

5.9 Measuring the ongoing wider impact of the University 

Partners will develop a range of progress measures to monitor the ongoing wider impact of the 

University, with these measures tied into broader strategic objectives for Peterborough and the 

wider Cambridgeshire and Peterborough region. Yet to be confirmed, the type of measures that 

partners are considering are set out in the table below. It is anticipated that there will need to be an 

ongoing review of these measures and agreement on how and where they are reported. 

Figure 34. Indicative progress measures for the university 

Category  Measure   Basis 

Supporting access 

to Higher 

Education 

  

Year on year increase in total learners Annual HESA reporting 

Percentage of ‘home’ undergraduate students 
from the region 

PE postcodes 

Participation of young people in HE in 

underrepresented areas 

TUNDRA (tracking 

underrepresentation by area) data 

reports (or by POLAR) 

Student feedback on experience National Student Survey Results 
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Student experience 

and employability 

Graduate employability 

  

Annual Graduate Outcomes report 

on employability 

Longer term graduate outcomes, including 

salaries 

Longitudinal Education Outcomes 

(LEO) data 

Alignment of curriculum to local sector 

requirements 

Annual review of curriculum 

developments  

Local engagement Public engagement activity, including through 

the Living Lab 

Annual report on the volume and 

nature of outreach and inreach 

Wider economic 

benefits 

  

  

Increasing progression rates post-18 into HE CPCA Employment and Skills 

Strategy progress measures 

(Peterborough-specific measures) 
Increasing number of professional and 

technical jobs, at least at level 3 

Reducing numbers of workers at level 1 and 2 

and increasing at level 3 and 4 

Falling levels of economic inactivity and UC 

claimants 

Reducing NEETs and un-sustained destinations 

after school 

 

The agreed outcomes will need to align with Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) reporting 

cycles and the requirements for registration with the Office for Students, including the need for an 

Access and Participation Plan. 

In addition, the Board of Governors of ARU Peterborough have agreed to the development of a five 

year Strategic and Operational Plan for the University. Reporting cycles will need to align to ensure 

consistency. Due to commercial confidentiality some reporting will only be made directly to the ARU 

Peterborough Board members, for example the budget and annual accounts. Governors will also 

have access to more granular data and insight. The University partners will need to establish either a 

benchmark or baseline for some of the measures as part of ongoing project governance.   

To maximise its contribution to Peterborough and the wider Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 

region the university should also be a factor in other partner initiatives and strategies, such as local 

transport strategies and plans to commission skills delivery. 
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6 Annexes 

6.1 Phase 3 Project Plan 
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6.2 Phase 3 Outline Planning Application project plan 
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6.3 Examples of activities and events to be supported by the Living Lab 

Activity Eco Fair 

The Living Lab would host a weeklong Eco Fair with different themes each day targeted at different audiences to engage schools, community groups and the 

public in interactive experiences to highlight environmental and sustainability issues. The activity zone would be augmented by environmental trails around the 

university campus and local “eco” businesses and charities invited to exhibit their services or project work.  Marketed as a family friendly event with some days 

reserved for school and community groups it is envisaged that 500 visitors per day would be achieved on public access days and 300 per day on targeted days 

(approx 3000 visitors). 

The Eco Fair would be organised by ARU Peterborough undergraduate Event Management and Leisure and  Tourism students and the interactive displays and 

activities designed and run by the Environmental Management students.  ARU Peterborough is already working with companies across the region who are 

passionate about sustainability in sectors as diverse as manufacturing engineering and medical device decontamination and the companies are eager to 

support public facing events that showcase Peterborough’s aspiration to be an Environmental Capital. 

Reach 
• 3000 visitors 

• 25 local businesses/community groups exhibiting over the week 

• 100 students engaged in organising and running events including acting as guides volunteers across the fair. 

 

Activity Café Scientifique 

Café Scientifique is an established model for delivering STEM focused public lectures and demonstrations in an informal environment that encourages people 

from heterogenous backgrounds to come together and discuss “Grand Challenges” and cutting-edge technologies and their impact in a safe environment.  

Speakers will be selected not only for their areas of expertise but also for their science communication skills to ensure all members of the audience are able to 

benefit. 6th form students, industry experts, university and college students, academics and interested members of the community and specialist groups will all 

be able to access these events.  The benefits of these events are evident in creating opportunities for people from different backgrounds and with diverse 

experience to discuss and debate together. 

Reach Events to be run every week for a ten-week series for example, expected audiences 60 people per event.  2 series to be run each year. 

• 10x2 events per year 

• 1,200 engagements per year 
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Activity Health Sciences Innovation Days 

A series of 1 day exhibitions focusing on key areas of Future Health.  These include: 

• Health Manufacturing, covering medical manufacturing, PPE advances and supply chain and medical device design. 

• Digitisation of Health Care covering Digital Technologies and medical devices, health cybersecurity, personalised health monitoring and gamification of 

health care. 

• Wellbeing including preventative medicine and wellbeing, patient safety, improved medical practice and treatment advances. 

Many of the areas covered are interdisciplinary, bringing people from sectors outside of health together to explore how innovations in their fields of expertise 

can benefit the key areas of health.  Visitors would be invited from all the local NHS trusts and associated areas as well as businesses from across the city of 

Peterborough and the fens.  Students in the university and local FE and 6th forms would be invited as well as open invitations to interested members of the 

public. 

Reach • Approximately 300 visitors per day, 900 visitors in total 

 

Activity Supporting Participatory Research 

Community-based participatory research (CBPR) is a collaborative approach to research that aims to engage end users in evaluation and development.  An 

example could be partnering with a mobile medical technology company – smart phones are increasingly utilised for delivering diagnostic and monitoring 

metrics for health conditions that would traditionally require hospital visits. The Living Lab would be utilised to bring community end user groups, including 

both patients and their carers and healthcare workers (nurses), into a safe non-clinical environment to evaluate their attitudes and compliance with the mobile 

technology.  Healthcare students from the university would be able to assist with research project providing them with authentic research experience whilst 

also providing resource support for the project alongside our academic research teams.  Research of this type is effective at assessing the functionality of new 

medical technologies and allows for modification and retesting if required for downstream application in domestic or residential care settings. 

Reach • Local med tech companies. 

• 300 community end users 

• 300 carers/family 

• 100 health care workers/students. 
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Agenda Item No: 2.2 

Wave Four Skills Bootcamps 
 
To:    Skills Committee  
 
Meeting Date:  9 January 2023 
 
Public report: Yes 
 
Lead Member: Councillor Lucy Nethsingha, Lead Member for Skills  
 
From:  Fliss Miller, Interim Associate Director for Skills 
 
Key decision:    No ( KD For CA Board) 

 
Forward Plan ref:  N/A 

 
Recommendations:   The Skills Committee is invited to recommend the Combined Authority 
    Board : 

 
a) Note the bid submitted to the Department for Education (DfE) for 

Wave 4 Skills Bootcamp funding of which The Combined 
Authority expect to receive notification from DfE in January of a 
grant funding offer of up to £2,878,150.00  to deliver Wave Four 
Skills Bootcamps for the 2023-24 financial year  

 
b) Approve the grant funding offer and an addition of a 

corresponding budget for delivery of the Wave Four Skills 
Bootcamps in the 2023-24 budget on notification of a Wave 4 
grant funding offer from the DfE.   

 
c) Delegate authority to the Interim Associate Director of Skills, in 

consultation with the Chief Finance Officer and Monitoring 
Officer to: 

 
i. enter into, sign and award grant agreements or awards to 

training providers to deliver Wave Four Skills Bootcamps 
with existing providers, where procurement regulations 
allow and enter into contracts with new providers for 
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Wave Four following an appropriate procurement 
exercise and 
 

ii. where appropriate, extend contracts with existing 
providers 
 

Voting arrangements: A simple majority of all Members present and voting. 
 

1. Purpose 

 
1.1  The purpose of this paper is to inform the Skills Committee of the proposal submitted to the 

Department for Education in November 2022 for the delivery of the Wave Four Skills 
Bootcamps in the Combined Authority area. This paper outlines the key considerations for 
taking this forward.  

 
1.2 The Skills Committee are invited to recommend to the Combined Authority Board upon 

notification of the grant award, to approve, sign and receive the grant award, create a new 
budget line and to delegate authority to the Interim Associate Director of Skills to be able to 
enter into, sign and award grant agreements, contracts and awards to training providers to 
deliver on Wave Four Skills Bootcamps following an appropriate procurement exercise. 

 

2.  Background 

 
2.1 The Department for Education via the National Skills Fund has invested in the delivery of 

Skills Bootcamps across the country to meet the skills needs of local areas. Skills 
Bootcamps formed part of the Lifetime Skills Guarantee announced by the then Prime 
Minister in September 2020. Since then, the Skills for Life campaign was announced by 
government and significant investment has been committed by the government to scale up 
Skills Bootcamps from 2022 to 2025. 

 
2.2 The Combined Authority began delivering Wave Two Skills Bootcamps in Digital in 

September 2021 following a successful competitive bid to the DfE for delivery across the 
East of England. The Combined Authority secured grant funding to deliver Wave Three 
Skills Bootcamps during the FY 2022-23. The existing Wave Three funding concludes for 
new starts in March 2023. 

 
2.3 Skills Bootcamps provides Cambridgeshire and Peterborough residents with lifelong 

learning and training opportunities by enabling upskilling or reskilling through short and 
flexible courses whilst matching skills provision to local job opportunities to support 
businesses and business growth, in line with the Employment and Skills strategy. 

 
2.4 Skills Bootcamps are intensive, Level 2-5 or equivalent flexible training courses of up to 16 

weeks, with a guaranteed job interview (in the case of a new job), which equip adults with 
technical skills that enable them to access in demand jobs, apprenticeships, new 
opportunities and an increased level of income over time (including for the self-employed).   

 
2.5 Skills Bootcamps rely on local knowledge of skills shortages and employer needs, and the 

ability to attract and train local learners and to help them achieve better job outcomes. 
 
2.6 Following a proposal submitted by the Combined Authority to DfE on the 30th November 

2022, and at the time of writing this paper, the Combined Authority expect to receive 
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notification of award in December 2022 in grant funding of up to £2,878,150.00 to deliver 
Wave Four Skills Bootcamps to 850 learners, for the period from 1st April 2023 to 31st 
March 2024.  Within this proposal 10% (up to £261,650.00) of the grant funding will be 
allocated to Management costs, therefore up to £2,616,500.00 will be used to fund Skills 
Bootcamp training provision. Skills Bootcamps provides our local residents and employers 
with an opportunity to upskill and decrease business skills gaps through short and flexible 
courses, however the Combined Authority has experienced challenges in engaging Training 
Providers to deliver this provision and has seen slower than anticipated individual and 
employer applications on to Wave 3 Skills Bootcamps. This is the reason for the smaller 
value proposed to deliver across Wave 4.  

 
2.7 The Combined Authority’s proposal is to deliver Skills Bootcamps in the following sectors; 

Digital, Construction, Green. Furthermore, up to 30% of the value of the Funding is being 
allowed to test the value and effectiveness of Skills Bootcamps in the sectors or areas 
defined by the Combined Authority in addition to the sectors outlined above therefore Care, 
Project Management and Leadership and Management are included in the proposal. 

  

 

3. Funding and Governance 

 

3.1 For Wave Four Skills Bootcamps the funding is received via a Grant. The Combined 
Authority expect to receive 50% of delivery costs and all management costs in Quarter one. 
The remaining 50% of delivery costs are expected to be paid in arrears after the initial 50% 
of grant funding allocation has been utilised. 

 
3.2  The management fee will cover legal, procurement, finance, marketing and posts in the 

Skills Team to manage and administer the successful and compliant programme.  
 
3.3 Similarly to Wave Three, The Combined Authority have the freedom to decide, acting 

reasonably, how best to ensure that the funded Activities are delivered during Wave Four in 
accordance with the relevant aims and objectives of the Grant Funding Agreement. The 
Combined Authority can therefore decide to engage with providers to deliver Bootcamps in 
four ways; extend contracts with existing Skills Bootcamp providers where appropriate, 
issue grant awards, issue direct awards and/or undertake a competitive tendering process, 
provided that, where applicable, it complies in full with its duties as a contracting authority 
under the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 and internal governance rules and duly 
selects and awards contracts to providers in accordance with those Regulations and such 
rules.   

 
3.5 Skills Bootcamps are fully funded by the Government for those that are: 
 

• Self-employed, or 
• Career changers/returners/ serving prisoners due to be released within 6 months of 

completion of a Skills Bootcamp and those on Temporary Release, or 
• Unemployed  
 
Where an employer requests for an employee to attend a Skills Bootcamp, it is co-funded: 
the employer’s cash contribution is 30% of the Skills Bootcamp cost and the Combined 
Authority- through the grant funding - pays 70% of the cost of the Bootcamp. However, if 
the employer is an SME their cash contribution is 10% of the Skills Bootcamp cost and the 
grant funding pays 90%. 
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3.6 A Programme Board chaired by the Interim Associate Director of Skills will include Wave 

Four Skills Bootcamps to monitor quality of delivery and contract performance. 
 
 

Significant Implications 
 
4. Financial Implications 
 
4.1 This project will require a new budget line. 
 
4.2  All CPCA resourcing costs incurred by this project will be covered by the 10% management 

fee, resulting in a net zero impact on budgets. 
 

5. Legal Implications  
 
5.1 There are no significant legal implications. 
 

6. Public Health implications 

 
6.1 The report recommendations have positive implications for public health. Participation in 

adult learning improves the health and wellbeing of participants and wider society. In 
addition, some of the bootcamps are for professionals in the health care sector. 

 

7. Environmental and Climate Change Implications 
 
7.1 The report recommendations have positive implications for the environment. Skills 

Bootcamps will be delivered to support the NetZero agenda. 
 

8. Other Significant Implications 
 
8.1 The recommendations in this report have due regard to the Combined Authority’s Equalities 

duties under the Equality Act 2010 in implementing funding policies which seek to widen 
participation and make learning opportunities more accessible for all citizens including all 
protected characteristics. 

 

9.      Appendices 
 

9.1       None 
 

 

10.   Background Papers 
 

10.1     None 
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Agenda Item No: 3.1 

Adult Education Budget Annual Return 2021/22  
 

 
To:    Skills Committee 
 
Meeting Date:  9 January 2023 
 
Public report: Yes 

 
Lead Member: Councillor Lucy Nethsingha, Lead Member for Skills  
 
From:  Parminder Singh Garcha, Senior Responsible Officer - Adult Education 
 
Key decision:    No  
 
Forward Plan ref:  N/A 

 
Recommendations:   The Skills Committee is recommended to: 

 
a) approve the Adult Education Budget (AEB) Annual 

Return for submission to the Department for Education (DfE) for 
the 2021/22 academic year 
 

b) note the additional local participation data for devolved AEB 
 

c) note the three-year Impact Evaluation of AEB that is being 
commissioned and the request for members to participate.  
 

 
Voting arrangements: A simple majority of all Members present and voting 
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1. Purpose 

 
1.1  To share with the Skills Committee, the third submission of the Adult Education Budget 

(AEB) Annual Return to the Department for Education (DfE), in respect of the 
2021/22 academic year and third year of devolution. This requirement is set out in the 
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government’s (MHCLG) National Growth 
Assurance Framework (V.4 September 2021).  

 
1.2 To note the additional district-level local participation data from devolved AEB, that would 

not have been published under the national non-devolved funding model and requested by 
members at previous Skills Committees.  

 

2.  Background 

 
2.1 The devolved Adult Education Budget fully aligns with the Combined Authority’s 

Employment and Skills Strategy (2022) in delivering pillars three and four: 

• Lifelong and Life wide Learning – by increasing access and widening participation 
in adult learning and skills development. AEB funds a wide range of Adult Skills 
courses from entry level to level 3 and community learning courses  

• Support into and between work – by funding a range of fully-funded employability 
support programmes, courses and upskilling opportunities for residents seeking to 
upskill or reskill into a new sector.   

  
2.2      Mayoral Combined Authorities (MCAs) are required to provide a base-level monitoring 

report to Government each January on the delivery of devolved functions, as part of wider 
 monitoring and evaluation submissions, as per their devolution agreements and set out in 

the National Growth Assurance Framework. 
 
2.3 As part of our commitment to promote transparency and public accountability, the Annual 

Return plus additional local data the Combined Authority is shared with the Skills 
Committee and published.  Previous Returns to the DfE were shared with Skills Committee 
as follows: Year 1 (2019-20) on 11 January 2021 and Year 2 (2020-21) on 17 January 
2022.  It was resolved at the meeting on 11 January 2021 that Annual reporting would form 
part of the annual cycle at Skills Committee. The DfE Return is included in Appendix A to 
this report.  

 
2.4 Evaluation 
 
 In both 2019-20 and 2020/21, Independent Evaluation of AEB has been undertaken by 

Cambridgeshire Insights on behalf of the Combined Authority. The Evaluations include 
quantitative analysis of provider data as well as qualitative research through a survey 
completed by AEB providers, followed up with interviews with providers and stakeholders. 

 A learner survey was included in 2020/21. These reports have been shared with Members 
and published on the Combined Authority website. The findings have been implemented as 
part of the Continuous Improvement Cycle.   

 
2.5 For 2021/22, a three-year evaluation is being commissioned to look at the impact that 

devolution of skills and AEB has made in the mayoralty. This will include: 

• qualitative analysis of the learner data, demographics, outcomes, and 
destinations for learners 

• impact of devolved funding flexibilities  
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• development of the skills landscape 

• alignment to labour-market need 

• delivery of wider outcomes of learning (including improved health and wellbeing, 
building community resilience and employability) 
 

2.6      A longer period has been allocated for the evaluation to allow learner and employer   
surveys to be undertaken and meaningful primary research with stakeholders and 
providers. The evaluation finding will be reported at the June 2023 Skills Committee and 
Employment and Skills Board. It is expected the Evaluation will contribute to ‘telling the 
story’, of the positive impact of devolution and building the case for deeper skills devolution 
in the future.  

 

Significant Implications 

 

3. Financial Implications 

 
3.1 The Combined Authority received its Section 31 Grant Determination Letter for Devolution  

of the Adult Education Budget for the Financial Year 2021-22 (Determination: 31/5507): 
which confirmed the academic year allocation of £11,959,794 for the academic year 2021-
22.  

 
 

4. Legal Implications  
 
4.1 Under orders made from the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction 

Act 2009, adult education functions from the Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning 
Act 2009 were transferred from the Secretary of State for Education to Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough Combined Authority from August 2019 as part of the Devolution Agreement. 
The recommendations within this report support the discharging of these functions.  

 
4.2 The Combined Authority discharges its devolved adult education functions with due regard  

the DfE Statutory Guidance for Devolved AEB for Combined Authorities (July 2018) 
ensuring that all underspent AEB, as a ringfenced budget is ‘recycled’ and utilised for adult 
education. 

 
 

5. Public Health implications 
 
5.2 The recommendations outlined in this report have positive implications for public health. 

Participation in adult learning improves the health and wellbeing of participants and wider 
society. Additionally, AEB funds skills training for professionals in the health care sector as 
well as short courses for adults on managing physical, mental health and wellbeing.  

 

6. Environmental and Climate Change Implications 
 
6.1 No environmental or climate change implications identified. 
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7. Other Significant Implications 
 
7.1 The recommendations outlined in this report have due regard to the Combined Authority’s 

Equalities duties under the Equality Act 2010 in implementing funding policies which seek 
to widen participation and make learning opportunities more accessible for all citizens 
including all protected characteristics.  

 

8. Appendices 
 
8.1 Appendix 1 – AEB Annual Return to DfE 2021-22 
 
8.2 Appendix 2 – Additional Local Participation Data  
 
 

9.  Background Papers 
 
9.1 Grant Determination Letter for 2021-22 (31/5507) 
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND PETERBOROUGH COMBINED AUTHORITY (CPCA) 
 
 

Devolved Adult Education Budget 2021-22 
ANNEX C: DfE Annual Return 

 
PURPOSE: This return is in compliance with the Ministry of Housing, Communities and 

Local Government’s (MHCLG) National Local Growth Assurance Framework 
(September 2021), Annex C, for return by 31 January 2023. This return sets 
out the successful delivery of Devolved AEB during the third year of devolution, 
within the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Mayoral Combined Authority 
(CPCA). 
 

REPORTING 
YEAR: 

2021/22 Academic Year 

RETURNED 
BY: 

Parminder Singh Garcha, Senior Responsible Officer – Adult Education, 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority 
 

CONTACT 
DETAILS: 

Parminder.SinghGarcha@cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk

AEBDevolution@cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk

ADDRESS: Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority, 2nd Floor, Pathfinder 
House, St Mary’s Street, Huntingdon PE29 3TN 
 

DATE OF 
SUBMISSION: 31 January 2023 

SUBMITTED 
TO: 

Department for Education  
 
Adult.SkillsDevolution@education.gov.uk

GOVERNANCE 
APPROVAL:   

Skills Committee - 9 January 2023 

LOCAL 
ASSURANCE 
FRAMEWORK:   

CPCA’s approved Framework has been published here, setting out 
arrangements for monitoring and evaluation (M&E), including AEB and 
accountable and transparent decision making for grant awards, contracts and 
policy changes. 
 
The required information for Mayoral Combined Authorities to return, as per 
MHCLG’s National Growth Assurance Framework (September 2021), Annex C 
is set out below: 
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Appendix C: AEB Annual Return 2021/22 
 

A. General Context 

 

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority (“the Combined Authority”) has continued 
to build on the strong foundations established over the first two years of devolution since 2019/20. 
AEB is managed by a team of four FTE. Further functions such as finance, legal, marketing and 
procurement are provided corporately.  Data management and analysis is provided through a 
Service Level Agreement with Cambridgeshire Insights (part of Cambridgeshire County Council). 
A top-slice of 3.4% from the AEB allocation is taken to fund the management of the programme.  
 
Governance: The Combined Authority (CA) has continued to ensure strong and rigourous 
governance over AEB, with accountable and transparent decision making and delegation 
through the Skills Committee, in line with the CA’s Constitution.  Key decisions are recommended 
to the CA Board for approval via the Skills Committee.  Papers for all Skills Committee meetings 
(including recordings of live streaming) are available at this link: Skills Committee Meetings   
 
There is open and transparent decision making, with all policy and funding decisions approved 
through the Skills Committee, with key decisions such as funding decisions (above £500,000) and 
key policy changes approved at the Combined Authority Board. All Board and Skills Committee 
reports regarding AEB in 2021/22, are public documents and available on the CA website.   
 
The Skills Committee is chaired by Cllr Lucy Nethsingha (Leader of Cambridgeshire County 
Council) since April 2021. The remaining members of the Skills Committee, are six elected 
members, who are the skills portfolio leads for our constiuent member councils. The Chair of the 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee is also in attendance at Skills Committee.  
 
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee meets monthly to review or scrutinse decisions and 
actions taken by the CA or the Mayor. All papers from the Skills Committee are received by the 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee. Written responses to questions from the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee are provided at the proceeding Skills Committee.  
 
Public Questions: The public may ask questions to the Skills Committee and/or CA Board. To 
note, there was one question from a member of the public regarding adult education in 2021/22.  
 
Programme Management: In compliance with the CA’s Ten-point Project Management Guide, a 
Programme Board is convened half termly, consisting of cross-departmental CA staff, for 
operational performance monitoring and to provide internal challenge and support.  Monthly 
monitoring and highlight reports are produced. A Risk and Issues Register is maintained and 
updated on a monthly basis. These are monitored by the corporate Programme Management 
Office (PMO) with governance through the Programme and Risk Monitoring Committee (PARC) 
that is convened monthly.  
 
Employer Voice: Our co-terminus Local Enterprise Partnership, The Business Board and the 
Employment and Skills Board (the Skills Advisory Panel for the sub-region) also receive reports 
on AEB. Analysis of AEB is included in the Skills Advisory Panel Report. This ensures employer, 
provider and wider stakeholders such as DWP and Universities are able to challenge, support 
and make policy recommendations. An example of this is a Business Board report on Employed 
Status learners and early findings on the impact of AEB since devolution that was presented to 
the Board on 10 January 2022.  
 
Internal Assurance and Audit: RSM were instructed to review internal controls from 
tranasactions made to commissioned AEB providers in 2020/21 and reported findings in February 
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2022. Overall, the final report confirmed that controls in relation to AEB were primarily well 
designed and complied with and the Board can take reasonable assurance that controls upon 
which the CA relies to manage AEB are suitibly designed, consistently applied and effective. The 
report also highlighted recommendations to improve internal processes. These were two medium 
priority actions around strengthening provider due-diligence and reconcilitation processes. one 
will be monitored by the CA’s Audit and Governance Committee.  
 
Audit of Providers: An Audit Plan is in place, with four providers (two FE Colleges and two ITPs) 
receiving a funding audit in 2021/22. External audit firms – RSM and Mazars have been 
instructed to undertake provider financial assurance functions.  
 
Local Assurance Framework: The CA’s Local Assurance Framework sets out the processes for 
ensuring accountable and transparent decision making, roles and resonsibilities, project 
management, monitoring arrangements and evaluation. The first independent evaluation of AEB 
is published here. The second year evaluation is published on the Combined Authority website 
and available here.  
 
Quality Assurance of Providers: In supporting continuous improvement across the system, the 
CA reviews provider’s Self-Assessment Reports and Quaity Improvement Plans and provides 
appropriate feedback. A practicing Ofsted inspector has been engaged to undertake Quality 
Assurance visits for any providers that have not been inspected by Ofsted and develop action-
plan for improvement. Progress monitoring visits are arranged as appropriate.  
 
Continous Improvement Cycle: A Continuous Improvement Cycle has been developed 
following the Internal Audit undertaken by RSM to drive process improvement. This has included 
completion of a peer-review process through the convening of a ‘Deep Dive Panel’ to provide 
external challenge. This resulted in a set of recommendations being taken forward. A ‘Health-
Check’ was also undertaken by  
 

• Adult Education Policies and Funding Flexibilities  
 

The Combined Authority’s vision, set out in the refreshed Employment and Skills Strategy (2022) 
is to enable a successful, globally competitive economy offering high-skilled, well-paid, good 
quality jobs, delivering increased productivity and prosperity to support strong, sustainable and 
healthy communities. This is enabled by an inclusive, world-class local skills system that matches 
the needs of our employers, learners and communities.  The AEB plays a key role in delivering 
outputs and outcomes within the strategy.  In the 2021/22 academic year, we have made 
significant progress towards delivering the strategy and highlights are sumarised below:  
 

• contract with eight grant funded Colleges and Adult Learning Institutes and eight 
Independent Training Providers. Allocations for 2021/22 are published here. 

• support econnomic recovery as per our Local Economic Recovery Strategy through AEB 
funded opportunities for reskilling and upskilling. Building referral routes through DWP for 
the unemployed and the CA’s Growth Works for Skills, our skills brokerage service. A 
Course Finder Tool was created to promote local courses 

• embed the performance management cycle in line with the published process  
and AEB Funding Rules. The Funding Rules were updated three times a year in line with 
national changes such as HGV driver training  

• monitor all providers using the CA’s AEB Performance Dashboard, with Quarterly Review 
Meetings taking place and a risk-proportionate approach taken 

• embed robust contract management processes. This has entailed rebasing the funding 
allocations of providers who were underperforming and terminate contracts for 
unsuccessful providers. Two contracts from 2020/21 were ended for providers who 
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withdrew from AEB delivery. Funding agreements and contracts for high-performing 
providers were also increased in-year to make our local system more responsive 

• responding to the national HGV driver shortage by commissioning at-pace two providers 
locally, working in partnership with the Road Haulauge Association.  

• provide system-leadership, utilising AEB to promote co-operation and partnership in the 
furtherance of our Employment and Skills Strategy. This was co-produced with providers 
and stakeholders, to build trust and partnership. To improve the local skills system through 
regular briefings, intelligence sharing and input into CA policy and process development 

• facilitate opportunities for all providers to contribute to policy and practice through 
convening ‘AEB Think Tank’ workshops. These included input from HOLEX, Association 
of Colleges and Association of Employment and Learning Providers, to provide national 
policy insights and local challenge 

• introduce an Innovation Fund – small grants programme, utilising the AEB ‘recycled’ 
funds from previous years plus a recurrent £0.5m allocation. The Skills Committee of 
September 2021 approved the creation of two additional strands 
within the Innovation Fund, for 1) Provider Capacity Building and 2) Strategic 
PartnershipDevelopment and allocated £0.25m from unallocated AEB from 2020/21 to 
each fund.This created a fund of £1m available for the Innovation Fund for 2021/22. The 
purpose of the fund was refined with the following objectives: 

• Support the Innovative engagement of atypical learners in disadvantaged areas 
• Piloting employer responsive approaches that result in job outcomes 
• Environmental sustainability/net zero projects 
• Continuation funding for a small number of successful projects from 2020/21, that 
require an additional year of funding to test and deliver. 

Fourteen projects were supported and funding of c£0.9m allocated.  

• enable Citizen engagement - Consult with providers, local stakeholders and citizens on 
future funding flexibilities and priorities (over 100 people replied to our open AEB 
consultation in February 2022) providing views on funding policy 

• implemented a responsive ‘light-touch’ commissioning process to bring new HGV provider 
on-board  Four providers have commenced delivery to fill gaps  

• continued to promote the Level 3 Adult Offer / Free Courses for Jobs. Implemented a 
promotional campaign ‘Unlock with Level 3’ to promote the level 3 Offer to potential 
learners. Increasing the proportion of the AEB budget and proportion of enrolments onto 
level 3 courses is a key target for the CA, given the skills gaps in the sub-region. Level 3 
increased from 0.94% of all enrolments in 2019/20 to 3.4% of all enrolments.  

• Greatly increased the communications function and number of press releases, with 
regular coverage in local publications and social media channels to promote AEB and the 
impact in our local communities. Improved the information available on the CA’s website 
with a dedicated AEB webpage 

• Links to some notable good news stories are included below: 
 

https://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/news/307-ukrainian-refugees-in-cambridgeshire-and-

peterborough-have-accessed-english-lessons-to-help-them-resettle/ 

 

https://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/news/combined-authority-funded-hgv-training-driving-

new-careers/ 

 

https://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/news/working-in-ae-inspired-me-to-study-medicine-at-

cambridge-university/ 

 

https://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/news/cambridgeshire-peterborough-combined-authority-

commits-support-the-armed-forces-community/ 
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https://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/news/national-numeracy-day-2022-celebrating-numbers-

in-everyday-life/ 

 

https://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/news/have-your-say-on-improvements-to-adult-

education-spending/ 

 

https://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/news/mayor-meets-haulage-industry-leaders-as-

combined-authority-funding-continues-for-hgv-driver-training/ 

 
https://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/news/salihs-journey-care-leavers-week-case-
study/ 
 
https://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/news/new-skills-bursary-to-help-more-young-
people-leaving-the-care-system-into-good-jobs-and-careers/ 
 
Funding Flexibilities: 
 
We have enhanced our local offer by providing funding flexibilities to broaden access and widen 
participation of adult learners. In 2021/22, they were: 
 

• Fully funding first full level 2 qualifications for 24+ 

• Fully funding first level 3 qualifications (as per Free Courses for Jobs) and additional 
second level 3 flexibilities into growth and foundational sectors 

• Fully funding English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) and allowing delivery in 
the work-place 

• A 4% funding premium for residents living in the 20% relatively most deprived areas in the 
sub-region extended  

• Low wage scheme - threshold increased to £20,000 before fees become payable by 
learners  

• Care Leavers 19-22 Bursary of £1200 to support their continuation in further education 

• Armed Forces Covenant Offer – full-funding for forces and families 

• Level 4 and Level 5 CELTA and TESOL flexibility.  
 

A public consultation is undertaken in February each year, to consult on proposals for funding 
flexibilities and policy changes for the following year. This gives all stakeholders and members of 
the public an opportunity to input and engage with AEB. This is one of the unique benefits of 
devolution in bringing greater transparency and citizen engagement and to our programme. 
 

B. Spend from AEB in 2021/22 academic year 

 

1 August 2021 to 31 July 2022 

Income     

DfE AEB Grant  £ 11,959,794 

DfE Level 3 courses £ 833,623 

Total Income  £12,793,417 

    

Expenditure    

Programme delivery – grants and contracts  £11,105,886 

Programme management  £460,523 

Level 3 courses*  £512,261 

Local Innovation Fund  £499,346 

  Total Spend  £12,578,016 
 

*Reconciliation of level 3 courses and 

further payments relating to 2021/22 

academic year are expected (spend 

c£700K) but not finalised at the time of 

writing this report. 
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https://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/news/new-skills-bursary-to-help-more-young-people-leaving-the-care-system-into-good-jobs-and-careers/
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C. Analysis of Delivery in the Area 

 

The following table sets-out the overall participation for the 2021/22 academic year: 

 

 
 

The trend of increasing participation in adult learning continues in 2021/22. Compared to the 

2020/21 academic year, there was an  

• 8% increase in enrolments  

• 7% increase in learner participation 

• 17% increase in funding earned by providers 

 

D. Local Impact  

 

 

Learners Exercising their Statutory Entitlement to Full Funding  
 
The following table sets out the number of learners, enrolments and adult skills funding that were 
a part of the legal entitlement for eligible learners. That is:  

• English and maths, up to and including level 2, for residents who have not previously 
attained a GCSE grade A* - C or grade 4, or higher, for residents aged 19 and over  

• First full qualification at level 2 for residents irrespective of age; and 

• First full qualification at level 3 for residents aged 19 to 23 

• Essential Digital Skills up to level 1 
 
 

 
 

Funding Category 2021/22 Learner Participation* Number of Enrolments

Adult Skills Learning (Including Learning Support Funding) 8,678 13,392

Community Learning 2,365 3,258

Total 10,550 16,650

Overall Participation in AEB Funded Provision

Source – Individualised Learner Record (2021/22, R14), Education and Skills Funding Agency 

NOTE: *Learners are counted using a count of UKPRN+Learner Reference Number. A learner who has taken part in learning 

across multiple providers may, therefore, be double counted. As a learner can enrol in multiple learning aims an 

individual may have taken part in both Adult Skil ls and Community Learning aims. Therefore the total will  not equal an 

addition between the number of Adult Skil ls Learners and Community Learners

Entitlement 2021/22 Learner Participation* Number of Enrolments

Digital 38 39

English 902 991

Maths 741 799

Level 2 36 36

Level 3 152 160

All Entitlement 1,542 2,025

Non-Entitlement 7,562 11,367

Total Adult Skills 8,678 13,392

Source – Individualised Learner Record (2021/22, R14), Education and Skil ls Funding Agency 

NOTE: * Learners are counted using a count of UKPRN+Learner Reference Number. A learner who has taken part in 

learning across multiple providers may, therefore, be double counted. As a learner can enrol in multiple learning aims 

an individual may have taken part in both Adult Skil ls and Community Learning aims. Therefore the total will  not equal 

an addition between the number of Adult Skil ls Learners and Community Learners
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There was a modest increase in participation in learner entitlement by 2.8% compared to 2020/21. 
However, enrolments in English and maths have remained static between years. Enrolments on 
Essential Digital Skills entitlements are slowly growing but have remained low. Since devolution, the 

number of ESOL enrolments increased in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. There was a +23% 
increase between 2020/21 and 2021/22.   
 

E. Achievmements  

 

 

The following table shows the enrolments for 2021/22 against their completion status: 

 

 

The table below shows the enrolment by funding model and their achievement status: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Funding 

Model 

Total 

Enrolments Achieved

Partial 

Achievement 

No 

Achievement 

Withdrawal, 

Break in Learning 

or Transfer to new aim

Study 

Continuing or 

Outcome Unknown

Adult Skills 13,392 9,977 51 750 1,670 944

Community Learning 3,258 2,936 10 35 212 65

All Enrolments 16,650 12,913 61 785 1,882 1,009

Source – Individualised Learner Record (2021/22, R14), Education and Skills Funding Agency 

Funding

Model 

Total 

Enrolments

Completed 

Learning 

Activities

Withdrawal

Break in Learning 

or Transfer to New Aim

Study Continuing

Adult Skills 13,392 10,780 1,670 942

Community Learning 3,258 2,981 212 65

All Enrolments 16,650 13,761 1,882 1,007

Source – Individualised Learner Record (2021/22, R14), Education and Skills Funding Agency 
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3.1– APPENDIX 2 AEB Additional Local participation data 2021/22  

TABLE A - Participation in AEB funded learning in 2021/22 – by learner residence 

Local Authority of Learner 

Residence 

Adult Skills and Community Learning 

Number of 

Learners 

% of Learners in 

CPCA 

% Change with 

2020/21 

Cambridge 1,407 14% 0% 

East Cambridgeshire 608 6% -18% 

Fenland 1,318 14% +15% 

Huntingdonshire 1,379 14% -5% 

Peterborough 3,695 38% +22% 

South Cambridgeshire 1,305 13% +2% 

Unknown X X X 

Total 9,709   +8% 

 

TABLE B - Participation in AEB funded learning in 2021/22 by learner’s residence 

 Number of Learners by Learner Residence 

Local Authority of Learner 

Residence 

Adult Skills Community Learning 

Number 

of 

Learners 

% of 

Learners in 

Local 

Authority 

Number of 

Learners 

% of Learners 

in Local 

Authority 

Cambridge 1,072 76% 461 33% 

East Cambridgeshire 508 84% 124 20% 

Fenland 1,001 76% 369 28% 

Huntingdonshire 1,187 86% 277 20% 

Peterborough 3,518 96% 413 11% 

South Cambridgeshire 989 76% 412 32% 

Unknown X X X                          X 

Total 8,269 85% 2,059 21% 
 

NOTES:  TABLE A and B:  

• Learners are calculated as a distinct count of Unique Learner Number.  

• Because a learner can enrol in multiple qualifications throughout a year under both funding models 

and whilst moving between local authorities, the total number of learners will not necessarily match 

the sum of an individual set of categories 

• Includes learners who started in the 2021/22 academic year and active enrolments continuing over 

from 2020/21 

• Values marked X have been suppressed due to a small or disclosive value below '10' 

• Source: Individualised Learner Record 2021/22 R14 and 2020/21 R14, ESFA 
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TABLE C:  AEB Total Enrolments by qualification level in 2021/22 

 

Notional 

Level of 

Learning 

Aim 

TOTAL Enrolments (incl. Adult Skills and Community Learning) 

Number of Enrolments % Of Total % Change with 2020/21 

Entry Level 3,522 21% +14% 

Level 1 3,508 21% +4% 

Level 2 6,479 39% +13% 

Level 3 568 3% +157% 

Level 5 10 0% N/A 

Other Level 2,563 15% -13% 

Total 16,650   +8% 

 

TABLE D: AEB Enrolments split by Adult Skills and Communication by qualification levels in 2021/22 

 

Notional 

Level of 

Learning 

Aim 

Adult Skills Community Learning 

Number of Enrolments % Of Total 

Number of 

Enrolments % Of Total 

Entry Level 3,140 23% 382 12% 

Level 1 3,291 25% 217 7% 

Level 2 6,383 48% 96 3% 

Level 3 568 4% 0 0% 

Level 5 10 0% 0 0% 

Other Level 0 0% 2,563 79% 

Total 13,392   3,258   

 

Notes: TABLE C and D 

Includes learning which started in the 2021/22 academic year and active enrolments continuing over from 

2020/21 

Source: Individualised Learner Record 2021/22 and 2020/21 R14, ESFA 
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Agenda Item No: 3.2 

ESOL Local Planning Annual Report  
 
To:    Skills Committee 
 
Meeting Date:  9 January 2023 
 
Public report: Yes 

 
Lead Member: Councillor Lucy Nethsingha, Lead Member for Skills  
 
From:  Parminder Singh Garcha, Senior Responsible Officer - Adult Education 
 
Key decision:    No  
 
Forward Plan ref:  N/A 

 
Recommendations:   The Skills Committee is recommended to: 

 
a) Receive the ESOL Local Planning Partnerships Annual Report 

and note the considerable progress made to date  
 

b) Note and comment on the key deliverables for the ESOL Local 
Planning Partnerships for 2023/24   

 

c) Note the City of Sanctuary scheme  

 

 

Voting arrangements: A simple majority of all Members present and voting 
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1. Purpose 

 
1.1  To provide an update on the progress made by the two ESOL Local Planning Partnerships 

that were established to improve the co-ordination and delivery of ESOL and related 
provision to improve integration and employment opportunities for refugee and migrant 
communities.  

 
1.2 To note and comment on the deliverables for ESOL Local Planning Partnerships for 

2023/24 and note the City of Sanctuary scheme.  
 

2.  Background  
 
2.1 ESOL Local Planning Partnerships fully align with the Combined Authority’s Employment 

and Skills Strategy (2022) in delivering pillars three and four: 

• Lifelong and Life wide Learning – by improving access to courses, the 
quality of ESOL courses and capacity-building of new types of provision 

• Support into and between work – by improving guidance and signposting to 
employment support, providing intensive and vocational ESOL that leads to 
employment. 

 
2.2 At the Skills Committee on 10 November 2021, members unanimously supported the 

implementation of a new way-of-working to better co-ordinate ESOL provision through the 
formation of ESOL Local Planning Partnerships (‘ESOL Partnerships’) – one for the North 
(covering Peterborough, Fenland and Huntingdonshire) and one for the South (Cambridge 
City, East, and South Cambridgeshire).  

 
2.3 ESOL Partnerships are a multi-agency and multidisciplinary approach to co-ordination of 

ESOL and community integration strategies in a defined geography. The aim is to provide 
independent and impartial system-leadership across public sector actors (DWP, Strategic 
Migration Partnership, local authorities, health, and police), adult education providers, civic, 
faith and voluntary organisations. Public sector partners can be expanded or reduced 
depending on the focus as can others such as business support agencies.  

 
2.4 The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough ESOL Partnerships were constituted in January 

2022 and have each met four times, with valuable inputs from the Strategic Migration 
Partnership, DWP and NATECLA. The South partnership is chaired by Cllr Dr Alex Bulat 
and the North partnership will be chaired by Cllr Sam Foye.  

 
2.5 The Annual Report for the ESOL Partnerships is included in Appendix 1 to the report. The 

Partnerships have responsibilities to make recommendations to the Combined Authority 
and other partners to drive improvements to the system. Key achievements include  

• Piloting a fully funded ESOL Teacher Training programme to attract new entrants 
into FE teaching - City College Peterborough recruited and trained 9 new ESOL 
teachers through this pilot, which is being rolled-out 

• Securing additional funding from DLUHC to support BN(O) status holders from Hong 
Kong – 53 learners have received ESOL through this route and £33,055 claimed  

• Influencing funding for ESOL in Wisbech through ESF funded projects 

• Delivering a successful hybrid ESOL Conference, hosted by Cambridge Regional 
College – with attendance from 80 delegates and valuable insights from practitioners 

• Lobbying and influencing the delivery of Intensive ESOL for work 
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• Improving FE programmes of study for newly arrived young people.  
 
2.6   Key deliverables for the ESOL Partnerships for 2023/24 are: 

• To appoint provider(s) to implement the ESOL Single Point of Contact (SPOC) 

• Build capacity and bring new provision on stream with Intensive ESOL for Work 
programmes (including through the AEB Third Sector Commission) 

• Continue the ESOL Teacher Training programme (CELTA and TESOL) and double the 
number of ESOL Teachers being trained 

• Affiliate to the City of Sanctuary scheme with a focus on Trauma-Informed practice in 
post-16 and FE settings 

• Provide enrichment for Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking young people aged 19+ 

• Embed numeracy/maths into ESOL through the new Multiply programme 

• Deliver CPD in partnership with NATECLA 

• Deliver a second ESOL Conference with partners to showcase best practice 

• Disseminate best practice in ESOL for Integration and employment.  
 
These priorities have been developed in co-production with partners.  

 
2.7      City and College of Sanctuary scheme 
 

Over 30 councils have joined the network to become Councils and/or Cities of Sanctuary. 
Cambridge City Council and Peterborough City Council have already signed as non-
awarded members of City of Sanctuary, as has West Yorkshire Combined Authority. The 
vision of City of Sanctuary UK is for the UK to be a welcoming place of safety for all and 
proud to offer sanctuary to people fleeing violence and persecution. To realise this vision, 
City of Sanctuary UK supports a network of groups, which includes cities, towns, villages, 
boroughs, and regions across the UK. The Combined Authority may wish to consider 
joining this network in the future.  

 
2.8 Schools, Colleges and Universities can also accredit under this programme and benefit 

from best practice and resources. In the East of England, the University of East Anglia and 
University of Essex have accredited to date. The opportunity was disseminated to 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Further and Higher Education Institutions. Inspire 
Education Group (Peterborough College) have subsequently been assessed and are 
awaiting final accreditation as our first ‘College of Sanctuary’.  

 

Significant Implications 

 

3. Financial Implications 

 
3.1 At the Skills Committee of 7 November 2022, a budget of £70,000 was approved for ESOL 

Local Planning Partnerships and implementation of the SPOC from the AEB Local 
Innovation Fund for the 2022/23 academic year.  

 

4. Legal Implications  
 
4.1 Under orders made from the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction 

Act 2009, adult education functions from the Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning 
Act 2009 were transferred from the Secretary of State for Education to Cambridgeshire and 
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Peterborough Combined Authority from August 2019 as part of the Devolution Agreement. 
The recommendations within this report support the discharging of these functions.  

 
4.2 The Combined Authority discharges its devolved adult education functions with due regard  

the DfE Statutory Guidance for Devolved AEB for Combined Authorities (July 2018) 
ensuring that all underspent AEB, as a ringfenced budget is ‘recycled’ and utilised for adult 
education. 

 

5. Public Health implications 
 
5.1 The recommendations outlined in this report have positive implications for public health. 

Participation in adult learning improves the health and wellbeing of participants and wider 
society. Additionally, AEB funds skills training for professionals in the health care sector as 
well as short courses for adults on managing physical, mental health and wellbeing. 
Supporting mental wellbeing through trauma-informed practice is one of the priorities for the 
ESOL Planning Partnerships for 2022/23. 

 

6. Environmental and Climate Change Implications 
 
6.1 The recommendations outlined in this report have neutral positive implications for the 

environment.  
   

7. Other Significant Implications 
 
7.1 The recommendations outlined in this report have due regard to the Combined Authority’s 

Equalities duties under the Equality Act 2010 in implementing funding policies which seek 
to widen participation and make learning opportunities more accessible for all citizens 
including all protected characteristics.  

 

8. Appendices 
 
8.1 Appendix 1 – Annual Report of ESOL Local Planning Partnerships 2021/22 
 
 

9. Background Papers 
 

• Skills Committee Report – ESOL Local Planning, 10 November 2021  
 

• Cities of Sanctuary Website 
 

• Schools of Sanctuary Website 
 

• Colleges of Sanctuary Website 
 

• Universities of Sanctuary Website  
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1. Foreword                        
Cllr Dr Alex Bulat  

I am delighted to introduce our first Annual Report for the 
2021/22 year for our newly formed ESOL Local Planning 
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. 

I am the chairperson for the South partnership, covering      
East and South Cambridgeshire and Cambridge City. We are 
searching for a chair and vice-chair for the North partnership 
covering Peterborough, Fenland and Huntingdonshire.  

I am proud to represent the Abbey division on Cambridgeshire County Council. When I 
was elected in 2021, I became the first Romanian-born County Councillor in the UK. 

When I am not in council meetings or doing casework, I work with various migrants' 
rights organisations as a project manager, researcher, and campaigner. I also co-founded the 
Migrant Democracy Project, working at the intersection between migration and democracy, 
encouraging residents to participate in our democratic processes. 

I could not have imagined that I would be in local politics when I moved to the UK in 
2012. I was 18 years old, and like many people moving to this country, I struggled with 
English in my first months living here. Becoming confident speaking English was essential for 
my study and work in the UK, but also being able to make friends in my new home. I would 
like to see everyone who makes their life in the UK to be able to learn English in an 
environment that is welcoming and supportive. 

I am really pleased that we are one of the Mayoral Combined Authorities (MCA) in 
England with a directed elected Mayor, Dr Nik Johnson. We have responsibility for 
commissioning and designing the Adult Education Budget (AEB), which has been devolved to 
us locally since 2019/20. AEB is the primary source of funding for English for Speakers of 
Other Languages (ESOL) and so as a devolved area, we can plan and shape provision locally 
to better meet our residents’ needs. 

We do this in line with the Mayor’s values of Compassion, Co-operation, and 
Community through a process of listening, co-design and co-production with our partners, 
stakeholders and local residents. The Local Planning Partnerships are our mechanism for 
achieving this. I see this work as a migration researcher and campaigner, but also through my 
lived experience as a migrant - and now new British citizen.  

This report aims to celebrate our key achievements in our first year, showcasing 
learner experiences and good practice in the case studies and set the course for future years. 
I hope it will provide a useful resource for other areas considering adoption of our approach. 
ESOL provision is crucial for our communities across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, and 
I am glad we can work on the new local partnerships together.  

 

Cllr Dr Alex Bulat 

Chair – ESOL Local Planning Partnership – South  
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1508 ESOL learners 

2872 enrolments  

£1.3m AEB spend on ESOL

18% increase in completed ESOL enrolments between 
2020/21 and 2021/22

9 main providers of ESOL and 4 sub-contractors 

10 new ESOL Teachers trained

53 Hong Kong BN(Os) supported through additional 
Welcome Funding 

ESOL by 
Numbers 

 
A summary of ESOL 

delivery in 
Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough in 2021/22 
funded by AEB  

 
(Source: R14 ILR  

Adult Skills & Community 
Learning) 

 

•  

ESOL Delivery Locations in 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough for 
2021/22. Around 94% of ESOL learning is 
delivered in the area and 6% remotely.  
 
Peterborough  
➢ City College Peterborough   
➢ Peterborough College  

- GLADCA  
Fenland 
➢ Cambridgeshire Skills 
➢ College of West Anglia 

 
East Cambridgeshire 
➢ Cambridgeshire Skills 
➢ West Suffolk College 

 
Greater Cambridgeshire  
➢ Cambridge Regional College 
➢ Cambridgeshire Skills 

- Cambridge English Language 
Society 

- United Learning Trust  
➢ Workers Education Association 

Huntingdonshire  
➢ Cambridgeshire Skills  
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2. Introduction  
 
2.1 English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) is the term used for English language 
courses taken by people whose first language is not English and who need English to 
communicate in daily life. Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority (the 
‘Combined Authority’) is responsible for planning, commissioning, and funding ESOL courses 
in our area.  
 
2.2   This report is our first Annual Report since forming our new ESOL Local Planning 
Partnerships and aims to report progress to the Skills Committee and other interested parties. 
It also aims to showcase the best of devolution by showing what can be achieved through 
partnership when local areas are able to convene, capitalise on freedoms and funding 
flexibilities- identifying local solutions. It also aims to provide wider stakeholders with resources 
and case-studies to inspire improvements to the ESOL and wider education system. 
 
2.3   The background is that under Theresa May’s government, the Integrated Communities 
Green Paper (March 2018) was published for consultation. It outlined the Government's vision 
for building an integrated and multicultural environment where people of all backgrounds live, 
work, learn and socialise together, based on shared rights, responsibilities, and opportunities.  

 
2.3  The Green Paper highlighted, how an individual's lack of proficiency in English may hinder 
their ability to integrate by limiting opportunities to get a job, to mix with people from different 
backgrounds, and to participate in community life and access vital services such as health. In 
addition, the strategy stated that the landscape of English language can be difficult to navigate 
and there is too little provision at the early stages of learning, with providers struggling to meet 
demand at pre-entry and entry levels. 
 
2.4 Development of an ESOL Strategy for England was a previous Government manifesto 
commitment which to date has not been published. However, at a local level, the Combined 
Authority is the primary funder of ESOL and many of the issues highlighted in the 
Integrated Communities Green Paper are still prevalent. Therefore, at the Skills Committee in 
November 2021, members approved the proposal to develop a coherent local plan and 
approach. Looking at national best practice, Greater Manchester and London Authorities had 
established ESOL Local Planning Partnerships and a Single Point of Contact (SPOC).  
 

2.5  Stakeholders and partners had escalated concerns to the Combined Authority that there is 
currently no central or regional planning of ESOL to address the challenges such as a lack of 
provision and capacity, waiting lists and access to wider support. Colleagues from the 
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), the Strategic Migration Partnership (SMP) for the 
Eastern Region and our constituent councils and local Voluntary and Community 
Organisations also reported challenges in the ESOL local system. These challenges are 
sumarised in the table overleaf.  
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 Challenges in the ESOL system 
 

 

patterns of ESOL provision, funding and attendance are complex and inconsistent. 
No one organisation has a grip on provision and so sign-posting is haphazard  

 

a lack of intensive, full-time ESOL to accelerate language acquisition, progression, 
and integration into British society 

 

a lack of vocational and intensive ESOL leading directly and swiftly into 
employment 

 
lack of clear signposting to the different types of provision and ensuring the right 
learner is on the right level of course 

 

courses can be inflexible to meet needs, especially for those who are working or 
with caring responsibilities, often with long waiting-lists 

 
lack of sufficient qualified ESOL teachers 
 

 
2.6 The Combined Authority nor any other agency locally does not have a systematic way to 
quantify demand and therefore address specific gaps for different types of learners. Due to the 
academic year cycle, often learning organisations have planned their courses on a termly 
cycle, which can be inflexible for residents.  
 
2.7 Partners in the Voluntary and Community Sector report that there is a general lack of 
awareness of ESOL and other support to improve skills. In some cases, people may not want 
to learn English, but may be encouraged to do so, if the right outreach is in place and 
accessing provision is made as easy as possible. 
 
2.8 There is a lack of coherence and local leadership of ESOL with different organisations 
responsible for parts of the system. Referral organisations may not be aware there are a 
variety of different funding streams and eligibility criteria. Learners may be told they are 
ineligible for provision for fully funded provision and may be unaware they may be eligible 
under a different funding stream at another provider. 
 
2.9 Providers have reported there is a lack of suitably qualified and proficient ESOL teachers in 
the region, to increase capacity and meet demand from learners and employers. 
 
2.10 Multiple departments including the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and 
Communities, Home Office, DWP and DfE, have all funded ESOL, with different criteria. With 
its convening power and devolved AEB, the Combined Authority is positioned to provide 
strategic leadership, regional coherence, and co-ordination across multiple funding streams for 
ESOL to ensure quality, greater impact, and better outcomes for local communities. 
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3. Our Approach to ESOL Local Planning Partnerships 
 

3.1 ESOL Local Planning (also known as ESOL Partnerships) is a multi-agency and 
multidisciplinary approach to co-ordination of ESOL and community integration strategies in a 
defined geography. The aim is to provide independent and impartial system-leadership across 
public sector actors (DWP, SMP, local authorities, health, and police), adult education 
providers, civic, faith and voluntary organisations. Public sector partners can be expanded or 
reduced depending on the focus as can others such as business support agencies. National 
good practice has been published by DfE, Education and Training Foundation and Learning 
and Work Institute, for ESOL Local Planning, referenced in this report. Other Combined 
Authorities such as Manchester have successfully established ESOL SPOC. 
 

3.2 We have implemented ESOL Local Planning Partnerships (ESOL LPP) in the Combined 
Authority area. Given the unique geography of the sub-region, we have established two ESOL 
Local Planning Partnerships:  
 
 North - covering Peterborough, Fenland and Huntingdonshire 
 South - covering Cambridge City, East, and South Cambridgeshire 

 
3.3 Our strategic intention is for ESOL LPPs to provide a ‘network governance’ model, 
grounded in communities, to improve the planning, delivery, and impact of ESOL locally. LPPs 
will address gaps, ensure better connectivity and signposting, widening reach and improving 
access to employment and wider support. 
 
3.4 ESOL LPP will also support continuous improvement ESOL, through promoting good 
practice, opportunities for continuing professional development, sharing lessons learned, 
supporting increased quality of provision locally and ensuring it is tailored to local need. This 
will result in: 
 
✓ Increased staff capability, capacity, and morale through development opportunities 

and collaborative working on shared issues and challenges 
✓ Improved ability to secure external funding, potentially increasing investment in ESOL 

provision and infrastructure locally (e.g., UKSPF, DHLUC and Home Office funding) 
✓ Increased visibility of English language – internally and to local strategic partners, 

leading to further improvements in provision (e.g., new progression routes, links with 
external agencies and services) 

✓ Improving the quality of data which underpins the planning and delivery of ESOL to 
balance demand with labour market and community need 

✓ Removing duplication of provision to improve efficiency 
✓ ESOL strategy development is a part of the wider Essential Skills Route Map 
✓ Collaboration with partners to create an independent and impartial single point of 

Contact, improved navigation for learners from IAG to business support. 
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According to the 2021 census, 102,788 residents aged 3+ did not speak English as a main 
language in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, this equates to 12% of the regional 
population. This is higher than the proportion in England of 9%.  
 
Out of these 17,607 residents could not speak English well or at all, this is 2% of the 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 3+ population (in England the proportion is also 2%) 
and 17% of the population who do not speak English as a first language (this is lower than 
the proportion in England of 20%) 
 
Compared to the 2011 census, there has been a 46% increase the number of residents 
who do not speak English as a main language (from 70,561 residents in 2011 to 102,788 
residents in 2021). As a proportion of the total population this is an increase from 9% of the 
population in 2011 to 12% of the population in 2021. This is higher than England where the 
population of those who did not speak English as a Main Language increased by 24%, 
increasing from 8% of the population in 2011 to 9% of the population in 2021. 
 
Further analysis of Census 2021 data as it pertains to ESOL Local Planning will be 
presented and considered during 2022/23. 

CENSUS 2021 HEADLINES 
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4. Membership of the ESOL Local Planning Partnerships 2021/22 

NORTH 
Chair – Vacant 
Vice Chair – Vacant 
Cambridgeshire Care Leavers Service  
Cambridgeshire Skills  
City College Peterborough  
College of West Anglia  
DWP  
Fenland District Council  
Ferry Project 
GLADCA 
NATECLA  
Near Neighbours  
PARCA  
Peterborough College 
Peterborough City Council 
Strategic Migration Partnership 

 

SOUTH  
Chair – Cllr Dr Alex Bulat 

Vice Chair – Vacant 
Cambridgeshire Care Leavers Service  

Cambridge Regional College  
Cambridgeshire Skills  

 College of West Anglia  
DWP  

NATECLA  
Strategic Migration Partnership 

South Cambs District Council 
WEA  

West Suffolk College  
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5. Key Achievements 2021/22 

✓ Four ESOL Planning Partnership Meetings held online 

via Teams with good consistent attendance from members 

✓ One in-person good practice conference held at Cambridge 
Regional College in partnership with NATECLA and SMP 

with 40 attendees in person and 40+ online 

✓ Budget secured to establish the ESOL SPOC 

✓ ESOL Teacher training pilot completed by City College
Peterborough (offering fully funded Level 5 TESOL) 

✓ Mapping of ESOL Offer underway 

✓ Intensive and Vocational ESOL offers under development  

✓ Additional ‘Welcome’ Funding for BNOS accessed 

✓ ESOL Data Analysis undertaken and shared.

During year one of the ESOL Planning
Partnerships – we were at the ‘forming’ phase
of development. Considerable progress has
been made with close partnership working
towards ‘norming’. Key achievements are
sumarised below:
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6. Our Focus and Forward Plan for 2022/23 
The first year focused on bringing partners together, identifying challenges and coming up 
with collective solutions, for year two and beyond. These are summarised in the table below: 

Continue to Deliver             Deliverables for 2022/23 
 

1. Partnership Meetings to facilitate co-production 
✓ Four virtual meetings to be held for 
each partnership and one in-person 
bringing both partnerships together 

Chair for North Partnership to be inducted and 
Vice Chairs for North and South Partnerships 
recruited 

✓ One best practice conference to be held 
bringing together both Planning 
Partnerships and showcasing the best of 
our sub-region in Autumn 2023 

Membership to be broadened to include health 
and community safety representatives 

  2. Data, Evidence, and Insights to inform provision planning 
✓ Sharing ESOL participation data and 
trends to inform planning 

Dissemination of data Deep Dive from Census 
2021 to inform planning 

✓ Sharing data and insights of ESOL 
need and ‘on the ground’ experience 

ESOL mapping of totality of ‘offer’ including 
informal provision and integration support in 
the first six-months while asylum claims are 
being processed 

   3. Delivery and System Improvement 
✓ Continue with ESOL full funding 
through AEB incl. ESOL in the workplace  

Appointment of partner organisation(s) to 
develop and deliver the ESOL SPOC 

✓ ESOL Teacher Training Pilot Double the number of ESOL Teachers Trained  
 Increasing Intensive and Vocational ESOL for 

work 
 Improving employment support  
 Improving the offer for Unaccompanied 

Asylum-seeking young people 
 Mapping the totality of the ESOL offer (incl. 

support for Asylum Seekers in first six months) 
 Trauma-informed practice training rolled-out 
 Multiply (adult numeracy) offer for ESOL 

learners 

 4. Strategic Developments 
✓ Formation of ESOL Local Planning 

Partnerships  
Co-production of Essential Skills Route Map  
(To incorporate Literacy, Numeracy, ESOL, 
Essential Digital Skills and Work Readiness) 

 Promote and support the signing of pledges for 
the Cities of Sanctuary movement, including 
schools, colleges, and universities of 
sanctuary in Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough. 
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 7. Case Studies  
 
This section captures a selection of case studies from partners in Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough, that partners have kindly shared and led the way in developing new ways of 
working. These showcase the best of working in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough but are 
only a snapshot of the great work being undertaken by our partners.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rachel Öner – NATECLA, National Co-chair and Committee Member of the East of England 
Branch shares reflections from our first joint ESOL Conference for Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough.  
 
A unique event was held on 14 October 2022. The day saw the coming together of the 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority, the East of England Local Government 
Association (EELGA) and NATECLA, who jointly put on a hybrid conference at Cambridge 
Regional College. The event focused on one of the most important issues facing the ESOL 
sector at this time: supporting refugees in ESOL classes.  
 
Though the event was locally organised, we were able to take our conference message to 
national level as colleagues from other combined authorities and strategic migration 
partnerships from across the UK joined online. It was fantastic to see the support of other 
organisations regional representatives such as the Education and Training Foundation, Holex, 
Accentis, DWP and local councils (to name a few). Together we were able to shout out the 
message of just how significant the need was for further support for refugees to integrate, by 
providing English classes, and support tutors and other professionals assisting refugees. 
 
The Conference was Chaired by Cllr Dr Alex Bulat, who provided insights both from her 
professional research, casework and lived experience as the first Romanian-heritage County 
Councillor in England. The Conference was opened by a message from Mayor Dr Nik Johnson, 
who was unable to attend in-person but sent a message of support and some wildflower seeds 
for delegates to plant!  
 
The event had a superb line up of speakers and case studies to share. The first speaker was 
Rebecca McCallum, the Education, Training and Employment Coordinator for Care leavers, 
from Cambridgeshire County Council. Rebecca captures the voices of young people who she 
supports in her role. She presented an engaging summary of ESOL for Unaccompanied 
Asylum Seekers, looking at wonderful case studies of young people being supported in ESOL 
and vocational courses at our local colleges.  

Case Study One – Closer partnership working and sharing best practice 

“Together we were able to shout-out the message of just how significant the need was to 
further support refugees to integrate through English classes, and support tutors and 

other professionals assisting refugees.” 
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Next, we heard form Gill Searl, the regional ESOL lead at EELGA presenting the report 
findings on Wellbeing and Work for Refugee Integration in the East of England. It was 
wonderful to hear how their project overachieved on their targets for refugees accessing 
wellbeing services as well as facilitating work-placement or course opportunities.    
 
This was followed by my session on one of the very important areas in ESOL provision: 
Trauma Informed Practice. Many of our ESOL learners suffer trauma. In this session, 
delegates got an insight on the common causes of trauma and how that trauma manifests 
itself. A taster of strategies that tutors can use in their classes to make ESOL more 
‘accessible’ to anyone experiencing trauma. 
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A key takeaway message was that support for this cohort of learners can be enhanced by 
ensuring that mental health training should be part of a whole organisational approach to 
supporting refugees in our provision.   
 
Then finally, Dr Pat Carrington of City College Peterborough showcased their TESOL 
Teacher Training programme. The ESOL LPPs have discussed the shortage of good ESOL 
teachers in the region. Delegates were delighted to hear a case study from a former course 
participant and newly qualified ESOL teacher, Marta Pilinska explaining the difference the 
course had made to her career and confidence! Marta has already started teaching ESOL.  

 
Special thanks to all the partners involved in this conference:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cambridgeshire Skills are the adult education department of Cambridgeshire County 
Council, supporting around 1500 learners each year through skills training and community 
learning. The main delivery sites are the newly renovated March Community Centre in 
Fenland, libraries and various community venues in East Cambridgeshire, 
Huntingdonshire, and Greater Cambridge. In addition, Cambridgeshire Skills work with 11 
sub-contractors, including Village Colleges and third sector organisations to provide 
education and training in the community.  Cambridgeshire Skills’ curriculum intent is to 
empower the most vulnerable residents, including those in rural communities and areas of 
deprivation across Cambridgeshire, to progress to further study, employment and 
volunteering and enhance their career opportunities. Cambridgeshire Skills were inspected 
by Ofsted in March 2022 and continue to be judged ‘good’. The inspectors shone a 
spotlight on ESOL in the report. 

  

 

 

 

 

  

Case Study Two – Cambridgeshire Skills Ofsted & Learner testimonials  

“Learners gain significant benefits from their courses. Those studying English for 
Speakers of other languages, who previously felt isolated, now are confident to take an 
active part in community projects. For example, volunteering at their children’s Schools 
and collecting nappies, medicine, and other provisions to help Ukrainian Refugees.”  - 

Ofsted Inspection report: Cambridgeshire County Council 
(23 and 24 March 2022) 
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Cambridgeshire Skills are a key ESOL learning organisation for rural communities and 
market towns with around 300+ ESOL learners each year.  Their success is key to wider 
improvement in the education system, given their 
reach. Key findings are summarised below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
➢ Tutors teach literacy and IT to help learners of the traveller communities to access 

vocational courses such as heavy goods vehicle driving courses. This helps them to gain 
employment that is in demand locally. This also helps traveller communities to integrate 
with residents and employers 

➢ Leaders and managers monitor and evaluate the quality of education effectively. 
They accurately identify teaching strategies that tutors need to improve. Leaders 
then provide relevant professional development sessions that enable teachers to 
improve their practice. Tutors value this approach to their continued professional 
development and feel that their workload is appropriately managed. 

➢ Tutors skillful use of feedback enables learners to know what they have done well and 
what they need to further improve. In English, tutors carefully correct learners’ 
pronunciation and intonation, enabling them to improve their communication, grow in 
confidence and enhance their vocabulary. 

                              

 
Cambridgeshire Skills deliver adult 

education at various venues including the 
refurbished March Community Centre in 

Fenland. A £400k capital grant from CPCA 
supported the refurbishments to create a 

safe and welcoming learning environment. 

➢ Learners enjoy a positive learning experience, 
developing purposeful relationships with fellow 
learners while studying. This helps them to 
improve interpersonal and social skills and 
consider future opportunities  

➢ Learners develop skills to access employment 
and participate in society 

➢ Leaders work effectively with a range of 
employers and local agencies. For example, 
they work with employers in the agricultural 
sector by arranging English onsite during 
migrant workers’ shifts  
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City College Peterborough are the largest ESOL learning organisation in the sub-region, with 
over 500+ ESOL learners each year. Recognised as a centre for excellence for ESOL, they 
also train ESOL teachers delivering the level 5 TESOL qualification.  Pam Walker is an ESOL 
teacher at the college and shares a testimonial about Jabin Waljln, an adult returner studying 
ESOL at entry-level 2. 
 
Jabin is of Indian heritage and has been living in the UK for many years, before finally 
plucking up the courage to enrol for ESOL to learn English “properly”, as she puts it.  Prior to 
joining the course, she communicated with others mainly by drawing on ready phrases she 
had picked up from her environment, primarily the Asian community in Peterborough. She 
often felt self-conscious.  
 
Once her children had graduated and left home, she felt even more socially isolated and at a 
disadvantage both in terms of her work as a matchmaker, helping people in her community to 
find life partners, as well as in her own life. This led her to enquire about ESOL at City College 
to improve her English communication and interpersonal skills. 
 
Five months into her course, Jabin has developed not only vital speaking skills but has also 
improved her writing and therefore her performance at work. She beamed with pride when 
telling her tutor how much her confidence has improved when talking to people and she is 
finding it much easier to find the social contacts required in her job. Her manager recently 
confirmed the improvements she had noticed in Jabin’s work.  
 
Not only is Jabin visibly happier and more confident but her family members are also proud of 
her, that after so many years of struggling with her English communication and the isolation 
she felt, she’s found a new lease of life. She is even talking about some of her family 
members wanting to attend with her at the end of the course. 

 

Case Study Three – City College Peterborough 

“Jabin beamed with pride when telling her tutor how much her confidence has 
improved when talking to people and how she is finding it much easier to find the 

social contacts required in her job. Her manager recently confirmed the 
improvements she’d noticed in Jabin’s work.”  

– Pam Walker - City College Peterborough 

 
 

Photo Credit: City College Peterborough 
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Taking Language Learning on the Road 

The College of West Anglia (CWA) began a brand-new initiative, offering to drive out to local 
employers in Fenland and the wider Fens to deliver free English for Speakers of Other 
Languages (ESOL) lessons to prospective students. 

The unique project was the first of its kind in the area to pilot the delivery of free lessons to 
employees within a workplace setting to help them improve their English language skills for in-
work progression and integration into British society. Through an Innovation Fund project, 
funded by the CPCA through devolved AEB, the college were able to lease a dedicated ‘ESOL 
Van’, purchase chrome books and teaching resources to assemble ‘pop-up’ ESOL classes on 
employer premises across the Fens, wherever they are needed and responding to employer 
demand. Through workplace delivery, the college aims to remove barriers for residents 
wishing to improve their skills by accessing learning around shifts, reducing travel, and 
delivering within a familiar environment.  

 EE         
                   ESOL students pictured with lecturer Anna Hodkinson  
                   Photo: Courtesy of College of West Anglia 

  

Case Study Four – College of West Anglia 

“We are delighted to be able to offer fully funded ESOL courses to employers and 
employees within Fenland with support from CPCA. This is a wonderful opportunity for 

employees to upskill within a workplace setting and improve their language learning 
within the wider community.” 

- David Pomfret, CWA Chief Executive and Principal 
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Cambridge Regional College (CRC) enrol over 250 adult ESOL students each year and have 
been pioneering vocational and intensive ESOL in the region. They are also building ESOL 
teacher capacity by offering the level 5 CELTA qualification. Here are a selection of case 
studies and learner testimonials from CRC, compiled by Jeni Prettyman from CRC: 
 

 
 
J is from Sudan and came from Lebanon to the UK as part of the Vulnerable Persons 
Resettlement Scheme in December 2019.  She started at CRC in January 2020 at low E1 
level and is now studying at E3 level She says: 
“Without this course, I would never speak with people.  People are surprised I can speak so 
well after only three years.  I say it’s because I study at CRC!  It’s helped me a lot how to 
speak and how to (make) contact with the people here.  Before, I couldn’t go to the GP by 
myself, now I can. I can go to job interviews and understand.  I do everything by myself now.  
I do not need to give the phone to my husband anymore!  I give all my friends advice to go to 
CRC!” 
 
U is from Ukraine.  She joined our extra summer classes for new Ukrainian arrivals in June 
2022 and is now in our full-time (12 hour) daytime programme.  She is currently studying at 
Entry level 3. She says: 
“I’m enjoying my time at college and every day I learn something new.  I had a good 
experience on the radio show at CRC – I became more confident than I was before, and it 
was really good working in a team with my class to make the radio show.  My grammar is 
better now than it was before.  My confidence is much better than it was before.  I met a lot of 
people here at CRC and I’m happy to know them. When I came, I couldn’t even understand 
at a café, but now it’s much better!” 
 

Case Study 5 – Cambridge Regional College  

“Studying ESOL at CRC has helped me to feel more comfortable, to feel more alive, to 
keep busy.  It is a fresh start for me.  It’s helped me with English, with communication 

and being in society.” - V is 18 years old and from Ukraine 

 

N is a doctor and surgeon, originally from 
Afghanistan, who trained and worked in Ukraine. He 
came to the UK in 2022 and joined CRC in May.  He 
is working towards Level 1 and Level 2 exams this 
year.  He says: 
“I am enjoying studying at CRC. I have improved my 
English and now it is much better. We have good 
teachers. Outside of class as well, there are many 
changes. Now I can understand appointments, 
interviews, and events. It is much improved. Now I 
can understand them… and the British accent!” 
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H is from Sudan. He arrived in the UK as an Unaccompanied Asylum Seeing Child (UASC) 
and started at CRC in September 2019 at Entry level 1. He is now studying towards Entry 2 
exams.  He says: 
“My English last year was not like this!  It gets better.  Before I can’t read, now I try to read 
good.  I can’t write before, now I can text my friends.  I get more friends because I can 
speak, and I feel happy.”  
 
H is a UASC from Iranian Kurdistan. He has been at CRC since September 2021 and has 
made excellent progress; he started in an Entry 1 class and is expected him to take Level 1 
exams this coming summer.  He says: 
“I feel excited always because I see many improvements. I can talk better than before, I can 
listen better than before, I can understand much better than before, so I can make 
communication better between me and others.  It’s good for me.  I know a lot of different 
classmates from different and new cultures; it makes my brain wider and wiser because I 
know about other cultures and behaviours.  I see myself better every day, day after day I can 
use better grammar and I can understand better.”           
           
 
           

 

Oleksii, 26, came to the UK shortly after the invasion of Ukraine. He spent three months 
in a Dutch refugee centre, whilst waiting to be paired with a host from the UK. Due to 
being profoundly deaf, Oleksii chose to spend his time at the refugee camp preparing 
himself for his new life in the UK. Becoming extremely proficient in British Sign Language 
in a matter of months. He has recently enrolled at Cambridge Regional College on an 
ESOL course, which will help him with learning support as he progresses. With a long-
term goal of studying computing at a degree-level. 
Oleksii’s new host, Isobel, is a retired teacher of the deaf. She said “Oleksii amazes 
everyone he meets with his positive attitude. He reads and writes in Ukrainian, Russian 
and English – and he’s better than I am at British sign language!”.  

Photo credit: Courtesy of 
Cambridge Regional 
College 
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Appendices  
 
Appendix 1 – 2021/22 ESOL ILR Data Headlines 
 
Headline ESOL data is provided below. The AEB Annual Data Report (publication date March 
2023) will contain further analysis including learner characteristics and destination data. 
 
Table A: ESOL enrolments by level over a three-year period 

 

 
 
Table A shows that overall, since devolution, the number of ESOL enrolments increased in 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, over the last three years with a +23% increase between 
2020/21 and 2021/22.  Entry Level ESOL enrolments saw a +24% increase between 2020/21 
and 2021/22 and Level 1 ESOL enrolments saw a +49% increase. 
Whilst Level 2 ESOL enrolments increased between 2019/20 and 2020/21, they decreased 
between 2020/21 and 2021/22 by -31% 
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Table B: ESOL achievements over a three-year period 
 

 
 
The number of ESOL enrolments that have resulted in achievement have increased across 
the last three years with a +17% increase between 2020/21 and 2021/22. 

 
Figure 3: Concentration of ESOL learners by ward 

 

FIGURE 3: This Map shows the 
concentration of ESOL Learners in 
2021/22 by ward of residence. The 
seven wards with the highest number 
of ESOL learners are in Peterborough.  
The largest of these are: Central (138 
learners), East (91 learners), North 
(70 learners) and Dogsthorpe (63 
learners). The ward in South 
Cambridgeshire with the most 
Learners is Histon and Impington (22 
learners) 
The most ESOL learners in Cambridge 
live in King’s Hedges (38 learners) 
The East Cambridgeshire ward with 
the most ESOL learners is Ely West (7 
learners). The Fenland ward with the 
most learners is Octavia Hill (31 
learners). Huntingdon North (22 
learners) has the most learners in 
Huntingdonshire.  
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Table 4: Participation of ESOL learners by constituent authority in 2021/22: 

District  Number of ESOL Learners % Of Total ESOL Learners 

Cambridge 267 18% 

East Cambridge 44 3% 

Fenland 153 10% 

Huntingdonshire 97 7% 

Peterborough 826 55% 

South Cambridgeshire  108 7% 

Total  1,495  
 

Source: Individualised Learner Record (R14) 2021/22. Table 4 shows local authority of learner residence who 
started ESOL in 2021/22 academic year, excluding carry-over learners. 
 

Table 5: Participation of ESOL learners by learning organisation in 2021/22 
 

CPCA ESOL Provision by Provider and Subcontractor - 2021/22 Active Learners 

Provider and Subcontractors 

Adult Skills and Community 
Learning  
ESOL Provision 

Learners Enrolments 

Bedford College - Direct Delivery Only SUPP SUPP 

Cambridge Regional College - Direct Delivery Only 231 494 

Cambridgeshire County Council - Direct Delivery and 
Subcontractors 

278 412 

Direct Delivery 166 247 

Cambridge English Language Society 50 66 

United Learning Trust 60 92 

Workers Educational Association SUPP SUPP 

College of West Anglia - Direct Delivery  111 115 

Inspire Education Group - Direct Delivery and 
Subcontractors 

392 680 

Direct Delivery 220 375 

Gladstone District Community Association 173 305 

Peterborough City College 449 970 

West Suffolk College - Direct Delivery Only 39 139 

Worker's Educational Association - Direct Delivery Only 41 42 

Total 1,508 2,872 
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Table 5 notes -  
SUPP - Number of learners is low enough to be disclosive (under 10) 
Number of Learners will not necessarily sum to the total as a learner can take multiple 
learning aims across multiple providers.  
Source - Individualised Learner Record, Education and Skills Funding Agency 
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Agenda Item No: 3.3 

Mid-year Performance Review of Skills funded provision 2022-23 
 
To:    Skills Committee 
 
Meeting Date:  9 January 2023 
 
Public report: This report contains an appendix 1 which is exempt from publication 

under Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, as 
amended, in that it would not be in the public interest for this 
information to be disclosed (information relating to the financial or 
business affairs of any particular person (including the authority holding 
that information).  The public interest in maintaining the exemption 
outweighs the public interest in publishing the appendix. 

 
Lead Member: Councillor Lucy Nethsingha, Lead Member for Skills  
 
From:  Fliss Miller, Interim Associate Director of Skills 
 
Key decision:    No  
 
Forward Plan ref:  N/A 

 
Recommendations:   The Skills Committee is recommended to: 

 
a) Note the current in year performance of Combined Authority funded 

Skills Programmes.  

 
Voting arrangements: No vote required. 
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1. Purpose 

 
1.1 To provide a summary of the early findings of the first term of delivery of funded provision 

including Skills Bootcamps, Adult Education Budget, Apprenticeships, Turning Point, 
Careers Hub and Multiply. 

 

2.  Background 

 
2.1 The Adult Education Budget (AEB) is devolved to the Combined Authority with a 

recurrent c£12m budget, reaching approx. 10,000 learners per year. The AEB funds four 
statutory entitlements to full funding for adult learners: 

  

• English and maths, up to and including level 2, for individuals aged 19 and over, who 
have not previously attained a GCSE grade A* - C or grade 4 or higher 

• First full qualification at level 2 for individuals aged 19 to 23 

• First full qualification at level 3 for individuals aged 19 to 23 

• Essential digital skills qualifications, up to and including level 1, for individuals aged 19 
and over, who have digital skills assessed at below level 1.  

 
AEB funds qualifications for upskilling and reskilling residents into and between work and a 
rich lifelong learning offer to help eligible learners engage in learning, build confidence, and 
enhance their wellbeing. For residents of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, additional 
flexibilities have been introduced to increase access and participation in learning such as 
full funding for first level 2 and 3 qualifications for all, full funding for ESOL, a second level 3 
offer, a low-wage scheme, and a bursary for Care Leavers.  
 
To note, there is a separate report, 3.1 Adult Education Budget Annual Return 2021-22, 
which sets out performance for the 2021-22 academic year. Enrolments by residents at R04 
(November 2022) are included in the exempt appendix.  
 
Recently we have secured additional skills funding via Skills Bootcamps and Multiply. Both 
programmes target different individuals.  

 
2.2 Multiply – c£4m of additional funding has been secured up to March 2024 to deliver adult 

numeracy courses to c8,500 participants and provision to build capacity and awareness 
around the importance of maths and number confidence.  The programme officially 
launched during Number Confidence Week on the 7-11 November. The first Multiply return 
from delivery providers is due in January 2023 and therefore ILR and financial information 
was not available at the time of writing this report. However, based on information received 
from providers, we estimate that c200 learners had started on Multiply since October 2022. 
Further information regarding forecasted spend and delivery is included in the exempt 
appendix.   

 
2.3 Skills Bootcamps - £4,891,985 of funding has been secured up until March 2023 to deliver 

Skills Bootcamps courses of up to 16 weeks in duration in the Green, Construction and 
Digital sectors ranging from Levels 2 – 5. Skills Bootcamps provision provides flexible 
course opportunities with the aim of supporting people into new jobs upon course 
completion and provides local employers with the opportunity to access funding to upskill 
existing staff. 
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2.4 Careers Hub – The Careers Hub has funding allocated on an academic year basis and this 
academic year is the first year of a full Careers Hub model. Core funding for 2022/23 is 
£289,800. The Careers Hub is designed to support schools in developing high quality 
Careers Education programmes aligned to the local labour market, with employers at the 
heart. To date, a further £88,250 has been secured to deliver enhanced activities to support 
primary education, increasing the awareness of technical education and developing teacher 
encounters with industry.  

 
2.5 Turning Point (funded via the Community Renewal Fund) – is a funded scheme to help 

more unemployed people into work, delivered by the Combined Authority via Growth Works 
with Skills. The funding secured for the project which ended in December 2022 was 
£864,251. Turning Point was targeted to Fenland and Peterborough as per the funding 
requirements. The funding provided funded internships and provided access to free short 
course training not currently funded via other means. This scheme has been very 
successful and delivered more than the targeted outputs. 

 
2.6      Apprenticeships – Whilst the Combined Authority does not have overall responsibility for  

the funding and delivery of Apprenticeships in the region, it is a metric we closely monitor  
and seek to increase both the supply and demand of Apprenticeship provision in the region. 
There was an +8% increase compared to 2020/21 this is benchmarked to National starts 
increased by +9% this period.   

 
The first data point for Apprenticeships for the 2022/23 academic year is not available until 
January. In 2021/22 there were 2,016 Apprenticeship achievements in Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough. This is a -11% decrease compared to 2020/21 (from 2,263 to 2,016) 
Compared to 2019/20 they were +1% up (from 2,004 to 2,016). Nationally achievements 
decreased by -12% from 2020/21 due to the impact of the pandemic. 

 
2.7 All skills funding is aligned to the Employment and Skills Strategy. Where possible targeting 

of funds is directed to where there is most need, in reducing inequalities and areas of the 
sub-region that are relatively most deprived.  

 

Table A Overall funding 
programme starts 
up to R04 

Target Completions Total spend 

Turning Point 
(Community 
Renewal Fund) 

• Internships 

• Training 
vouchers 
issued 

 
 
 
106 
123 

 
 
 
100 
80 

 
 
 
100 
102 
 

 
Final 
calculations 
awaited 

Apprenticeships 
(21/22) * 

4777 N/A 2016 N/A 

 
          * Based on 2021/22 full year data. 

 
2.8    Careers Hub Performance 2021/22  

 

Table B below illustrates the performance of the Careers Hub in 21/22. It is too early in the 

academic year and reporting cycle to share performance for 2022/23. 
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Table B  
Careers 

Hub 

Schools 
in Hub 

Schools 
matched 
with EA 

Av 
Bmks 

(3) 

Av Bmks 
achieved 

Bmk1 
achieved 

Upgrade to 
Compass + 

Compass 
completions 

  Achieve
d 

    

Target 100% 98% 100% 5 80% 75% 100% 

% 100% 96.67%* 100% 6 76.67% 60.00% 86.67% 

Variance 
%  

0.00% -1.33% 0% 1 -3.33% -15% -13.33% 

 
Significant Implications 
 
 

3. Financial Implications 
 
3.1 A separate paper: Item 3.5 Finance and Performance Report sets out the financial position, 

forecast to year-end and their implications. 
 

4. Legal Implications  
 
4.1 There are no significant legal implications. As per the protocol with DfE, MCAs may not 

publish in-year data prior to official publication by the department. This data has therefore 
been redacted from publication in accordance with paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the 
Local Government Act 1972 on account that the information relating to the financial or 
business affairs of any person or organisation (including the authority holding that 
information).   

 

5. Public Health implications 
 
5.1 The recommendations outlined in this report have positive implications for public health. 

Participation in adult learning improves the health and wellbeing of participants and wider 
society. Additionally, the Combined Authority funds skills training for professionals in the 
health care sector as well as short courses for adults on managing physical, mental health 
and wellbeing.  

 

6. Environmental and Climate Change Implications 
 
6.1 The recommendations outlined in this report have positive implications for the                 

environment. Environmental Conservation courses and Carbon literacy are some of the               
courses that are funded. In addition, training for retrofit occupations (in construction trades) 
and electric vehicle maintenance and charging are also funded. Delivery of learning at local 
settings, potentially reducing travel also reduce carbon emissions.  
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7. Other Significant Implications 
 
7.1 The recommendations outlined in this report have due regard to the Combined Authority’s 

Equalities duties under the Equality Act 2010 in implementing funding policies which seek to 
widen participation and make learning opportunities more accessible for all citizens including 
all protected characteristics.  

 
8. Appendices 
 
8.1 Exempt Appendix 1 In year Review of Skills Programmes 
 
 

9.  Background Papers 
 
9.1 None 
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Agenda Item No: 3.4 

Skills and Labour Market Insights Report 
 
To:    Skills Committee 
 
Meeting Date:  9 January 2023 
 
Public report: Yes 
 
Lead Member: Councillor Lucy Nethsingha, Lead Member for Skills  
 
From:  Fliss Miller, Interim Associate Director, Skills 
 
Key decision:    No 

 
Forward Plan ref:  N/A 

 
Recommendations:   The Skills Committee is recommended to: 

 
a) Note and comment on the information in the report which should  

be used as a guide to inform future decision making and 
 

b) Suggest any further additional headline insights for future 
reports 
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1. Purpose 

 
1.1  This report supports the members of the Skills Committee to make informed judgements 

and decisions based on timely evidence relating to the local skills supply and labour market.  
 
1.2 It is proposed to continue to report this evidence to the committee bi-annually around the 

January and September committees.  
 

2.  Background 

 
2.1 Since its creation, the Combined Authority has ensured its decision making, investments 

and commissioning is evidence based.   
 
2.2 Following a request from members for more consistent headline data, a report format was 

initially proposed to members at committee in March 2022.  
 
2.3 As a result of feedback from members, the reporting has been developed. The report now 

contains a wider set of indicators, so that consistent data can be presented to both the 
Skills Committee and Business Board. The timescales for reporting have also been altered 
to ensure reporting coincides with the cycle of data releases, in order to provide a headline 
evidence base for judgement and decision-making.  

 
 

3.  Skills and Labour Market Insights 

 
3.1 The headline report (Appendix 1) has been produced for the committee by Cambridgeshire 

Insights and MetroDynamics.  
 

3.2 This presents the latest available information on core indicators covering the following key 
themes: 
 

• Economy 

• Labour market 

• Business conditions and performance 

• Skills supply. 
 

3.3 Members are also asked to suggest any additional headline insights for future reports that 
they feel it would be helpful to be informed on, in terms of the strategic overview of skills 
and economy of the region 

 
 

Significant Implications 

 

4. Financial Implications 

 
4.1 There are no financial implications contained within this paper.  
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5. Legal Implications  
 
5.1 There are no legal implications in this report. 
 

6. Public Health implications 
 
6.1 The public health implications of this report are neutral. 
 

7. Environmental and Climate Change Implications 
 
7.1 The environmental implications of this report are neutral. 
 
 

8. Other Significant Implications 
 
8.1 There are no other significant implications in this report. 
 

9. Appendices 
 
9.1 Appendix 1 - Skills and Labour Appendices - CPCA Economic Update  
 
 
 

10.  Background Papers 
 
10.1  None. 
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Economy Overview

ECONOMY OVERVIEW
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Economy: size and growth
• In the most recent year of data (2020), GDP was 
£27.1bn. However, this value was depressed due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic and associated 
lockdowns

•The true value for 2022 is likely to be close to 
the pre-Covid figure (£29.9bn) given national 
trends. 

• It is noteworthy that CPCA’s economy barely 
grew at all between 2018 and 2019 – with only 
£9m more GDP (equivalent to 0.03% growth). 
Peterborough’s economy actually contracted 
between 2018 and 2019.

•The national economy is almost certainly 
heading into recession. This is likely to make the 
target of doubling economic output in CPCA 
more challenging to achieve

ECONOMY OVERVIEW
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Source: ONS dataset Regional gross domestic product: all ITL regions
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Sectors: size and growth (GVA)

ECONOMY OVERVIEW
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• Manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, 

real estate and professional, scientific and 

technical activities are CPCA’s largest 
sectors by GVA, accounting for a combined 

45.3% of GVA in 2020.

• A number of CPCA’s sectors shrank 
between 2015 and 2020, of those that did 

construction was the most economically 

important for CPCA, followed by 

administrative and support service 

activities.

• Future data releases will allow the 

recovery from the pandemic and the 

impacts of inflation for sectoral GVA to be 

considered.

Source: ONS dataset Regional GVA by industry
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ECONOMY OVERVIEW

Productivity (overall)
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20
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 £
’s

GVA per hour worked

Peterborough Cambridgeshire CC UK

Area GVA per hour worked, 2020

UK £37.7

Cambridge £34.8

East Cambridgeshire £33.1

Fenland £27.7

Huntingdonshire £36.2

Peterborough £35.7

South Cambridgeshire £36.6

Source: ONS. Subregional productivity: labour productivity indices by UK ITL2 and ITL3 subregions. 

• GVA per hour worked was below the UK average in 

each district in 2020.

• There is substantial variation across the districts; 

GVA per hour worked is £8.9 lower in Fenland than 

in South Cambridgeshire.

• This has been the case for the last number of years; 

after 2011 productivity growth in Cambridgeshire 

was greatly reduced while in Peterborough it 

declined and took 7 years to recover to its 2011 

level.
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Productivity (by sector)

ECONOMY OVERVIEW

Broad sector group
GVA (2019) 

(£m)

Employment 

(2019)

GVA per 

employment 

(2019)

Compared to 

region

Compared to 

GB

% change 

2015-19

Agriculture, mining, electricity, 

gas, water and waste
1,296 14,050 £92,242 Above Below +11.6%

Manufacturing 3,547 42,000 £84,452 Similar Above -6.8%

Construction 1,633 20,000 £81,650 Below Similar -7.5%

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of 

motor vehicles and motorcycles
2,673 63,000 £42,429 Below Similar +7.1%

Transportation and storage 746 20,000 £37,300 Below Below -2.6%

Accommodation and food service activities 611 29,000 £21,069 Below Below -6.0%

Information and communication 2,056 26,000 £79,077 Similar Below +21.4%

Financial and insurance activities 861 9,000 £95,667 Below Below -11.9%

Real estate activities 2,878 8,000 £359,750 Below Below -6.7%

Professional, scientific and technical activities 2,722 60,000 £45,367 Above Below -20.4%

Administrative and support service activities 1,412 41,000 £34,439 Similar Below +17.4%

Public administration and defence; compulsory 

social security
1,025 14,000 £73,214 Similar Similar -1.6%

Education 2,406 51,000 £47,176 Above Above +9.5%

Human health and social work activities 2,083 53,000 £39,302 Above Above +4.2%

Arts, entertainment and recreation 270 10,000 £27,000 Below Below -6.1%

Other service activities 556 10,000 £55,600 Above Above +30.4%

Source: Metro Dynamics analysis of ONS regional GVA datasets and ONS Business Register and Employment Survey. Sectors that are 5% or more greater than 

comparator are labelled “above”, sectors that are 5% or more lower than comparator are labelled “below”, and those in between are labelled “similar”.

• We calculate sector productivity using total 
GVA and total employment. As the most 
recent GVA data is for 2020 (a year with 
much reduced employment and GVA) we 
use 2019. 

• There is a mixed picture by sector, though 
nine sectors have productivity significantly 
(5%+) below national average, compared to 
four sectors with productivity significantly 
above. In CPCA’s largest broad sector 
(manufacturing) productivity is 5.4% above 
the national figure, though it has declined 
since 2015

• While Information and communication 
sector productivity is below national 
productivity, this is improving fast. The 
opposite is true for finance and insurance 
and professional, scientific and technical 
sectors
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Labour Market
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Internal Migration

LABOUR MARKET

Source: ONS. Internal migration: by local authority and region, five-year age group and sex 
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Huntingdonshire South Cambridgeshire Peterborough

CPCA

• Internal migration, which covers 

movement within the UK, was 

negative between 2016 and 2020; 

more people left CPCA to go to other 

parts of the UK than moved to the 

area from other parts of the country.

• This was driven by large negative net 

migration in Cambridge and 

Peterborough, the other four 

districts had positive net migration 

(or, in the case of Fenland, it was 

effectively zero). 
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Population Breakdown

LABOUR MARKET

Source: ONS. Census 2021. 
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• The population pyramid on the left 

shows the population of CPCA 

according to the 2021 census. In 

2021 CPCA’s total population was 
894,519, of which 579,965 (64.8%) 

were aged between 16 and 64.

• The share of population who are of 

working age was similar to the 

national level; 64.2% of England’s 
population fall into this category.

• The following two slides show the 

population of each district, 

particular attention should be paid 

to the axis labels which vary by 

district.
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District Population Pyramids

LABOUR MARKET
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Source: ONS. Census 2021. 
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District Population Pyramids

LABOUR MARKET
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Total Employees
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• There were 421,496 payrolled employees in CPCA in 

August 2022, 12,600 (3.1%) more than in August 2019.

• The monthly percentage change in payrolled employees 

is a volatile measure but has been positive from March 

2021 up to August 2022 and CPCA has followed a similar 

trend to the UK since late 2017.
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Economic activity

16LABOUR MARKET

•Cambridgeshire and Peterborough has a 
larger proportion of the population 
‘available to work’ than the England 
average.

•Cambridge (85%), East Cambridgeshire 
(88%) and South Cambridgeshire (85%) all 
have a higher economic activity rate than 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough (82%) 
and England (79%)

•Peterborough is the only local authority to 
have an economic activity rate (78%) below 
both Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 
(82%) and England (79%)

Source – Annual Population Survey (July 2021 – June 2022)

*Please note that Annual Population Survey data at local authority level can be unreliable due to small 

sample sizes. Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding  
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Economic activity (in employment) by type

17LABOUR MARKET

•The majority of those aged 16-64 in 
employment work full-time.

•Across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 
78% work full time, compared to 77% across 
England.

•Cambridge, East Cambridgeshire, Fenland 
and Huntingdonshire all have higher 
proportions of those in employment 
working full-time than the England average.

•South Cambridgeshire has the highest 
proportion of those working part-time 
(27%), the only district to have a higher 
proportion working part-time than the 
England average (23%).

Source – Annual Population Survey (July 2021 – June 2022)

*Please note that Annual Population Survey data at local authority level can be unreliable due to small 

sample sizes. Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding  
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Economic Inactivity

18LABOUR MARKET

•Cambridgeshire and Peterborough has a 
lower proportion of the population 
‘unavailable to work’ than the England 
average.

•18% of those aged 16-64 in Cambridgeshire 
and Peterborough are economically 
inactive. This is lower than the proportion 
across England as a whole (21%).

•Peterborough is the only local authority 
with a higher proportion of economically 
inactive residents (23%) than the England 
average (21%).

•East Cambridgeshire (13%), Cambridge 
(15%) and South Cambridgeshire (15%) all 
have lower proportions of economically 
inactive residents than the England average 
(21%).

Source – Annual Population Survey (July 2021 – June 2022)

*Please note that Annual Population Survey data at local authority level can be unreliable due to small 

sample sizes. Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding  
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Economic Inactivity – Over Time

19LABOUR MARKET

•Although the proportion of the 
population economically inactive 
increased during the pandemic, 
there has been a noticeable 
decrease in the latest year.

•The percentage of those aged 16-
64 who are economically inactive 
across Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough has been 
consistently below the proportion 
seen at the England average over 
the past 5 years.

Source – Annual Population Survey (July 2021 – June 2022)

*Please note that Annual Population Survey data at local authority level can be unreliable due to small 

sample sizes. Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding  
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Economic Inactivity by reason

20LABOUR MARKET

•Across Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough the main reason 
(32%) for economic inactivity is 
being a student. This proportion is 
+4pp higher than the England 
average (28%). 

•Cambridgeshire and Peterborough is 
mainly in line with the England 
average when looking at the other 
reasons for economic inactivity.

Source – Annual Population Survey (July 2021 – June 2022)

*Please note that data is not available for discouraged across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough due to 

group sample size being zero or disclosive (0-2).

Note: further analysis in 

development - economic 

inactivity by reason at 

the district level.
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Claimant count* by age

21LABOUR MARKET

•Peterborough and Fenland have the 
highest claimant rate across those 
aged 16-24 and 25-49 with 
Peterborough having a higher 
claimant rate than both the 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 
and England average for these age 
groups. Fenland has a higher 
claimant rate than Cambridgeshire 
and Peterborough for both age 
groups and England for those  aged 
16-24 but is in line with England for 
those aged 25-49

Source – Claimant Count by Sex and Age, ONS , October 2022 – Accessed via Nomis*the number of people claiming benefits principally for the reason of being unemployed
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Employment by occupation
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Source: ONS. Annual Population Survey. (Jul 2021 – Jun 2022)

•We do not see large differences 
in the share of employment in 
each occupation between CPCA 
and the UK.

•Compared to the UK, CPCA has a 
slightly  higher share of 
employment in professional 
occupations, administrative and 
secretarial occupations and 
skilled trades occupations.
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Employment by occupation
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• There is considerable variation 

between districts.

• Cambridge and Peterborough 

have very high proportions 

employed in professional 

occupations compared to the 

other districts (and the UK 

average of 25.8%). 

• Skilled trade occupations make 

up a large share of 

employment in East 

Cambridgeshire and Fenland at 

19.8 and 19.4% respectively 

compared to 8.6% nationally.
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Jobs vacancies trends

24LABOUR MARKET

 The number of vacancies increased in the latter half of 2021, with November 2021 seeing the highest number of 
vacancies in the past decade (62,858). 

 In November 2022, there were 42,814 vacancies across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. 

Source – Lightcast
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Jobs vacancies by occupation

25LABOUR MARKET

•Across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough the majority of job postings in November 2022 were for Professional 
Occupations (31%), this is a slightly higher proportion than the England average (30%). 

•Job postings by occupation across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough are generally in line with what is seen across 
England suggesting similar skills needs. Source – Lightcast
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Jobs vacancies by sector

26LABOUR MARKET

•Vacancies across all sectors have fallen 
over the past year and are below the 
levels seen in November 2021. However, 
it is important to note that November 
2021 saw the highest level of vacancies 
for the past ten years.

•The sectors which account for the largest 
proportions of job postings are: Human 
Health and Social Work 5,269 (12.3%) and 
Information and Communication 5,100 
(11.9%). These are the same two sectors 
which have the largest proportions 
nationally.

Source – Lightcast

INDUSTRY

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough England

% of Total Job Postings

(November 2022)

Raw Number 

Change from 

November 2021 

to November 

2022

% of Total Job Postings

(November 2022)

Raw Number 

Change from 

November 

2021 to 

November 

2022

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICE ACTIVITIES 4.9% ↓ 4.8% ↓
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICE ACTIVITIES 9.3% ↓ 9.3% ↓

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING 0.2% ↓ 0.1% ↓
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION 3.8% ↓ 3.9% ↓

CONSTRUCTION 4.1% ↓ 3.9% ↓
EDUCATION 5.4% ↓ 6.7% ↓

FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE ACTIVITIES 3.1% ↓ 4.2% ↓
HUMAN HEALTH AND SOCIAL WORK ACTIVITIES 12.3% ↓ 13.2% ↓

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 11.9% ↓ 10.7% ↓
MANUFACTURING 7.1% ↓ 5.6% ↓

MINING AND QUARRYING 3.9% ↓ 3.1% ↓
OTHER SERVICE ACTIVITIES 0.4% ↓ 0.3% ↓

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES 5.8% ↓ 7.6% ↓
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND DEFENCE; COMPULSORY SOCIAL SECURITY 1.0% ↓ 1.0% ↓

REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES 1.3% ↓ 1.3% ↓
TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE 4.5% ↓ 4.7% ↓

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE; REPAIR OF MOTOR VEHICLES AND 

MOTORCYCLES
3.6% ↓ 3.5% ↓
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LABOUR MARKET

Workplace and resident median wages
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Source: ONS. Annual Population Survey. (Jul 2021 – Jun 2022)

• In 2022 the median wage for those working in South Cambridgeshire was over £100 higher than the UK median of 

£640, for residents of the district difference was larger. 

• The median resident wage tends to be slightly higher than that of the the median worker.

• In Peterborough, Fenland and East Cambridgeshire the median worker is paid less than nationally.
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Workplace and resident wages
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Source: ONS. Annual Population Survey. (Jul 2021 – Jun 2022)

• The 25th percentile weekly wage for those working in CPCA’s districts is above the national level of £480 in South 
Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire and  Cambridge. For the areas’ residents East Cambridgeshire is also above the national level .

• In each of the districts apart from Peterborough the resident wage is slightly higher than the workplace analysis, likely driven by 

low-paid residents working in other districts where wages are higher.

• Though there is noise present in this data the overall trend in the 25th percentile wage has been positive across the last 10 years 

for residents and workers in these districts.
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Median wages – real time PAYE data

LABOUR MARKET
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Source: ONS. PAYE Real Time Information. September 2022 release.

• The median monthly wage is above the 

UK median in four of CPCA’s districts. 
Peterborough and Fenland have a 

median wage below the UK median.

• Wages fell briefly in the first half of 

2020 but returned to steady growth.

• Rising inflation does not appear to 

have led to accelerated median wage 

growth as of August 2022 . 
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Performance

BUSINESS CONDITIONS AND PERFORMANCE
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BUSINESS CONDITIONS AND PERFORMANCE

Business Birth and Death Rates
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Source: ONS. Business Demography, UK: 2021.

• Business birth rates for CPCA were slightly higher than the UK average, with a lot of variation between districts. The 

highest birth rate was 15.6% in Peterborough while the lowest was East Cambridgeshire, at 8.9%.

• Business death rates for CPCA were the same as nationally at 11%, with the highest business death rates coming in 

Peterborough and Fenland.
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BUSINESS CONDITIONS AND PERFORMANCE

Trade Balance by Sector (2020)
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Source: ONS. Subnational Trade in goods & Subnational trade in services

• In the most recent trade data CPCA had an overall trade surplus driven by services, where exports exceed imports by 

over £1.4bn. The main components of this surplus were ICT, finance and insurance and other services. 

• CPCA had a negative trade balance for goods across all industries but the manufacturing industry in the area had a 

trade surplus of over £1.6bn.
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Digital Connectivity – availability

BUSINESS CONDITIONS AND PERFORMANCE
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• The chart on the left shows the 

percentage of premises in each 

district with an available 

connection for; ultra fast 

broadband, full fibre and gigabit, 

as of May 2022.

• There is substantial variation in 

the availability of connections 

across districts, with some, like 

Peterborough and Cambridge 

performing ahead of the national 

average, while others face greater 

challenges in enabling digital 

connectivity.
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Skills Supply

SKILLS SUPPLY
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Qualification Levels

35SKILLS SUPPLY

•Across the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough area, 
the proportion of residents with each  qualification 
level is broadly similar to the England average.

•Both Cambridge (65%) and South Cambridgeshire 
(58%) have higher proportions of residents with a 
Level 4+ qualification, compared to the 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough area as a whole 
(43%) and the England average (42%). 

•Fenland has a lower skills level overall, with the 
proportion of residents with no qualifications (8%) 
and the proportion of residents with higher 
qualifications level 4 + (22%) lower than the 
England average. 

•This shows a skills gap between the north and 
south of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 
area.

*Please note that percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding Source – Annual Population Survey (2019 – 2021)
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Education and Training: Achievement Rates

36SKILLS SUPPLY

Source – National Achievement Rates, 2019/19, DfE*Please note 2018/19 data is the latest available. A 2021/22 update to this data is due in Spring 2023.

Note: analysis in Spring 2023
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Key Stage 4 Performance

37SKILLS SUPPLY

•Schools in Cambridge, on average, 
have a higher average attainment 8 
score per pupil than the schools in 
Peterborough.

•Across Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough 30 schools had a higher 
average attainment 8 score per pupil 
than the England average of 46.8. Of 
these schools, 23% are located in 
Cambridge.

•All but one of the schools located in 
Cambridge has a higher attainment 8 
score than the England average.

•Of the 26 schools with an average 
attainment 8 score below the England 
average, 11 (42%) are located in 
Peterborough.*Only includes school where Attainment 8 is recorded and publicly available 

Source – Key Stage 4 Results, 2021/22, DfE
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Key Stage 5 Performance

38SKILLS SUPPLY

*Please note 2018/19 data is the latest available. A 2021/22 update to this data is due in Spring 2023.

Note: analysis in Spring 2023
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Key Stage 4 – Destinations (Provisional)

39SKILLS SUPPLY

•Across Cambridgeshire, 92% of pupils who left Key 
Stage 4 went on to education as a destination. This 
compares to 89% of pupils across Peterborough 
and 89% across England as a whole. 

•Peterborough had a higher proportion of pupils 
who left Key Stage 4 and went into employment 
(3%) this is +1pp higher than the England average 
of 2%. In Cambridgeshire, 1% of pupils went into 
employment after Key Stage 4.

•Across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough the 
majority of pupils who left Key Stage 4 in 2019/20 
went onto a state-funded school sixthform or 
sixthform college. 

Source – Key Stage 4 Destination Measures 2020/21 (for 2019/20 leavers), DfE

*Please note that percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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Key Stage 5 – Destinations (Provisional)

40SKILLS SUPPLY

•Higher education was the top destination for pupils 
after Key Stage 5. Cambridgeshire had a higher 
proportion of pupils moving on to higher education 
(36%) compared to the England average (36%). 
Peterborough saw a lower proportion (32%) than 
nationally.

•Employment was the next most popular destination 
with both Cambridgeshire (27%) and Peterborough 
(24%) seeing higher proportions of students going 
onto this destination than England (21%).

*Please note that percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding

Source – Key Stage 5 Destination Measures 2020/21 (for 2019/20 leavers), DfE
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Apprenticeships - Starts

41SKILLS SUPPLY

2021/22 Apprenticeship Starts by top 5 Subject Sector Areas

Subject Sector Area 2021/22 Starts (Raw 

number and % of Total 

Starts)

Business, Administration and Law 1,401 (29%)

Health, Public Services and Care 1,310 (27%)

Engineering and Manufacturing Technologies 541 (11%)

Retail and Commercial Enterprise 476 (10%)

Agriculture, Horticulture and Animal Care 302 (6%)

• In 2021/22 there were 4,777 Apprenticeships starts delivered 
in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough.

•This is an +8% increase compared to 2020/21 (from 4,429 to 
4,777). Nationally starts increased by +9% when compared to 
2020/21.

Source – Apprenticeships and Traineeships 2021/22, DfE
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Apprenticeships – Achievements

42SKILLS SUPPLY

2021/22 Apprenticeship Achievements by top 5 Subject Sector Areas

Subject Sector Area 2021/22 Achievements 

(Raw number and % of 

Total Achievements)

Business, Administration and Law 726 (36%)

Health, Public Services and Care 343 (17%)

Engineering and Manufacturing Technologies 335 (17%)

Retail and Commercial Enterprise 229 (11%)

Agriculture, Horticulture and Animal Care 125 (6%)

• In 2021/22 there were 2,016 Apprenticeship achievements in 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. 

•This is a -11% decrease compared to 2020/21 (from 2,263 to 
2,016) Compared to 2019/20 they were +1% up (from 2,004 to 
2,016). Nationally achievements decreased by -12% from 
2020/21.

Source – Apprenticeships and Traineeships 2021/22, DfE
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Employer Training Overall 

43SKILLS SUPPLY

Source – Employer Skills Survey 2019, DfE

• In Cambridgeshire (35%) and Peterborough (38%)  the 
plurality of establishments funded or arranged off-Job 
and on-job training over the past 12 months. This is a 
greater proportion than England (31%)

•33% of establishments in Cambridgeshire and 27% of 
establishments in Peterborough did not train staff over 
the past 12 months, a lower proportion than in England 
(39%)

• In Peterborough 24% of establishments funded or 
arranged on-job training only over the past 12 months, a 
higher proportion than England (18%) 

*Please note that percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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Agenda Item No: 3.5 

Budget and Performance Report 
 

To:    Skills Committee 
 
Meeting Date:  9 January 2023 
 
Public report: Yes 

   
Lead Member: Councillor Lucy Nethsingha, Chair of the Skills Committee  
 
From:                Read Baurtally, Finance Manager 
 
Key decision:    No 

 
Forward Plan ref:  N/A 

 
Recommendations:  The Skills Committee is recommended to note the year-to-date outturn 

position against budget.  
 

 
Voting arrangements: No vote required. 
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1. Purpose 
 

1.1 To provide an update of the outturn position for 2022/23 and to provide analysis against the 
2022/23 budgets, up to the period ending October 2022. 
 

1.2 The paper also provides a performance update on Skills projects and a trajectory of 
expected performance against devolution deal objectives. 

 

2.  Background 
 

2.1 At the last meeting, the Committee was provided with an analysis of the 2022/23 Skills 
outturn to the end of August, against the approved annual budget. This report will provide 
an update to the end of October. 

 
 

3. Revenue Income & Expenditure 
 
3.1 A breakdown of the Business and Skills Directorate ‘Skills Revenue’ income for the period 

to 31October 2022, is set out in Table 1 below. The Business & Skills Directorate ‘Skills 
Revenue’ expenditure is set out in Table 2 below. 

 

 
Table 1 
 

Skills Grant Income 

22/23 

Budget 

YTD 

Actuals 

YTD 

Variance   
FY Forecast 

Outturn 

FY Forecast 

Outturn 

Variance 
£k £k £k 

Adult Education Budget -11,989 -11,989 0   -11,989 0 

Careers Enterprise Company Funding -200 -44 156   -200 0 

Digital Skills Bootcamp -1,686 -114 1,572   -1,686 0 

Skills Advisory Panel Grant -75 0 75   -75 0 

Skills Bootcamp Wave 3 -4,892 0 4,892   -4,892 0 

Total Skills Grant income -18,842 -12,147 6,695   -18,842 0 

 

 
3.2 The expected YTD position for income - as set out in the table above - shows a variance for 

the year to date of £6,695k compared to the full year budget. ‘Actual’ figures are based on 
payments received and accrued income where known. The bulk of this variance relates to 
Skills Bootcamp Wave 3 and Digital Skills Bootcamp. 

  
3.3 Variances between the YTD position for income and the associated annual budget are set 

out below: 
 

1. Skills Bootcamp Wave 3 accounts for £4,892k of the underfunding against full 
year budget; however, funding has landed in October totalling £725k, followed by 
£500k in November and a further £500k expected in December. This is 
committed and will be paid up front; however, claims into next calendar year will 
be paid in arrears. DfE (Department for Education) have now confirmed process - 
once the upfront funding has all been used, DfE will review with us that we have 
paid out monthly to providers and will then pay CPCA this amount in arrears. This 
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is through the monthly data submitted to DfE and via the contract calls with DfE.  
Further discussion on updates to outturn will be covered below in the Revenue 
Expenditure section. 
 

2. Digital Skills Bootcamp accounts for £1,572k of the underfunding against full year 
budget. Funding has arrived at the beginning of October for £100k to be followed 
by further invoicing of DfE towards the end of 2022 for £200k. This reflects the 
tardiness in terms of claims seemingly being stuck in the system, despite being 
actioned by DfE in August. This is currently being investigated, which should 
expedite the future claims and minimise the quantum of slippage into the next 
fiscal year. Furthermore, there is commitment to be invoicing DfE on Wave 2 for 
provision from The Skills Network. 

 
3. Careers Enterprise Company Funding accounts for £156k of the underfunding 

against full year budget. Three claims are being processed following a slight 
delay in relation to queries that DfE had over the original submission. 

 
 

3.5        A breakdown of the Business & Skills Directorate ‘Skills Revenue’ expenditure for the 
             period to 31 October 2022, is set out in Table 2. below. 
 

Table 2 

 

Skills Revenue Budget 

22/23 

Budget 

YTD 

Actuals 

YTD 

Variance   

FY 

Forecast 

Outturn 

FY Forecast 

Outturn 

Variance 
  £k £k £k 

AEB Devolution Programme 10,449 7,476 -2,973   10,449 0 

AEB Innovation Fund - Revenue 629 158 -471   629 0 

AEB Programme Costs 367 249 -118   367 0 

AEB Provider Capacity Building 156 68 -88   156 0 

AEB Strategic Partnership 

Development 196 33 -163   196 0 

Careers and Enterprise Company (CEC) 75 79 4   77 2 

Digital Skills Bootcamp 1,785 172 -1,613   1,785 0 

Health and Care Sector Work Academy 2,467 218 -2,249   2,467 0 

Skills Advisory Panel (SAP) (DfE) 40 0 -40   40 0 

Skills Bootcamp Wave 3 3,640 17 -3,623   1,449 -2,190 

Skills Rapid Response Fund 27 0 -27   27 0 

 Skills Bootcamp Wave 3 PM costs  274 0 -274   101 -172 

 Total Skills Revenue Budget 20,104 8,470 -11,634   17,743 -2,361 

 

 
3.6  The YTD Actuals as set out in the table above shows an underspend against full year 

budget of £11,634k. ‘Actual’ figures are based on payments made and accrued expenditure 
where known. 

 

3.7  Variances between the revenue expenditure YTD and the annual budget are set out below:  
 

1. AEB Devolution Programme accounts for £2,973k of the YTD underspend 
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against full year budget. 80% of AEB is allocated to grant funded colleges and 
providers and this is paid on a monthly profile. The weight of payments is at the 
beginning of the academic year – September to December. ITP contracts are in 
mobilisation phase and are paid in arrears. This means expenditure will increase 
in the next period.  
 
1.1. AEB Innovation Fund £471k - Innovation Fund is paid based on actual 

expenditure being received. Several invoices are still being processed 
together with evidence and so we expect the outturn to be higher. Some 
projects have also been extended and so expenditure will be reported in the 
next period. At the November 2022 Skills Committee, new projects were 
approved, and funding agreements are currently in development. 
 

1.2. AEB Programme Costs £118k - The variance is due to the team carrying a 
vacancy for which recruitment has been completed with fixed-term resource. 
Many of the large invoices for external support including audit, data analysis, 
quality assurance and evaluation are being processed and are expected to 
reduce the underspend in this programme budget by year-end. 

 

1.3. AEB Provider Capacity Building £88k and AEB Strategic Partnership 
Development - £163k - There was a separate Innovation Fund Report tabled 
at the November 2022 Skills Committee which members have approved. 
Residual funds will be carried forward into 2023/24 Local Innovation Fund, 
once invoices in the system have been processed. A forecast position for 
proposed carry-forward will be available for March 2023 Committee.  
 

2. Skills Bootcamp Wave 3 £3,623 variance – timing, see funding points. Following 
procuring and contracting, Training Providers began delivering in September, 
with expenditure to Training Providers for initial course delivery having begun in 
October 2022. A more realistic forecast has been calculated for the remaining 
quarter, in line with the new freedoms and flexibilities being offered by DfE, 
permitting slippage into next year.   
 

3. HCSWA (Health Care Sector Work Academy) £2,249k - The Health and Care 
Sector Work Academy continues to face challenges in delivery. A separate paper 
on performance was considered at the last meeting. 

 

4. Digital Skills Bootcamp £1,661k - Expenditure lags income as providers are paid 
after receipt of the funding. Final income and claims in terms of learner numbers 
will be monitored up until December 2022. This relates to the payment milestones 
set by DfE where the second and third payment milestones cannot be claimed 
until after course delivery plus achievement of job outcomes, therefore claims 
were to run in to the current fiscal year 2022-23. Most claims are to be processed 
between September – November 2022; as the programme is not set to be 
extended beyond the calendar year, considerable underspend (c. £1.4m) is 
expected.  

 
4. Performance Reporting 
 

4.1  The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Devolution Deal is about delivering better economic 
outcomes for the people of our area and commits us to specific results.  
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4.2  Appendix 1 shows the Skills Performance Dashboard, with an update on delivery against 

the following growth outcomes at the heart of the Devolution Deal (of which outcomes are 
embodied in the business cases which the Board and Committee consider): 

  
• Prosperity (measured by Gross Value Added (GVA)  
• Housing  
• Jobs  

 
4.3  These metrics are updated to align with the Board Performance Reports. 
 
4.4  Future performance reporting arrangements are being developed to adopt new metrics with 

a stronger outcome focus. 
 
 

Significant Implications 
 

5. Financial Implications 
 

5.1 There are no financial implications other than those included in the main body of the report.  
 
 

6. Legal Implications  
 
6.1 The Combined Authority is required to prepare a balanced budget in accordance with 

statutory requirements.  
 

7. Public Health implications 
 
7.1 N/A 

 
8. Environmental and Climate Change Implications 
 

8.1 N/A  
 

 
9. Other Significant Implications 
 
9.1 N/A  

 

 
10. Appendices 
 
10.1 Appendix 1 – Performance Dashboard 
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Appendix 1  

SKILLS COMMITTEE  

COMBINED AUTHORITY PERFORMANCE DASHBOARD 

DEVOLUTION DEAL TRAJECTORY 

 
GVA TRAJECTORY V BASELINE JOBS TRAJECTORY V BASELINE HOUSING PERFORMANCE (*cumulative figures) 

  

 

 

 

Combined Authority Skills Project Profile:  
 

 

 

                                                                          Data as at the end of November 2022 

Skills projects 

Project RAG status 

Adult Education Budget (AEB)  Green 

Growth Works (Business Growth Service) Amber 

University of Peterborough Phase 1 Green 

University of Peterborough Phase 2 Red 

University of Peterborough Phase 3 Amber 

Skills Bootcamps Amber 

Skills Bootcamps Wave 3 Amber 

Health & Care Sector Work Academy (HCSWA) Red 
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Baseline: Current trend without Devolution Deal interventions 

Outturn data source: GVA and Jobs - Office of National Statistics (ONS); 

Housing - Council Annual Monitoring Reports/CambridgeshireInsights. 

This has been updated in line with National Reporting standards. The CPCA 
Devolution Deal committed to doubling GVA over 25 years with 2014 as the 
baseline. To achieve this target the CPIER identified the region would require 
annual growth of 0.31% on top of the 2.5% baseline growth.  

Target is derived through the CPIER by the GL Hearn report with a high growth 
scenario of 9,400 additional job growth per annum and a baseline of 4,338 jobs 
per annum. 

Devolution Deal target to deliver 72,000 new homes over a 15-year period. £170m 
affordable homes programme is expected to deliver over 2,500 additional homes.  
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Agenda Item No: 3.6 

Alignment of Procurement and Contracting 
 
To:    Skills Committee  
 
Meeting Date:  9 January 2023 
 
Public report: Yes 
 
Lead Member: Councillor Lucy Nethsingha, Lead Member for Skills  
 
From:  Fliss Miller, Interim Associate Director for Skills 
 
Key decision:    No  
 
Forward Plan ref:  N/A 

 
Recommendations:  The Skills Committee is invited to: 

 
a) Note the implementation of a Dynamic Purchasing System 

(DPS) for all Skills Funding procurement activity, where a 
competitive tendering process is required.  
 

 
Voting arrangements: No vote required. 
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1. Purpose 

 
1.1  The purpose of this paper is to present to the Skills Committee an efficient and joined up 

approach in The Combined Authority when undertaking procurement and contracting 
activity with Training Providers for skills provision, working in conjunction with Procurement, 
Legal and Finance colleagues.  

 
1.2 The Skills Committee are invited to note the implement of a Dynamic Purchasing System 

for procuring skills provision with Training Providers under Skills Funded projects where a 
competitive tendering process is required.   

 

2.  Background 

 
2.1 The Skills Committee will be aware that The Combined Authority works across multiple 

funding streams including, but not limited to; Adult Education Budget, Multiply, Skills 
Bootcamps. For each funding stream, the Combined Authority is required to undertake 
suitable procurement activity to contract with Training Providers to deliver the skills 
provision. Previously, procurement has taken place via the Proactis Portal as a single 
activity per funding stream and whilst market engagement will take place, awareness 
raising to attract enough local and National Training Providers to bid can be a risk. 
Additionally, continuing to create new Skills procurement activity, including tendering 
documentation, on a per funding stream basis can create a high and time pressured 
administrative workload.  

 
2.2 The Skills Teams wishes to implement a Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS) to allow 

Training Providers who are interested in delivering skills provision in Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough region to register to The Combined Authority’s DPS via the Proactis 
Tendering Portal at regular intervals (such as monthly registration opportunities).  

 
2.3 The implementation of an all Skills DPS provides a more efficient and joined up 

procurement process to support The Combined Authority’s ambition for a higher Training 
Provider response rate. This will increase quality and supply of skills provision, allowing 
more individuals to access training and provides employers with greater access to talent, 
aligning to the themes within the Employment and Skills strategy.   

 
2.3 Training Providers must complete and pass the Standard Selection Questionnaire to be 

accepted on to the DPS. This creates a bank of Training Providers who have already met 
initial Combined Authority Due Diligence. Currently, this questionnaire is completed by 
Training Providers each time they want to bid to deliver skills provision for The Combined 
Authority, therefore by implementing a DPS the due diligence process will be more efficient 
for both the Training Provider and The Combined Authority.  

 
2.4 A further benefit to implementing a DPS is that all Training Providers accepted on to the 

DPS will automatically receive an electronic notification via the Proactis Portal when new 
tendering opportunities are released for skills provision for The Combined Authority.  

 
2.5 Additionally, a Dynamic Purchasing System allows for call-off contracting and mini 

competitions. 
 

2.6 The Dynamic Purchasing System would also detail the contracting process to ensure 
Training Providers have sight of The Combined Authority’s overarching Terms and 
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Conditions and project specific conditions, where the latter would be included as a 
Schedule.   

 
 

3. Funding and Governance 

 

3.1 A Dynamic Purchasing System would be developed, implemented and managed by The 
Combined Authority’s Procurement team in conjunction with the Skills team and would be 
used where The Combined Authority is in receipt of approved Skills Funding and requires a 
Training Provider(s) to deliver this provision. 

 
3.2  Any Training Providers who are successful in their bid to the funding opportunity would be 

issued with a Contract, or an updated overarching contract with an additional project 
specific Schedule. This would be coordinated between the Procurement, Finance, Legal 
and Skills teams. 

 

Significant Implications 
 
4. Financial Implications 
 
4.1 There are no significant financial implications, however it is notable that the DPS has the 

potential for saving on staff time, as well as an increase in the participation to tender. This 
in turn is beneficial for our region either in the number of Training Providers involved in 
delivering skills provision, or by having a larger pool of Training Providers from which to 
choose.  

 

5. Legal Implications  
 
5.1 There are no significant legal implications. 
 

6. Public Health implications 

 
6.1 There are no significant public health implications 
 

7. Environmental and Climate Change Implications 
 
7.1 The report recommendations have positive implications for the environment. Skills 

Bootcamps will be delivered to support the NetZero agenda. 

 
8. Other Significant Implications 
 
8.1 The recommendations in this report have due regard to the Combined Authority’s Equalities 

duties under the Equality Act 2010 in implementing funding policies which seek to widen 
participation and make learning opportunities more accessible for all citizens including all 
protected characteristics. 
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9.      Appendices 
 

9.1       None 
 

 

10.   Background Papers 
 

10.1     None 
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Agenda Item: 3.7 
 

 

 

 
 
SKILLS COMMITTEE AGENDA PLAN 
Updated 21 December 2022  
  
Notes 
 
Committee dates shown in bold are confirmed. 
Committee dates shown in italics are TBC. 
 
The definition of a key decision is set out in the Combined Authorities Constitution in Chapter 6 – Transparency Rules, Forward Plan and Key 
Decisions, Point 11 http://cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk/assets/Uploads/CPCA-Constitution-.pdf
 
* indicates items expected to be recommended for determination by Combined Authority Board 
+  indicates items expected to be confidential, which would exclude the press and public. 
  
Draft reports are due with the Democratic Services Officer by 10.00 a.m. eight clear working days before the meeting. 
The agenda dispatch date is five clear working days before the meeting. 
 
The following are standing agenda items which are considered at every Committee meeting:  
 

1. Minutes of previous meeting and Action Log 
2. Agenda Plan 
3. Budget and Performance Report 
4. Employment and Skills Board Update 
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Committee 
date 

Agenda item Report Purpose Lead officer Report to 
CA 
Board for 
decision 

Reference 
if key 
decision 

Agenda 
despatch 
date 

09/01/23 AEB Annual Return to DfE To approve the AEB Annual Return 
to the DfE and final outturn for the 
2021/22 academic year 

Parminder Singh 

Garcha 

No  22/12/22 

 ESOL Local Planning 
Partnerships - Annual Report 

To note the Annual Report of the 
ESOL Local Planning Partnerships 
and plans for improving local co-
ordination and provision in 2023/24 

Parminder Singh 

Garcha  

No   

 ARU Peterborough Phase 3 
full business case and 
monitoring arrangements for 
the new university  

To consider and approve the Phase 3 
full business case including a review 
of the university’s original quantitative 
objectives set at the Phase 1 full 
business case, with further 
recommendations about how to reset 
these for effective monitoring of the 
new university. 

Rachael Holliday Yes   

 Mid-year Performance Review 
of all Skills Funded Projects 

 Fliss Miller No   

 Skills Bootcamps Wave 4   Melissa Gresswell Yes    

 Alignment of all Skills 
Procurement and Contracting 

 Melissa 

Gresswell/Parmind

er Singh Garcha 

Yes   

 Skills and Labour Market 
Insights Bi- Annual Report 
(incl. an update on 
apprenticeships)   

 Rachel Hallam No   
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Committee 
date 

Agenda item Report Purpose Lead officer Report to 
CA 
Board for 
decision 

Reference 
if key 
decision 

Agenda 
despatch 
date 

06/03/23 Skills Funding allocations and 
policy changes for 2023-24 

To approve AEB, FCFJ and Multiply 
funding allocations for 2023-24 and 
funding policy changes.  

Parminder Singh 

Garcha  

Yes  24/02/23 

 Careers Hub allocations and 
future plans 

 Laura Guymer Yes   

 Growth Works Update  Steve Clarke No   

 UK Shared Prosperity Fund 
Investment Plan  

 Steve Clark     

 Economic Growth Strategy 
Implementation Plan  

 Steve Clarke No   

 Health and Social Care Sector 
Academy – end of contract 
performance review 

 Fliss Miller  No   

05/06/23 Skills Contract Awards to 
Independent Training 
Providers for 2023-24  

To approve AEB, FCFJ, Bootcamps 
Multiply contract awards for 2023-24 
academic year.  

Parminder Singh 

Garcha / Melissa 

Gresswell  

Yes  26/05/23 

 AEB Three-year Evaluation 
Report – impact and findings 

To note the findings of the AEB 
Impact Evaluation and approve the 
next steps.  

Parminder Singh 

Garcha 

No   

 FE Coldspots – report on 
progress 

To note the progress made with the 
projects.  

Parminder Singh 

Garcha 

No   

       

       

 
 
An accessible version of this information is available on request from democratic.services@cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk 
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